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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to find ways to improve the analysis of hyperspec-
tral Terahertz images. Although it would be desirable to have methods that
can be applied on all spectral areas, this is impossible. Depending on the
spectroscopic technique, the way the data is acquired differs as well as the
characteristics that are to be detected. For these reasons, methods have to
be developed or adapted to be especially suitable for the THz range and
its applications. Among those are particularly the security sector and the
pharmaceutical industry.

Due to the fact that in many applications the volume of spectra to be
organized is high, manual data processing is difficult. Especially in hy-
perspectral imaging, the literature is concerned with various forms of data
organization such as feature reduction and classification. In all these meth-
ods, the amount of necessary influence of the user should be minimized on
the one hand and on the other hand the adaption to the specific application
should be maximized.

Therefore, this work aims at automatically segmenting or clustering THz-
TDS data. To achieve this, we propose a course of action that makes the
methods adaptable to different kinds of measurements and applications.
State of the art methods will be analyzed and supplemented where nec-
essary, improvements and new methods will be proposed. This course of
action includes preprocessing methods to make the data comparable. Fur-
thermore, feature reduction that represents chemical content in about 20
channels instead of the initial hundreds will be presented. Finally the data
will be segmented by efficient hierarchical clustering schemes. Various ap-
plication examples will be shown.

Further work should include a final classification of the detected segments.
It is not discussed here as it strongly depends on specific applications.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist, die Analyse von hyperspektralen Terahertz
Bildern zu verbessern. Obwohl es wünschenswert wäre Methoden zu haben,
die unabhängig von spektralen Bereichen anwendbar sind, ist dies wegen der
zu großen Variabilität der Charakteristika und Messmethoden unmöglich.
Methoden müssen so entwickelt werden, dass sie speziell für die Terahertz
Spektralregion und deren Anwendungsgebiete, wie z.B. im Sicherheitsbe-
reich und der pharmazeutischen Industrie, verwendet werden können.

Wegen des häufig sehr großen Datenvolumens ist händische Datenanalyse
schwierig, speziell, wenn hyperspektrale Bilder aufgenommen werden, muss
automatische Datenorganisation angewandt werden. In der Literatur wird
dazu meist Merkmalsreduktion in Kombination mit überwachter und unüber-
wachter Klassifikation benutzt. Dabei sollte die Anzahl der vom Benutzer zu
setzenden Parameter minimiert werden während die Lösung flexibel bleiben
muss.

Aus diesem Grund beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit der automatischen
Segmentierung oder Clusterung von Terahertz Bildern. Wir schlagen eine
Handlungskette vor, die eine große Anpassbarkeit auf verschiedene Tera-
hertz Anwendungen sicher stellt. Dabei werden State-of-the-Art Metho-
den analysiert und sowohl ergänzt als auch durch neue Methoden ersetzt,
wo nötig. Die Handlungskette umfasst zunächst verschiedene Vorverar-
beitungsschritte, danach werden die Merkmale von ursprünglich hunderten
auf ungefähr 20 reduziert. Diese 20 Features werden mit einem effizienten
hierarchischen Clustering Algorithmus dann angeordnet.

Da diese Arbeit vor allem auch durch die Notwendigkeit der Interpreta-
tion realer Daten motiviert wurde, werden anschließend Anwendungen aller
vorgeschlagener Methoden auf Beispieldatensätze gezeigt.

Zukünfitige Arbeit könnte eine überwachte Klassifikation auf der Basis der
gefundenen Segmente beinhalten.
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1 Introduction

In classical image processing, objects are analyzed by their representation in the visible
domain, i.e. by the way they appear to a human eye. This is done either by one
gray value or three color values. However, there are spectral ranges other than the
visible ones that can be used for object identification. In the area of spectroscopy
the interaction between an object and an emitted radiation of specific wavelengths is
analyzed. This interaction can then be used to unravel characteristics of the measured
material that cannot be detected in other ways.

Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a hyperspectral image.

Traditionally spectroscopy is used to acquire single spectra. However, over the last
years, measuring spectra that represent larger spatial areas has become more and more
popular. In this field, images are measured that contain hundreds of values in each
pixel representing their spectral characteristics. They are therefore called hyperspectral
images. The problem that arises is how to represent this type of data. In Figure 1.1
a hyperspectral image is illustrated. One can see that, although it can be provided
in a three-dimensional array, it should not be mistaken for a volume image. Usually,
hyperspectral images do not contain any information about a third spatial dimension.
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1 Introduction

A volume rendering therefore, does not help in the analysis.

To illustrate its content, we depict one example pixel in red in Figure 1.1 together
with its spectrum. Next to regarding the spectra separately like this, another possibility
is to show a stack of two-dimensional images, each one standing for one measured
channel (i.e. sampled time or frequency step). In the figure, the first and the last 10
channels are shown. However, the complete stack in Figure 1.1 consists of 3200 images,
not just 20. Analyzing them separately is hardly feasible.

Image 1.1 is acquired by Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), which is a
relatively new technique and not well researched. Of course, hyperspectral imaging in
general is not limited to the THz domain. Many spectroscopic techniques can be used.
And there already is a vast amount or literature on the subject. However, much of
this literature focuses on near-infrared applications, as it is particularly established in
real-world scenarios (esp. remote sensing)[6, 7], some focus on the medical sector with
magnet resonance tomography, and mass spectroscopy [8, 9]. Only little is concerned
with hyperspectral THz-TDS imaging.

Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to find ways to improve the analysis of hyperspec-
tral Terahertz images. Although it would be desirable to have a solution that works
independently from the special spectroscopic technique, this is impossible. The way the
data is acquired differs as well as the characteristics that are to be detected. For these
reasons methods have to be developed or adapted which are especially suitable for the
THz range and its applications. Among those are particularly the security sector and
the pharmaceutical industry. We aim at developing methods that preserve and improve
as much of the spectral content as possible on the one hand. And on the other hand
we want to give a representation that can easily be used to detect to content of interest
with as little manual interference as possible.

Before we go into a more detailed description of the contributions of this thesis, we
will give the reader a short overview of traditional spectroscopic techniques and their
advantages and drawbacks. We will then explain the technique of THz time-domain
spectroscopy which will be used throughout this thesis.

1.1 Spectroscopic Techniques for the Detection of Chemicals

The electromagnetic spectrum with its different frequency regions is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1.2. There is a wide range of spectroscopic techniques that are used
to cover these regions. Apart from visible range photography, among the well known
ones are near-infrared and mid-infrared spectroscopy, spectra measured with the photo-
spectrometer, nuclear magnetic resonance images, Raman spectroscopy and for about
20 years now Terahertz spectroscopy. Applications range from astronomy and the in-
spection of paintings to remote sensing of landscape, they include medical analysis of
body tissue and pharmaceutical analysis, i.e. biochemical applications [8].

We will focus on applications that involve the detection of chemicals. Therefore we
will introduce the reader to some of the other wavelength that are used in this area.
Subsequently we give a more detailed introduction into applications and technologies
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1.1 Spectroscopic Techniques for the Detection of Chemicals

that focus on the Terahertz range.

X-Ray
1016−19

Ultra Violet
1014−17

Visible
4.3-7.5 × 1014

Infrared
1012−14

Micro Wave
109−12

Radio< 109 Γ-Ray> 1019
Terahertz
0.3 − 5 × 1012

Figure 1.2: Spectral regions of electro magnetic spectrum with respective frequencies
[10].

1.1.1 Raman, Near-Infrared, and Mid-Infrared

Electro magnetic waves of each wavelength range unveil specific characteristics that can
be used to identify materials. If the aim is to identify chemical compounds, the tech-
niques that are mostly used are Raman, near-infrared, and mid-infrared spectroscopy.
To embed the THz range into these state of the art methods, we will give a short
overview. It will consist of an outline of the properties, advantages and disadvantages.

Raman spectroscopy: This technique is based on the so-called Raman effect. It
is caused by inelastic scattering of monochromatic incident light, i.e. the light of
one frequency is scattered and produces energy at a slightly shifted frequency. The
incident light usually comes from the near-infrared, visible or ultraviolet range. The
scattering is caused by molecular bond vibrations, thereby the respective bonds can be
identified. Raman spectroscopy can thus be used to identify chemicals. The advantages
of Raman spectroscopy are that little sample preparation is needed and water marks no
problem. Glass and polymers usually do not hinder the measurement. The downside
is that to obtain a Raman spectrum only the inelastic scattering is accounted for
while the main radiation that passes through the sample is suppressed. Hence it has
a nature of being a “secondary radiation”, it is weak and the apparatus needs to be
optimized. Furthermore, other effects such as autofluorescence can hide the radiation
altogether. Additionally Raman spectroscopy can be destructive due to a high laser
intensity [11, 12].

Near-Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy: The phenomenon that is observed here, is the
absorption of energy at specific frequency bands of incident light. The absorption is
caused by molecular overtone and combination vibrations. The spectra are complex
because of their relatively low intensity and the broad overlapping bands. NIR is
not sensitive to water which is one of the reasons that NIR reflectance spectroscopy
is mainly used in the food and agricultural industry [13, 14]. Especially in remote
sensing of soils NIR is applied. The applications in the pharmaceutical industry are
more recent because of the complexity. Generally, the advantages of NIR are that little
sample preparation is required, it is very quick, glass is non-absorbing and physical as
well as chemical parameters can be extracted. Disadvantages are that sophisticated
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1 Introduction

calibration has to be performed to extract them and the absorption is very broad and
overlapping [15, 16].

Mid-Infrared (MIR) spectroscopy: One can say that both near- and mid-infrared
are complementary to Raman spectroscopy. Like near-infrared spectroscopy MIR ob-
serves the absorption at different frequency bands. Vibrational modes as well as some
rotational ones can be detected. Advantages are that the absorption lines are usually
very fine and single compounds can be identified by analyzing the acquired spectra. It
is the method that is most popular in analyzing chemical compounds. An extensive
library containing the respective absorption bands is publicly usable [17]. Quantitative
as well as qualitative analysis of the spectra is performed. Disadvantages are that sam-
ple preparation is need, the method can be destructive and glass is absorbing, hence,
no glass containers can be used [18]. Furthermore, this region is sensitive to water.

In addition to the advantages and disadvantages of the addressed methods it has to
be said, that the question of “which method to use” highly depends on the material that
is to be analyzed and the environmental conditions during the analysis. Remote sensing
of soils for example is not possible when the radiation is as weak as the Raman effect
or the method is as sensitive to water as MIR. On the other hand the disadvantages
of MIR, such as sample preparation, higher costs, and longer acquisition duration are
minor in many highly controlled and expensive settings in the pharmaceutical industry,
whereas the reliability of the results, i.e. the correct classification is essential.

Therefore, these methods often do not directly compete against each other but rather
complement each other. In this context we will now introduce the radiation that builds
the focus of this work, the Terahertz radiation. In many aspects it is complementary to
the other techniques mentioned above and its novelty is the main reason for its rarity
in industrial applications.

1.1.2 Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS)

In Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), similar to MIR and NIR the ab-
sorption of chemicals is analyzed. Absorption lines are generated by inter- and intra-
molecular rotational modes within the substrate to be measured. In contrast to infrared
spectroscopy one can differentiate between polymorphous shapes of a compound. For
this reason different forms of Aspirin for instance can be distinguished in the THz do-
main [19]. When measuring solids in the THz wavelength, the phonon, i.e. collective
excitations are dominant. Especially crystalline structures can be identified.

One advantage of THz-TDS for pharmaceutical quality control is that amorphous
material — which for example coating of drugs often consists of — is non-absorbing in
all the three frequency ranges of NIR, MIR, and THz [20]. One of the biggest advantages
of THz-TDS is, however, that additionally most packaging materials are non-absorbing.
This includes carton, plastics, paper, ceramics, but also clothes. Therefore, this range
can be used for many purposes. Among those are biological, medical or pharmaceutical
applications, applications within the security sector and non-destructive testing [21].
The reason why the THz bandwidth has not been exploited yet, is that for a long time
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1.2 Contribution

there has been a gap between the radio and the optical frequencies. The transistor
technologies could cover frequencies up to 50 GHz while the laser technologies could
be extended down to 30 THz [22]. With the development of ultra-short laser pulse
emitters and detectors in the early 90s and the further technological development in
the last two decades this gap closes more and more [23].

There are different ways how to acquire spectra in the THz range. We will focus
here on Terahertz Time-Domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) also called Terahertz pulsed
spectroscopy. An ultra-short femtosecond laser pulse is generated and sent through an
object. The detector then measures the reflection by or the transmission through the
object. This technique has a very broad bandwidth, often covering several THz, and
can therefore be used to detect highly different features of unknown substrates without
knowing their exact position beforehand — in contrast to frequency resolved techniques
where usually only some frequency bands are analyzed. One further advantage is that
it is insensitive to thermal background noise [24] because it is time resolved. Hence,
measurements can be taken at room temperature. This and the fact that packaging
materials are non-absorbing make it applicable in areas where infrared spectroscopy
for example can not be used.

At the beginning of every chapter in this thesis we will outline the content of the
respective chapter. Within this outline the contributions will be written in italic fonts.

1.2 Contribution

Data
Acquisition

Evaluation

Features
of

Classi-
fication

Visual
Inspection

Seg-Feature
Reduction

Pre-
Processing mentation

Figure 1.3: Different steps of spectral data processing. Green region includes the dif-
ferent topics of this thesis.

Due to the fact that in many applications the volume of spectra to be organized
is high, manual data processing is difficult. Especially in hyperspectral imaging, the
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1 Introduction

literature is concerned with various forms of data organization such as feature reduction
and classification [8, 9]. In all these methods, the amount of necessary influence of the
user should be minimized on the one hand and on the other hand the adaption to the
specific application should be maximized.

The goal of this thesis is to automatically segment or cluster THz-TDS data. To
achieve this goal, we propose a course of action depicted in Figure 1.3. By considering
these steps one can design methods adaptable to different kinds of measurements and
applications. We will focus on the green steps. That means we assume to have no
influence on the data acquisition and we will not discuss a final classification, as the
latter strongly depends on specific applications. The green boxed course of action also
builds the red line of the thesis. In the following chapters we will go into detail for
all of the steps. state of the art methods will be analyzed and supplemented where
necessary, improvements and new methods will be proposed. Some of the algorithms
do not need to be applied on all measurements but only if a certain application or data
acquisition quality makes them necessary.

Chapter 2: Different preprocessing step are discussed. Because the THz-TDS tech-
nology is rather new, the standardization is not high and often only very little prepro-
cessing is applied at all. We therefore propose to add some algorithms and procedures
to improve the data quality. These additions result in various techniques. In Section
2.2 two methods to reduce the noise in the time-domain are explained. Preprocessing
in the frequency-domain is discussed in Section 2.3. Here, we first discuss existing ap-
proaches that can be used for peak preserving smoothing and then introduce methods
to determine the dynamic range of a THz-TDS measurements and to estimate a correct
baseline.

Chapter 3: We propose a procedure to simulate spectra that have the same basic
shape, noise, and peak characteristic as THz-TDS absorption spectra. Two different
kinds of approaches on basic shape simulation from the literature are compared with
real-world measurements in Section 3.1. Noise characteristics are analyzed and included
in Section 3.2. Finally the typical peak shape and possible positions that can be found
are inserted by a spline based method in Section 3.3.

Chapter 4: Possibilities for feature reduction of THz-TDS spectra are analyzed. The
main features lie in the magnitude spectrum, therefore the focus is on them. In Section
4.2 we start by discussing one of the state of the art methods from that area, namely
PCA. We then propose two other feature sets. One is based on real wavelets one on
complex wavelets. In both cases the dimensionality of the spectra is reduced while the
representation remains spectrally comprehensive and interpretable.

Both methods are evaluated with the simulation scheme from Chapter 3. The evalu-
ation in Section 4.3 is applied to compare different sets of basis functions and support
sizes for real wavelets, i.e. finding the best parameters. Furthermore, it is used to com-
pare the proposed feature sets with each other as well as the given full spectrum. In

6



1.2 Contribution

the end of the chapter standard features as well as a phase representation are discussed
and finally all features are combined in Excursus 2 into a fixed set of features that can
be used in various applications.

Chapter 5: Initially, clustering methods in general are discussed to then focus on
hierarchical clustering. In Section 5.3, after explaining the classical algorithm, we dis-
cuss different parameters that need to be set and propose to use an atypical distance
measure to improve the results. For high data volume the classical hierarchical clus-
tering easily fails, therefore the Chameleon algorithm by Karypis is used. We discuss
its functionality in Section 5.4 and discuss problems with the initially incorporated
similarities of the algorithm and propose an alteration. In Section 5.5 we propose an
alternative but similar approach to high volume hierarchical clustering. It is based on
the Chameleon as well as the classical hierarchical clustering.

The data organization up to this point is done wholly based on the information of
the single spectra and can be applied to independent measurements as well as images.
In the next Section 5.6 we therefore investigate two approaches on including spatial
information into the segmentation of hyperspectral images. The first one consists of
applying classical image processing on the feature set proposed in the previous chapter
and apply the segmentation on the pre-smoothed data. The other one is an approach
that includes a spatial similarity directly into the clustering by combining a spectral
with a spatial distance measure. Section 5.7 finally discusses the cluster evaluation.
Problems with the state of the art method in automatic approaches are explained. We
propose an alternative approach and particularly an algorithm for its implementation.

Chapter 6: We present various applications of the methods and algorithms proposed
in this work and thus illustrate their usefulness. We use high dynamic range mea-
surements of chemicals to illustrate the spectral preprocessing as well as to practically
evaluate the parameter choice in hierarchical clustering for these kinds of data in Section
6.1. A hyperspectral image of a Lactose pellet shows the usability of the time-domain
preprocessing in Section 6.2. A relatively big hyperspectral measurement of an enve-
lope with different materials inside serves to illustrate and compare the feature sets as
well as the high volume clustering algorithms in Section 6.3.

Finally we also apply the feature reduction and the data clustering on different kinds
of spectra measured by Raman spectroscopy to illustrate the potential for other areas
in Section 6.4.
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2 Preprocessing

As pointed out in the introduction, Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
is a time-resolved technique. That means an ultra-short laser pulse acquired in the
time-domain leads to a relatively wide spectrum in the frequency-domain. Within this
frequency-domain one can then potentially find characteristics, that are used to identify
a material. However, before automatic classification or organization of this data can
begin, often a number of preprocessing steps have to be applied to make the data
comparable and to eliminate artifacts. Preprocessing of THz-TDS data will hence be
the topic of this chapter.

Contribution Initially the standard procedure that is used to get from the time- to the
frequency-domain will be explained. Beforehand, one needs to consider the appearance
of echo pulses in the time-domain. To eliminate these echo pulses we apply two alterna-
tive methods, based on windowing or wavelet shrinkage. They are explained in Sections
2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Once transformed into the frequency-domain usually the following is-
sues have to be considered. The smoothness, the dynamic range and the non-constant
baseline. In more detail, the spectra might not be smooth enough, i.e. oscillations that
signify no characteristic absorption might be present, for this purpose we compare two
different peak preserving smoothing filters in Section 2.3.1. To determine where the
noise begins in a spectrum, i.e. the dynamic range ends, we propose an algorithm in
Section 2.3.2. Furthermore, to estimate the baseline of a measurement we propose to
simulate them based on their physical origin in Section 2.3.3.

Before explaining the details of the proposed preprocessing scheme, two remarks have
to be made as to the specific form of the measured compounds:

Remark 2.1 We will focus on transmittance spectra where a sample signal and a
reference signal are acquired. Most preprocessing steps can be used for reflection spectra
as well only without the existence of a reference measurement.

Remark 2.2 All measurements considered in this thesis are measured in dry air. Ter-
ahertz radiation is very sensitive to high humidity in the air. Figure 2.1 shows the
difference between a reference with and without water absorption lines. The reference
is a measurement taken without an object between emitter and detector.

9



2 Preprocessing
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Figure 2.1: Reference spectrum with and without water absorption lines.

Although the exact positions of the waterlines are known, they are difficult to eliminate.
Especially in higher frequent regions (above 1.5 THz) their density is high, this can
make the detection of real peaks in a sample spectrum taken in humid surroundings
difficult. Eliminating these water lines from the spectrum is a separate research topic
and is not within the scope of this thesis. However, the known positions of these
waterlines (e.g. in the HITRAN database [25]) can be used for their elimination as
done by [26] for example.

2.1 Standard Methods

To generate THz spectra with a broad bandwidth, an ultra-short laser pulse is emit-
ted and its transmittance through an object or reflection by an object is measured in
the time-domain signal. Information derived from the frequency-domain, namely the
absorption coefficient and the refractive index, is then used to determine the charac-
teristics of the objects. We will now explain the classical procedure how to calculate
these indicators from a transmission (2.1) measurement.
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Figure 2.2: Time-domain signal of sample and reference.

(1) The time-domain signal of the sample and the reference is acquired. In Figure 2.2
two typical THz-TDS signals are displayed. The blue signal is the reference pulse
and the green one the sample. The sample pulse is time-delayed, has a reduced
main amplitude, and shows deformations after the main amplitude.
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2.1 Standard Methods

(2) For both signals the Fourier transform is calculated. The Fourier transform Ŝ(ν)
of a signal s(j) with j ∈ {0, ..., n − 1} is defined by:

Ŝ(ν) = n−1∑
j=0 s(j)e−2πi

νj
n .

The left hand side of Figure 2.3 shows the logarithmic magnitude spectra of both
measurements while the right hand side shows the unwrapped phase spectra.

(3) Out of the two complex Fourier transforms the following coefficients are calcu-
lated:

(a) The frequency dependent index of refraction:

n(ν) ∶= 1 + c

2πνd
Φ(ν)

where d is the thickness of the sample and Φ(ν) its phase spectrum.

(b) The absorption coefficient:

α(ν) ∶ = −2
d
ln{A(ν)[n(ν) + 1]2

4n(ν) } (2.1)

where d is the thickness of the sample, n(ν) its refractive index, and A(ν)
the magnitude spectrum.
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Figure 2.3: Left: Logarithmic magnitude spectra of sample and reference; Right: Phase
spectra.

(4) A type of normalization of the spectrum is achieved by deconvolving the sample
signal with the reference. This deconvolution in the time-domain can be executed
as a division in the Fourier domain. Therefore, A(ν) and Φ(ν) are not the
magnitude and phase, respectively, of the sample alone but rather of the ratio of
the samples and reference spectra [27]. The phase of a THz-TDS measurement is
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2 Preprocessing

almost linear, due to the single cycle pulse measured [28]. Nevertheless, the index
of refraction is often even assumed to be locally constant [27] with a constant
sample thickness. If this is the case the absorption coefficient does only depend
on the ratio of the two magnitude spectra and the other parameters only have a
contribution of a constant factor.

We are mainly interested in the overall absorption as well as the peak positions
of the spectra. In Figure 2.3 the linear shape of the phase is visible. The char-
acteristic peaks are not very dominant while in the magnitude they are very
pronounced. Therefore, we focus on the magnitude spectra of the ratio between
sample and reference as a representation of the absorption coefficients. Figure
2.4 illustrates the transmittance resulting from these calculations.
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Figure 2.4: Logarithmic sample magnitude divided by reference.

These are the standard steps that are carried out to get an interpretable spectrum. As
the measurements differ due to the system parameters, environmental conditions, and
the measuring person, further preprocessing is necessary. In the following sections we
will talk about the means we propose to enhance the quality of the spectra in general
and to deal with specific effects. The overall goal of this preprocessing is to gain spectra
that are adjusted for further automatic interpretation and classification.

2.2 Time-Domain

To avoid carrying artifacts through the calculation process, they have to be eliminated
as soon as possible. Therefore, the first issue in preprocessing THz-TDS spectra is to
remove effects that can already be detected in the time-domain. The most important
of these effects is the appearance of echo pulses.

We assume that every measurement contains at least one pulse, the maximum. With
the exception of information in direct vicinity of the main pulse — i.e. 2 picoseconds
before and 10 picoseconds after it — we consider every maximum that exceeds the
standard deviation of the remaining signal to be an echo pulse. We call all pulses
except the main pulse echo pulses — even if they appear before the main pulse and
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2.2 Time-Domain

are not strictly speaking echoes. Additional pulses appear for mainly two reasons.
Either the broad focus of the laser beam or reflections within the sample. Both will be
explained in more detail later on.

Although some of these pulses can be used for further analysis they still have to be
detected and separated from each other. Otherwise they lead to strong interferences
within the spectral domain. We will first present our approach on filtering out pulses
that occur before the main pulse and that are relatively easy to filter out. Then we
will talk about echos behind the main pulse.

2.2.1 Echo Removal with Window Functions

In THz-TDS the lateral resolution of imaging systems is low. Therefore, the diameter
of the focus beam can be bigger than the object itself. This may produce two pulses
reaching the detector; one of them being the usual sample pulse that went through
the material. The other one, however, is a remainder of the reference, i.e. the original
pulse [29]. As this reference remainder did not have to pass through the sample, the
time delay is almost zero in contrast to the sample signal’s time delay. Hence, it ap-
pears before the main sample’s pulse. Generally one can assume everything appearing
before that pulse to be noise and filter it completely away, for that purpose we apply
apodization functions.
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Figure 2.5: Top Left: Signal with two pulses; Top Right: Signal filtered, such that
only the main pulse remains; Bottom Left: Additional echo pulse produces
interferences in spectrum; Bottom Right: Suppression of additional pulse
in time-domain pulse, suppresses interferences in the spectrum.
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2 Preprocessing

Apodization or window functions are very often used prior to the Fourier transform
to eliminate undesirable aliasing effects [30]. Aliasing appears because the Fourier
transform acts under the assumption of infinite periodic signals while experimentally
given data usually is finite. In Figure 2.5 the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is so high,
that this effect of so-called spectral leakage should not be dominant in the Fourier
spectrum. However, not all measurements have such a good SNR. Therefore, we apply
apodization for classical reasons — i.e. behind the main pulse — as well as to remove
remainders of the reference pulse before the main pulse.

We apply two kinds of windows to deal with the echoes before the main pulse on
the one hand and the spectral leakage on the other hand. Information before the main
pulse is suppressed generously with a Nuttall window [31] while the one coming after
the pulse is hardly altered. Only to eliminate the effects of spectral leakage a Hamming
window is used [32]. Figure 2.5 shows the importance of the elimination of the reference
pulse. The displayed spectrum has its main peaks at 0.5 THz and between 1.3 and 1.6
THz. Within the blue spectrum on the left hand side the interferences originating from
the extra pulse can be seen. In the red spectrum the peaks are well preserved while
the interferences are filtered away.

There are echo pulses that are more difficult to filter. For this purpose we will apply
a form of wavelet shrinkage in the next section. The wavelet transform and its useful
characteristics will be applied at various points of this thesis. Therefore, we will now
give a short Excursus about the most important ideas of this well known transform.

1 Excursus (The Discrete Wavelet Transform)
The wavelet transform has the advantage of extracting information of specific fre-
quency characteristics and in addition preserving the lateral position of these charac-
teristics. Furthermore, it is especially appropriate when the signals are only finitely os-
cillating, i.e. substantially differ from sinusoidals. To facilitate understanding wavelet
based methods that are applied in this thesis, we now explain the concept of the dis-
crete wavelet transform. However, as this is a well-known topic and not the focus of
the work we refer the reader to the literature as for example [33, 34].
The basis of the discrete wavelet transform is a multiscale analysis. One can roughly

say that a multiscale analysis is a sequence of subsets (Vj)j∈Z of L2(R) (satisfying
a number of conditions, see for example [35]) that can be used to represent charac-
teristics of functions u ∈ L2(R) up to a certain coarseness level j. For this purpose
the projections of the functions to the subsets Vj are used, i.e. PVju. Additionally
one can define for each Vj the orthogonal complement Wj. A function can then be
represented up to coarseness j by the projection PVju and the left over information
represented by using the Wi. Following from this, one can represent u by using Wi:

u = ∑
i∈ZPWiu = PVju +∑

i≥jPWiu (2.2)

Such a multiscale analysis is generated by a function Φ ∈ V0. This function is defined
as Φj,k(x) ∶= 2−j/2Φ(2−jx − k) with k ∈ Z are orthonormal basis of Vj . The function
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2.2 Time-Domain

Φ is called the generator or scaling function of the sequence. On the basis of such a
scaling function one can also define a basis {ψj,k ∣k ∈ Z} for the Wj in the following
way:

ψj,k(x) ∶= 2−j/2ψ(2−jx − k) (2.3)

with
ψ(x) ∶= √2∑

k∈Z(−1)kh1−kΦ(2x − k), where hk ∶ = (Φ,Φ−1,k).
Following from Equation 2.2 we can use the basis for theWj to find a basis for L2(R),
namely {ψj,k ∣j, k ∈ Z}. Now, using Equation 2.3 in Equation 2.2, one can represent
u ∈ L2(R) by u = ∑

j,k∈Z(u,ψj,k)ψj,k. The functions ψ are called wavelets.

Although it is not trivial to find a generator function for a multiscale analysis, a
multitude of wavelets and respective generator functions have been developed in the
last decades.
One of the computationally most attractive characteristics of the wavelet coeffi-

cients is that they can be recursively calculated by filtering the signal at each level
with a low-pass filter hΦ(l) ∶= hl and high-pass filter hψ(l) ∶= (−1)lh1−l. For the
calculation of the wavelet coefficients γψ(j, k) ∶= (u,ψj,k) and the scaling function
coefficients γΦ(j, k) ∶= (u,Φj,k) one can prove that the following two equations hold:

γψ(j, k) = ∑
l∈Zhψ(l − 2k)γΦ(j − 1, l) (2.4)

and

γΦ(j, k) = ∑
l∈ZhΦ(l − 2k)γΦ(j − 1, l). (2.5)

That means at a fixed coarseness level j the coefficients of both scaling and wavelet
function can be calculated on the basis of the scaling function coefficients of the
previous level j − 1.
Explained in a more intuitive manner, one can imagine the signal to be split up at

each level into a low-pass and high-pass component, i.e. into coarse and fine informa-
tion of a certain level. The low-pass component is then used for the calculations of
the next fine level. This splitting also leads to a dyadic downscaling of the coefficients
in each step. The reconstruction of a wavelet decomposed signal can be performed
analogously by up-sampling and filtering with adjoined filter-operators.
Note that for finite signals s(n) with n = 1, ...,N (and for the dyadic downsampling

N = 2J) the sums in Equation 2.4 and 2.5 are finite as well. The downsampling
and filtering scheme for a finite signal is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The algorithm is
started by first applying the filters on the initial signal s(n). Thereby the initial level
of wavelet as well as scaling function coefficients is retrieved. With a sampling size of
2J−1 the initial level is called the J − 1th level as it contains 2J−1 coefficients. In each
recursion only the previous scaling function coefficients have to be known. They are
used as the basis for the further calculation of coefficients as denoted in Equations
2.4 and 2.5.
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2 Preprocessing

In the finite case one has to consider that the filter has to evaluate undefined regions
at the borders. In this work we apply the classical approach of assuming a periodically
continued signal.
With this downsampling scheme and if the wavelet basis function has a compact

support, the calculation of wavelet coefficients only has linear time complexity O(N),
with N being the number of samples. Furthermore, if only high frequent information
is of interest, e.g. for denoising purposes, the downsampling scheme does not have to
be carried out until the 0th scaling level but rather can terminate earlier.
For all calculations in this work we have used the Wavelab package by Donoho et

al [36].

s(n)

hφ

hψ 2 ↓
γψ(J − 1, k)

2 ↓
γφ(J − 1, k)

hφ

hψ 2 ↓
γψ (J − 2, k)

2 ↓
γφ (J − 2, k)

hφ

hψ 2 ↓
γψ (0, k)

2 ↓
γφ (0, k)

b b b

b b b

Figure 2.6: Cascade algorithm for calculation of discrete wavelet coefficients for
signal s(n) with n = 0, ...,N − 1 and N = 2J . Low-pass filter hφ
and high-pass filters hψ are used to recursively calculate each level js
scaling function coefficients γφ(j, k) and wavelet coefficients γψ(j, k)
on the basis of the previous scaling function coefficients γφ(j + 1, k) in
accordance with Equation 2.4 and 2.5.

2.2.2 Echo Removal with Wavelet Shrinkage

The other source for additional pulses in the time-domain are internal reflections during
the measurement. As mentioned before, these reflections are not wholly undesired.
They are used to determine material parameters such as the thickness of different
layers [37, 38]. The appearance of several pulses is, however, not useful when it comes
to determining the spectral characteristics of the material, such as the absorption lines
that originate from the polymorphous shape of the material. As already shown in Figure
2.5 these additional pulses also lead to interferences in the spectrum [19]. Hence, they
have to be separated from the original signal.
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Figure 2.7: Signal with two echo pulses. Detail will be used to illustrate wavelet shrink-
age echo removal in Fig. 2.8.

Filtering away information before the main pulse is relatively easy as there should
be no information of interest. Unfortunately, with real echos this is not the case. We
therefore have to apply a method that detects only the pulse information and separates
it from all surrounding information that can be useful for spectral characteristics.

In Figure 2.7 we show a signal that has its first echo pulse at about 32 picoseconds
(ps) and at 95 ps another one. One can note that the two echo peaks have a decisively
different spectral characteristic than the surrounding information. This is even more
obvious in the detailed view on the top left of Figure 2.8. The echos are broader and
more dominant. Hence, to detect these peaks and thereby be able to separate them
from the rest of the signal using a frequency based filtering method suggests itself. We
have to use a method that provides time information as well, as the main pulse has
the same spectral characteristics as the echo pulses but should not be filtered out. For
these reasons we propose to use wavelet shrinkage because it is a technique that permits
frequency as well as time dependent filtering.

By calculating wavelet coefficients as described in Excursus 1 we can extract a rep-
resentation of the data in different frequency levels. This representation is then used
to apply filtering on those scaling levels that contain information with the frequencies
of interest. This level dependent coefficient filtering is called wavelet shrinkage. We
follow the description of the different steps of this shrinkage procedure given by [39]:

Assuming a given dataset X(t) consist of the signal of interest R(t) and a noise
component N(t), i.e. X(t) = R(t)+N(t), the shrinkage is usually applied as described
in Algorithm 2.1. Our noise model is a little bit different, though. We consider the
echos to be noise and want to keep the information that lies beneath the threshold,
i.e. the noise N(t), and filter out everything above it. Nevertheless, we will keep the
introduced notation, where the noisy data will be the detail X(t) of the original signal
S(t). The detail X(t) contains the echos R(t) and additive “noise” N(t). The result
of the shrinkage will then be the approximation of the echoes R̂ and what we will use
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Figure 2.8: Top Left: Detail of Figure 2.7 with two echo pulses; Bottom Left: Result
of the wavelet shrinkage with only echo pulses; Right: Signal without echo
pulses.

in the end is not R̂ (the pure echo pulses) but rather the “noise” given by X(t)R̂(t).
As already mentioned the denoising is not applied on the full signal, because we

do not want to filter out the main pulse. We rather assume the first 10 picoseconds
after and 5 picoseconds before the main pulse to contain information of interest that
is allowed to have similar spectral characteristics as the main pulse itself. Everything
beyond, having these kind of characteristics, is considered to be an echo. The signal
to be denoised consists in the two parts before and after the main pulse. On both of
them the shrinkage as described in Algorithm 2.1 is applied but naturally N(t) is not
white noise. Hence, applying a global threshold will not extract the echoes R̂. We
therefore apply a hard but level based threshold. In each coefficient level we calculated
θ separately. For this, the variance in each level is used and everything lying beneath
it is filtered out. Thereby only the echo pulses remain.

The whole procedure of this wavelet shrinkage echo removal is described in Algorithm
2.2. Naturally N(t) is not white noise, so applying a global threshold will not extract
the echos Ŝ(t). On the bottom left of Figure 2.8 the filtered echo pulses can be seen.
In the next step we subtract these echo pulses from the original signal and thereby get
the denoised signal that is shown on the right hand side of this figure.

The positive effect of this echo removal on the spectral range is shown in Figure 2.9.
In Figure 2.8 is illustrated that the echo pulses seem to be well extracted from the
rest of the signal in the time-domain. In the frequency-domain the interferences that
appear on the left hand side of the figure are mostly suppressed on the right hand side.
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2.2 Time-Domain

Algorithm 2.1: Classical Wavelet Shrinkage

Data: Noisy data X(t)
Result: Estimation of denoised data R̂(t)
for X(t) do

Calculate wavelet transform Y = W (X)
Calculate thresholds θ = d(Y ), adequately chosen for the respective noise
model for wavelet coefficients (Choice of d, see literature, e.g. [39]
In each level remove information lying below the calculated thresholds —
according to chosen thresholding method, such as hard, soft or fuzzy
thresholding — and gain filtered transform: Z = D(Y, θ)
Recalculate signal with inverse wavelet transform of thresholded
coefficients: R̂ = W 1(Z)

Algorithm 2.2: Proposed Echo Removal with Wavelet Shrinkage

Data: Signal XTotal(t) measured from t0, ..., tn
Result: Estimation of signal without echoes Ŝ(t)
for S(t) do

Find position of maximal peak tmax X1 ∶ [t0, ..., tmax − 5ps]→ R with
X1(t) ∶= S(t)
X2 ∶ [t0, ..., tmax + 10ps]→ R with X2(t) ∶= S(t)
for Xi(t) where i ∈ {1,2} do

X ∶= Xi

Apply Algorithm 2.1 with level depending hard thresholding

R̂i ∶= R̂, i.e. the echo pulses of Xi

Ŝ(t) ∶ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R̂1(t) if t ∈ {t0, ..., tmax − 5ps}
S(t) if t ∈ {tmax+1 − 5ps, ..., tmax−1 + 10ps}
R̂2(t) if t ∈ {tmax + 10ps, ..., tn}
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Figure 2.9: Left: Spectrum of 2.7 with interferences of echo pulses; Right: Spectrum of
right hand side of 2.8 with removed echo pulses.

At the same time sharp peaks or general noise are not smoothed away. This is the
main advantage compared with applying filters in the spectral domain. It is difficult if
not impossible to determine if a deformation in the spectral domain is due to an echo
pulse or to absorption lines of a material.

Different types of wavelets can be used for this inverse wavelet shrinkage. We used
Daubechies wavelets with 8 vanishing moments, because of their shape being very
similar to the shape of the pulses in the time-domain they were particularly suited to
distinguish the echo pulses from the rest of the information. The implementation used
was Wavelab [36].

Before we continue we want to make a general remark about the topic of computa-
tional efficiency and its relevance for this thesis.

Remark 2.3 As done in the previous section, at many points of this work we will
propose different methods to solve the same task. Often the more sophisticated method
might outperform the simpler one as in the case with wavelet shrinkage and Savitzky-
Golay smoothing — if we ignore the artifacts that appear only with wavelet shrinkage.
In many cases the less sophisticated method is computationally more efficient though.
This is not relevant when we consider only a small set of data that has to be processed.
However, in hyperspectral imaging the data amount quickly growth high because with
constant width/height ratio to the number of samples grows as the number of pixels in
two dimensions. Hence, it grows quickly to a volume where computational efficiency
has to be a topic. Therefore, we always propose a second method in comparison that
can be used when a high volume of data has to be analyzed.

In the case of windowing after the main pulse instead of the proposed inverse wavelet
shrinkage applying a smaller Hamming window can be used to eliminate echo peaks
after the main pulse as well. The big drawback is that all information after this echo
peak is then lost, the advantage is that a set of possible windows can be calculated
beforehand and then simply be multiplied with the data according to the main peak’s
position. Hence, only one multiplication is necessary per spectrum.
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2.3 Frequency-Domain

As already described in Section 2.1, standard preprocessing of THz-TDS spectra mainly
consists of deconvolving the sample measurement with a reference and calculating the
absorption coefficient and the refractive index. It was also mentioned that the absorp-
tion index depends on the magnitude spectrum. Therefore, we will describe procedures
we apply on the deconvolved magnitude spectrum to gain information about the ab-
sorption coefficient where the characteristic absorption lines can be found.

2.3.1 Smoothing the Magnitude Spectrum

In Section 2.2 we talked about interferences appearing in the spectrum that originate
from echo pulses in the time-domain. With wavelet shrinkage we achieve a good sup-
pression of these artifacts. The interferences can usually not be eliminated completely
and other noise sources can further disturb the measurement quality. Additionally,
the sample’s thickness influences the SNR and thereby the possibilities to separate the
signal from the noise. General noise sources typical for THz-TDS measurements are
more concisely considered in Chapter 3. Generally, it can be said that for further data
processing the necessity of applying smoothing will arise. Therefore, a suitable method
for smoothing the spectrum has to be found.

Depending on the data set the quality of the spectra differs. Especially in hyperspec-
tral imaging, there are spectra which have a very bad SNR — as well as ones that give
clear peaks with smooth dynamic range. Therefore, the goal is not to find an optimal
method for a specific application, but rather a method, that works “well enough”. This
mainly involves two requirements:

(1) Computational efficiency and easy applicability

(2) Preservation of peaks

We will first apply wavelet shrinkage again. It will be used in the spectral domain and
with the assumption of Gaussian white noise. Hence, we estimate a global threshold
from the first and finest level of wavelet coefficients while in the last section the thresh-
old was chosen especially for each level. As an alternative, we use the Savitzky-Golay
filter [40] which is one of the most popular filters in chemometrics. This popularity is
founded on its easy and fast calculability and its capacity to preserve peaks [41].

In this method, given a window of points {x−m, ..., x0, ..., xm} around a center point
x0, one wants to calculate the optimal fit of a polynomial

f(j) = k∑
p=0 ckpj

p

to the given samples. The points must be equally sampled then we can say w.l.o.g.
j = −m, ..,0, ..,m and the polynomial must be of degree k, where k < 2m+1. Optimality
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is defined by minimizing the mean squared distance. Hence one wants to find ckp such
that

d

dckp
[ m∑−m(f(j) − xj)2] = 0.

Instead of interpolating the polynomial anew in each point, Savitzky and Golay proved
that it is possible to calculate the value of the optimal least square polynomial in the
central point — i.e. the point to be filtered — by applying a convolution with precalcu-
lated coefficients. This is possible because one is not interested in the actual coefficients
of the optimal polynomial in each point but just in f(0), i.e. the approximation in x0.
The convolution coefficients then only depend on the size of the filtering window, and
the degree of the polynomial. Although it is an old method, it is still used in different
areas as an easy to implement and to use tool for data smoothing. There are still
alterations being proposed to adapt this method to different applications apart from
chemometrics, e.g. geological characterization of spectra [42].
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Figure 2.10: Smoothing comparison of two methods on three qualitatively different
spectra from one measurement. Black lines are smoothed versions of spec-
tra.

To illustrate the varying quality and SNR of spectra that appear during one data set
we show three spectra from one hyperspectral image measurement that are exemplary
for this diversity. These different spectra shall visualize the effect of smoothing on
different types of spectra. Figure 2.10 presents the two different smoothing approaches
that are applied on one very noisy measurement of metallic content, one spectrum
containing almost no absorption information (i.e. almost a reference measurement),
and one spectrum of a chemical compound. The Savitzky-Golay filter is applied with
a broad window size (13 sample points corresponding to ∼ 100 Gigahertz (GHz)) and
polynomial degree 3 to include extrema as well as inflections. The black curves in the
figure show the result of the smoothing. Generally it can be said, that the smoother
the spectrum is to begin with the less should be changed. When looking at the refer-
ence measurement which is very smooth itself one notes that both filters preserve this
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spectrum well.
Regarding the chemical compound, both smoothing methods preserve the peaks and

filter away small interferences. The wavelet shrinkage, however, preserves the peaks
in their whole depth while they are slightly dampened by the Savitzky-Golay filtering.
So in this case the wavelet shrinkage performs better. This coincides with the findings
of the authors of [43] who did an evaluation of wavelet shrinkage and Savitzky-Golay
filtering on different types of peaks and noises. In this paper with artificial noise added,
and a known ground truth, the wavelet shrinkage outperformed the other methods as
well.

Nevertheless, considering the high absorption measurements we note that in both
cases finer structures are filtered out while some of the interferences are still present, but
that in the case of wavelet shrinkage the smoothing is done more extensively (consider
regions ∼ 1.1–1.3 THz and ∼ 1.7–1.8 THz) and produces shapes similar to the applied
wavelet functions. These shapes are not present in the spectrum beforehand and can
therefore be considered to be artifacts.

Although the wavelet shrinkage outperforms the Savitzky-Golay smoothing with re-
spect to peak preservation, we do not choose one of these methods for all application
cases but rather decide according to the measurement. The better the measurement
and the more controllable the outcome the less the smoothing should change. In case of
chemical compound measurements where the exact preservation of peaks is important
we will therefore apply wavelet shrinkage. When we measure hyperspectral images with
varying content and absorption strength and usually with a higher data volume, we
will apply the Savitzky-Golay filter.

2.3.2 Dynamic Range Determination
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Figure 2.11: Magnitude spectra of reference and noise measurement and calculated
noise floor (cyan-colored).

Once the Fourier spectrum is calculated, we have to determine what part of the
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2 Preprocessing

spectrum provides useful information and at what point the noise begins and the dy-
namic range (DR) ends. The most common approach on doing that in THz-TDS is
to take a separate noise measurement and thereby determine the noise floor [27]. For
this purpose the detector response to a blocked laser beam is acquired. The average
of this noise-only measurement is then used as the noise floor [10]. To asses the DR
of a measurement all information below this noise floor is filtered. Figure 2.11 shows
a magnitude spectrum of a sample measurement in combination with the magnitude
spectrum of noise. The cyan-colored line is the calculated mean of the noise measure-
ment depicted in blue. Hence, as the red sample spectrum reaches this cyan line, the
rest of the spectrum is considered noise.

However, this method can produce various problems in automatic image processing.� With respect to spectra of chemical compounds that have absorption peaks deeper
than the noise-floor, everything behind this peak will be regarded as being beyond
the DR.� Only the system noise is considered here, other noise sources as for example the
samples thickness and interferences appearing for other reasons are not consid-
ered. Every measurement must have the exact same conditions as the noise-floor
measurement had, otherwise too much or too little information might be cut-off.� Separate noise measurements are not always taken, so the information is not
always given and has to be extracted by other means.
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Figure 2.12: Dynamic Range determination by counting extrema after smoothing by
wavelet shrinkage. Everything black is assumed to be noise.

This approach is therefore not satisfying when many different spectra are taken, such
as often is the case in hyperspectral imaging applications. Additionally, there is not
always the possibility to acquire this noise-only measurement. Nevertheless, even if the
noise-floor information is missing it is possible to determine the DR visually. For this
purpose mainly two characteristics appearing in all THz-TDS spectra are used:
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2.3 Frequency-Domain

(1) The interferences have a higher frequency, i.e. of a more random nature, when
the noise is approached than when actual content of interest is represented.

(2) The overall shape — or non-constant baseline — is not decreasing as fast anymore
but rather staying almost constant.

Our goal was to find a method that relies on these properties and not on a separate
measurement. Using the second property, i.e. the almost constant shape of the noise
floor has proven difficult and could only serve as an additional indicator for the DR
calculations. Therefore, we focused on the frequency characteristics. Again, it seems
obvious to use something like the wavelet transform or other frequency based methods.
Unfortunately, the frequency characteristic of the peaks is very similar to the noise floor.
Furthermore, one drawback of the wavelet transform is that it is not shift invariant, and
high coefficients do not necessarily mean high singularities and vice verse. Therefore,
the transform is not very robust with respect to varying measurement quality as shown
in Figure 2.10.

We therefore propose a simple and effective method that includes information about
the application area. Our focus of interest lies on peaks of a specific form, namely the
absorption peaks of THz-TDS measurements of solids acquired at room temperature.
These peaks have a broad shape of around ∼ 100 GHz [44]. For our DR detection we
use the fact that when approaching the noise floor and the number of extreme points
increases. As soon as we find more than 2 peaks per 100 GHz, we assume that we
are facing a noise region. To make the method stable we firstly of all apply previous
smoothing if the acquired spectra have a lot of interferences in early regions. Due to
the logarithmic shape the noise at the end is more pronounced than oscillations in the
beginning of the spectrum. Hence, the smoothing methods explained in Section 2.3.1
mainly alter these small oscillations in the beginning. Secondly, the high frequency of
maximal points has to be detected over at least 4 consecutive intervals, otherwise we
might mistake a very broad, very low peak for a noise region.

The details of the described procedure are are described in Algorithm 2.3. Fur-
thermore its applicability is illustrated in Figure 2.3 on the spectra introduced in the
previous section. The spectra were previously filtered by wavelet shrinkage because we
do not have any time-constraints here. The area that belongs to the DR is assigned
a color, while noise is assigned black. The high absorption measurement is considered
noise from the very beginning of the spectrum. With respect to the features of interest,
i.e. peaks of ∼ 100 GHz width, this is correct, however, and this spectrum must then
completely be discarded as being too noisy for further analysis.

Discarding a whole spectrum raises the question of how to treat the area after the
DR or a pure noise spectrum in automatic data processing. It is necessary to have
a common baseline for all spectra that signifies no informational content. Everything
after the DR could then automatically be set to this baseline. Producing such a baseline
is the topic of the next section. A remark about the shape of the spectra shall be given
beforehand.
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2 Preprocessing

Algorithm 2.3: Proposed Determination of End Point of Dynamic Range

Data: Frequency spectrum Sp ∶ Ω→ R, where Ω ∶= {ω0, ..., ωNMax
} are

frequencies in THz. If necessary the spectrum is previously smoothed.
Result: Cut-off point CDR for dynamic range
for Sp on Ω do

Interval size: PIV ∶= ⌊ NMax

10(ωMax−ω0)⌋
Total number of intervals: NIV ∶= ⌊NMax

PIV
⌋

Counter for intervals with more than 1 maximum per 100 GHz: J ∶= 0
for n = 0 to NIV do

Current interval: In ∶= [ω0 +n ∗PIV, ω0 + (n+ 1) ∗PIV); Find all maxima
Maxn in Sp(ω) with ω ∈ In
Count maxima per interval ∣Maxn∣ if ∣Maxn∣ ≥ 2 then

if J ≥ 3 then
Final interval NDR ∶= n − 3
return Cut-off point: CDR ∶= NDRPDR

break

Increment Counter: J = J + 1
else

Reset Counter: J = 0

Remark 2.4 In the previous figures the magnitude spectra of single samples were
shown and not the transmittance, i.e. the sample spectrum normalized by a reference
as introduced Section 2.1. This was done because smoothing and echo removal is per-
formed separately for sample and reference as well as the dynamic range determination,
as this is customary in the literature. For the next section we need the sample to be
normalized by the reference, however and from now on refer to the sample spectrum
divided by the reference.

2.3.3 Baseline Correction
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Figure 2.13: Spectrum of p-amino benzoic acid with typical non-constant baseline.

As already mentioned in the previous section, a spectrum should have a constant
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2.3 Frequency-Domain

baseline whenever no informational content is expected. Of course there is informa-
tional content in the overall shape of the DR, namely the thickness of the material
can be determined by that. Nevertheless, this information often is dominant when the
difference between two spectra is calculated. Two measurements of the same chem-
ical compound with a different overall absorption would therefore get assigned a big
distance. Hence, this overall absorption has to be encoded in another way and the
spectrum should be normalized such that the shape of the transmittance is not declin-
ing anymore but as constant as possible, while the peaks can be measured from this
constant baseline.

A non-constant baseline appears in different kinds of time-series data, therefore there
are a variety of methods that are applied for this purpose. Examples for non-constant
baselines are infrared spectra, electroencephalograms, and mass spectroscopic data.
Approaches on finding such a baseline include empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
[45], morphological opening of the spectra [46], or very coarse smoothing or low-pass
filtering [47, 48]. There are some characteristics of THz-TDS spectra that make the
application of these methods difficult. The problem with EMD is that it is an only
data driven decomposition which is not very stable and robust with respect to its
decomposition scales. Figure 2.13 shows the transmittance of a chemical compound
in the THz domain. One can note that the type and shape of information changes
with the frequency and even ends with the DR. The empirical mode decomposition
is disturbed easily by such changes and heavily relies on the regularity of extrema.
Another important characteristic — again — is the width of the peaks (again see
Figure 2.13) which makes the application of morphological baseline correction difficult.
Big peaks are smoothed away or at least dampened by the opening and this method
is furthermore extremely sensitive to the choice of a structuring element. On spectra
with sharper peaks, as for example mass spectroscopic, infrared or magnet resonance
data they usually work well.

Because of the described difficulties with state of the art methods for THz baseline
correction, we propose a new method for baseline correction that uses a simulated basic
shape that is optimally fitted to the spectrum in the least square sense. Additionally
it involves a negativity punishment (similar to the negativity punishment for nuclear
magnetic resonance data in [48]). In the course of this work Terahertz spectra will
be simulated for feature selection evaluation. The particulars of this simulation are
explained in the respective Chapter 3. Therein, the first step is to calculate a typical
basic THz-TDS magnitude spectrum shape. This shape can be steered mainly by one
parameter that is estimated based on the steepness of the main pulse in the time-
domain. This coarse approximation of λini can be used to initialize such a basic shape.

Approximating the parameters from the time-domain already gives an idea about
the baseline of the spectrum but the estimation is usually still quite far from the
correct basic shape. Therefore, an optimization or iteration over various parameters
has to be executed. For this purpose we do not optimize over all possible parame-
ters but rather use the first approximation parameter λini and iterate over a limited
set Λ ∶= {λ0, ..., λini, ..., λk} around the initial one. The coarseness and range of this
set is empirically justified such that the balance between acuteness and efficiency in
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Figure 2.14: Two different baseline correction approaches on the sample spectrum. Top:
Savitzky-Golay baseline correction; Bottom: Simulation based baseline
correction (Proposed approach) up to DR of ∼ 2.5 THz.

calculation is met.

Within the optimization we will only iterate over the steepness of the signal. The
offset will then be calculated to fit the height of the simulated spectrum to the height of
the measured spectrum. We then optimize a distance function between the simulated
baseline and the spectrum it should be fitted to. The distance function D ∶ Rn×Rn → R
that is to be minimized by the optimization is defined by:

D(X,S) = √∑(Si −Xi)2 +
√∑(−∣Xi − Si∣ + (Xi − Si))2

3
, (2.6)

where X ∶= {Xi}ni=1 is the simulation and S = {si}ni=1 the real measurement of the
sample spectrum. In addition to the squared distance between sample and simulation,
our distance term involves a penalizer for negativity. It is desirable to have a baseline
that is consistently higher than the actual measurement to avoid negative absorption
lines.

Finally we propose to combine the baseline correction with the DR determination
from the last section. Thus, we can find a baseline for the valid frequency region, i.e.
normalize the spectrum in that region and everything that is considered to be noise
can be set to the baseline.

To show the difference of this approach to a classical method we use a very generously
low-pass filtered, i.e. smoothed, spectrum as an alternative for the baseline estimation
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2.4 Conclusion

Algorithm 2.4: Proposed Calculation of Optimal Baseline

Data: THz-TDS signal S and set of steepness parameters Λ ∶= {λi}ki=1
Result: Optimal baseline for logarithmic Fourier magnitude spectrum Sp from

signal S with respect to given parameter set Λ and given distance
function D

for n = 1 to K do
Simulate spectrum with X depending on λn
Set offset-parameter such that max(X) = max(Sp)
Calculate D(X,S) as described in Equation 2.6
if n == 1 or D(X,Sp) <DFinal then

DFinal = D(X,Sp)
XFinal = X

[47]. For this purpose we apply Savitzky-Golay smoothing. We do not expect inflictions
in the baseline which is why a polynomial of degree 2 is used. For the coarseness of the
fitting we use a window size of ∼ 1 THz.

The top of Figure 2.14 shows the spectrum from Figure 2.13 corrected by the
Savitzky-Golay estimated baseline. In comparison to the original transmittance, the
spectrum is situated around a target baseline, in this case Bl = 1, but still is far from
having a constant baseline. There are peaks higher than 1 and the beginning and end
of the spectrum lie far below Bl. In contrast to that our approach for DR estimation
and baseline correction on the bottom of Figure 2.14 shows a baseline that is mostly
constant, all peaks are below Bl and the spectrum starts from the baseline and almost
ends in it as well.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a number of methods that serve as a toolbox to improve
the quality of real-world THz-TDS measurements. Echo pulses in the time-domain
can now be filtered away on the one hand. On the other hand, they can be detected,
if they are the focus of interest. We adapted two different approaches for echo re-
moval thereby give the applicant the choice between computational efficiency if needed
(Windowing) and very good preservation of information besides the peaks (Wavelet ap-
proach). An equal situation was presented in the frequency-domain, were we compared
two well known smoothing methods. Again the classical method performed faster while
the wavelet based method preserved the characteristics of interest best. Furthermore,
we developed a method to detect the dynamic range of a measurement that is more
adequate for THz-TDS measurements than standard approaches because it includes
knowledge about the characteristics of interest and is directly derived from the given
data. The latter can also be said about our baseline correction method that is based
on specific simulations of the THz-TDS spectra’s basic shape. This baseline correction
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enables comparability in regions were not all spectra have valid information.
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3 Simulation of THz-TDS Spectra

In the previous chapter different approaches were explained that can be used to improve
the quality of acquired THz-TDS spectra. Nevertheless, the resulting time-series have
a dimensionality of several hundred sample points. Hence, in addition to the problem
of high data volume, we have to consider the problem of high dimensionality. After the
preprocessing from Chapter 2, we assume that the original spectra are representative
but contain redundancies. We therefore want to find a representation that preserves
the information of interest.

Before we can go into detail with respect to methods that are applied for feature
reduction, we need to procure ways how to tell if a feature set is representative. This
has to be found out by qualitative but also quantitative evaluation. Data processing
methods are usually evaluated only qualitatively or on a very limited number of spectra.
We want to add the possibility of a quantitative evaluation. To do so it is necessary
to have a sufficiently large data set with known ground truth. One possibility is to
create such a data base by measuring different kinds of compounds under different
conditions and manually label all these data. It is difficult, however, to be in control
of the influencing parameters and to keep the conditions constant during a measuring
period. Furthermore it is time consuming and expensive. Therefore, we decided to
simulate THz-TDS spectra. Thereby, we are in control of all parameters and always
have a ground truth that can be used for method evaluation.

Contribution In Section 1.1.2 we already mentioned that one of the advantages of
THz-TDS is that the excited modes depend on the surrounding media. Unfortunately
this can also be seen as a disadvantage because it makes it difficult to build numerical
models for the absorption peak positions that fit real-world measurements [49]. In this
chapter, a complete simulation scheme for THz-TDS spectra is introduced. The goal
is not to simulate spectra of specific compounds but rather simulate spectra that could
be spectra of real-world measurements. That means, spectra that incorporate as many
of the characteristics of real-world measurements as possible. To do this we divide the
simulation scheme into three parts:

(1) To begin with, the basic shape of the spectra is simulated. There have been var-
ious approaches on numerically modeling this basic shape. Two of them shall be
presented in Section 3.1.1. In Section 3.1.2 multiple real-world measurements are
used to compare the two methods.

(2) In Section 3.2 the kinds of noise that appear in THz-TDS measurements are
analyzed and added to the simulated spectra.
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3 Simulation of THz-TDS Spectra

(3) The properties of typical peaks are characterized in Section 3.3.1 and the approach
on peak insertion is explained in Section 3.3.2.

3.1 Basic Shape

There have been numerical calculations of THz-TDS data. Usually because of the
above mentioned difficulties when it comes to simulating the THz response to a certain
object, these numerical calculations aim at the basic shape, or rather the undisturbed
signal first [50, 51, 52]. These undisturbed signal coincide with what we previously
called the reference signal. We therefore start at this point by also first simulating the
basic shape, or the undisturbed signal, and later add the additional compounds that
are needed.

We will compare two different approaches to forming the basic shape of a THz spec-
trum. Our goal is to find a basic shape simulation that is simple and at the same time
coincides maximally with real-world data. A qualitative comparison will be executed.
For that purpose, we will use nine different reference measurements.

3.1.1 Simulation Methods

The first approach is based on [52]. Here, the electric field generated is described
as being proportional to the second derivative of a polarization transient, under the
assumption of a point source which is the ultra-short laser pulse that is used.

E(t)∝ d2P (t)
dt2

. (3.1)

To simulate a basic form of a spectrum we therefore simulate the transient P . Such
a polarization transient in an ideal case is a step function, because the polarization is
supposed to switch in an instant. In real-world measurements this is not achievable
however. The transient takes some time to happen. Therefore we chose to not use a
step function but approximate the transient by a hyperbolic function:

P (t) = tanh(f(t)),
with a linear function f(t) and t ∈ [−1,1]. The steepness of the transient can be

controlled by the intercept and slope of f(t). We want to consider the effect of these
parameters on the spectra. Figure 3.1 illustrates the simulation of the transient and
the thereafter calculated signal and magnitude spectrum. The parameters effect the
height and the width of the measured signal. Physically, the steepness of the transient
and the sampling length are determined by them :

f(t) = A ∗ t −B, where A ≤ 1 and B ≤ A
When looking at Figure 3.2 the influence on the magnitude spectra can be seen. While
the parameter A influences the width of the spectrum, its height is mainly determined
by B.
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Figure 3.1: Left to right: Simulation of the polarization transient based on Equation
3.1, its second derivative, and its magnitude spectrum.
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Figure 3.2: Influences of shifting parameters on magnitude spectrum on simulations
based on Equation 3.1.

The second approach we are using is described in [51]. There, the generation of
THz-TDS pulses are derived in a physically more detailed manner. We will only look
on the model from a mathematical point of view though. For a deeper insight into the
physical basis of the model we refer to the original paper [51].

The electric field is modeled as the first derivative of the emitter density jem(t) :
jem(t)∝ exp((C1

τl
τe
)2 − t

τe
) erfc(C1

τl
τe
−C2

t

τl
)−

exp(C1(τl( 1
δe
+ 1

τe
))2 − t

δe
− t

τe
) erfc(C1τl( 1

δe
+ 1

τe
) −C2

t

τl
) (3.2)

with erfc(z) ∶= 2√
π

∞∫
z
exp(−τ2)dτ being the conjugated Gaussian error function. The
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3 Simulation of THz-TDS Spectra

electric field is then proportional to the derivative of the emitter density:

E(t)∝ djem(t)
dt

. (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Left to right: Simulation of emitter density, based on Equation 3.3, first
derivative, and magnitude spectrum.

Figure 3.3 shows the simulated density with the calculated signal and magnitude
spectrum. The parameters influencing the electric field from Equation 3.2 are linked
to the following physical characteristics: τe is the free carrier recombination time, τl
the laser pulse duration time, and δe the carrier collision time. Figure 3.4 shows that
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Figure 3.4: Influences of shifting parameters on magnitude spectrum of simulations
based on Equation 3.3.

varying the pulse duration time has the strongest effect on the spectrum. The other
two parameters only slightly change the outcome of the magnitude spectrum within
the region of interest. As only one pulse is simulated, this effect is due to the fact,
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3.1 Basic Shape

that τl changes the width of the main component. It therefore determines the width
of the spectrum, while the other parameters change the ratio between maximal and
minimal peak and the fine shape of the pulse and therefore do not add as dominant
information to the spectrum. The parameters in Figure 3.4 are chosen according to
typical measuring data.

3.1.2 Evaluation

On the one hand, the latter method has a more detailed physical derivation, therefore
choosing the parameters in accordance with a special measurement is easier. On the
other hand, the simulation itself takes longer. We will now compare the simulations
with real-world data of reference measurements. These measurements do not have any
characteristic peaks and therefore should contain only the basic shape information.

The initial set of parameters, even if cleanly physically derived, usually does not fit
to the real-world measurements perfectly [51]. Hence we use the physically derived
parameters only as starting points for an iterative approximation of a good parameter
set. We do not look for the optimized data set, but want to get a general idea which
of the basic shape simulation schemes fits the kind of data we deal with. In addition,
we want to determine which simulation scheme to use for further research.
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Figure 3.5: Qualitative comparison of two simulation techniques for basic shape of a
THz-TDS spectrum.

In Figure 3.5 the Euclidean distance between simulated basic shapes and original
spectra is visualized. On the right hand side one can see the basis for this distance
calculation on the example of one measured spectrum and the simulations with the best
parameters. The best parameters are chosen by calculating the best fit as described
in the baseline correction approximation in Section 2.3.3. The first impression is that
the hyperbolic function simulation produces results closer to the original spectra. We
use a t-Test to test the hypothesis that the expectation value µH of the distance from
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Duvillaret 7. 9 3. 8 7. 1 10.3 5. 9 4. 6 3. 8 3. 8 4. 6

Hyperbolic 7. 7 2. 3 4. 5 11. 4 6. 7 2. 4 2. 3 5. 1 2. 4

Difference -0.2 -1. 5 -2. 6 1. 1 0.8 -2. 2 -1. 5 1. 3 -2. 2

Table 3.1: Euclidean distances between two proposed simulations (with optimal pa-
rameters) and nine original spectra. Bottom: Difference between top two
distances for each reference measurement, smaller zero means hyperbolic
approximates better and vice verse.

a hyperbolic function simulation is smaller than the one of the Duvillaret function
simulation µD, i.e. that the difference is smaller than zero: µH − µD ≤ 0. In Table 3.1
the distances and their respective differences are plotted. The mean D is −0.7778 and
the sample’s standard deviation sD is 1.5442. Therefore, t = √9−0.77781.5442 = −1.511 and
with a confidence of 90% the hypothesis that µH is smaller than µD can be accepted.

It has to be said, that in [51] a comparison to measured data is executed as well.
Some adjustments are performed due to the flaws of the simulation. Including these
adjustments leads to a better result than the original numerical model. Nevertheless,
incorporating these further steps adds to the numerical cost of the whole procedure.
One point of our simulation is though, that to be able to simulate a big volume of data,
the calculation time can not be neglected altogether. The density from Equation 3.2
that is used for Equation 3.3 involves considerably more operations than Equation 3.1.
Hence, with our test data, finding the appropriate parameters in Equation 3.3 needs
over 250 seconds while Equation 3.1 has found a good parameter set in less than one
second. For the cause of data simulation the quality of both approaches is sufficient
and we therefore do not apply further refinement steps to improve 3.3 but use Equation
3.1 for its better performance and better numerical efficiency.

3.2 Noise

Now we have to include typical noise that can appear in THz-TDS measurements into
the simulation. We will analyze what noise appears and why it appear. However, the
noise that is considered here will be exclusively measurement noise. No environmental
noise will be included (for example water vapor will not be a topic, see Remark 2.2) as
its variation can be too big to be within the scope of this work.

In [53] the authors showed that in THz-TDS the variance of the transmission modulus
can be expressed depending on emitter, detector and shot/laser noise. The laser is
a strong noise source in THz measurements and enters the THz setup through the
antennas on the emitter and detector side. On the emitter side it is the dominant noise
source during a THz pulse ([53], there called “emitter noise ”), however, we do not
explicitly treat it in our study because it is present only during a very short period of
time. With sufficiently long waveforms as measured for spectroscopy, detector noise
is increasingly important. It is also partly generated from laser noise but has other
components particularly from electronic noise in the antenna and preamplifier. The
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Figure 3.6: Top: Distribution of blocked laser signal; Bottom: Histogram of values.

relative intensity of these noise sources depends on the laser model, the antenna type,
the current-to-voltage resistor in the first amplifier, and the modulator (“chopper”)
frequency.

To determine the characteristics of this noise we have to take measurements with a
blocked laser beam. These are not taken separately but are taken directly from the
signal. The component before the laser pulse of a reference measurement is used for
this purpose. These measurements are taken without a sample between emitter and
detector. Figure 3.6 shows the noise signal and its histogram. The shape suggests that
the noise is normally distributed, with its mean and standard deviation as parameters.
We use a χ2-Test to verify this hypothesis [54]. The χ2-value here is 17.07 for the
blocked laser noise histogram. With an α-level of 99% and 7 degrees of freedom, this is
within the acceptance region that is limited by 18.48, hence we can conclude that the
blocked laser beam noise is normally distributed.

In addition to the distribution we analyze the power spectral density. In Figure 3.7
it can be seen that the density is not constant over the spectrum but declining with
increasing frequency. The respective noise form is called 1

f -noise [55].

This suggests that the laser is the dominant noise source and therefore, the noise
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Figure 3.7: Power spectral density of blocked laser beam noise. Its 1
f character can be

seen.

that shall be used in our simulation is 1
f noise with a Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 3.8: Logarithmic transmission amplitude of reference and sample’s basic shape
with 1

f noise added.

We now add the noise to the simulated signals. The simulation is done according to
the model described in [56]. The dynamic range of THz measurements is determined
by the reference measurement normalized with the noise floor and typically moves in
a range of 103 [57]. We simulate the noise with respect to that and the result can be
seen in Figure 3.8.

3.3 Peaks

Absorption peaks in spectra of molecules appear because of the transition between
different modes. THz radiation can excite intermolecular bond vibrations, large mass
molecular oscillations and phonon, i.e. collective vibrations [20]. Due to this, crystalline
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structures can be identified which is particularly useful in drug detection and security
control (see Section 1.1.2). Most pharmaceutical coating material, for example, is
semi-transparent in contrast to the agents within. Thereby, monitoring of medication
production is possible [58]. For a deeper insight into the genesis of molecular modes
and the resulting absorption lines we refer the reader to [59] but for the purpose of
simulation mainly information about the position and shape of the peaks is needed and
shall be given now.

3.3.1 Shape of Peaks

The first thing one can observe when considering THz-TDS spectra such as the p-amino
benzoic acid on the left hand side in Figure 3.9, is that the peaks or absorption lines
are not very sharp. The reason for this is that the considered materials are solids.
In solid material one usually observes interactions of many atoms at the same time.
That leads to a superimposition of their absorption bands, i.e. to their collective width
[60]. On the one hand it is possible to sharpen these lines by cooling the sample. In
[44] the authors achieved a sharpening of some features down to 15 GHz by a special
preparation of the sample in combination with cooling it down to 11 K. On the other
hand, most THz-TDS spectra are measured at room temperature, because the most
prominent features remain visible and the technology is relatively insensitive to thermal
interferences in contrast to other technologies. This is one of the main advantages over
conventional infrared spectroscopy [24], for example. Therefore, we will consider the
type of peaks that appear at room temperature measurements. The width of these
peaks is described as ranging around 100 GHz and this is the width that will be used
here.

Regarding the position, depending on the compound, the characteristics can be found
in the whole THz spectrum. The dynamic range of our simulated measurements — as
well as most real-world THz-TDS measurements — is set in the regions between ∼ 100
GHz up to ∼ 3 THz. Therefore, we will simulate peaks in that region. Additionally,
many compounds of interest, such as explosives and drugs can be identified via their
properties in that area [61].

The number of characteristics is varying greatly as well. Some compounds have only
one absorption peak while others have several. This also depends on the sharpness of
the peaks. In [44] with the sharpness of the detected peaks also the number increased
from 1 up to 18 for a specific compound. At room temperature due to the low resolution
the number of characteristics remains under ten.

The depth of the peaks depends on the concentration of the agent on the one hand
[24] and again the temperature [44] on the other hand. The lower the temperature
and the higher the concentration, the deeper the peaks. Even though we assume
room temperature, i.e. a constant temperature, the depth is still influenced by the
concentration. It can range from complete absorption to only minimal absorption.
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Figure 3.9: Left: Measured Spectra; Right: Simulated spectra; Top: Magnitude spectra
of reference and sample; Bottom: Transmittance (sample spectrum divided
by reference).

3.3.2 Peak Insertion

The peak position and depth can be chosen arbitrarily between 100 GHz and 3 THz and
5% and 100% absorption. We want the simulated peak to be as smoothly integrated
into the basis shape as possible and not to have any ringing effects on their edges.
Cubic splines are a fast and simple way to achieve these goals. For each peak position
10 of the simulated sample points 50 GHz left and 50 GHz right of the peak position are
used as supporting points, as well as the peak position point multiplied by the chosen
absorption relative to the basis spectrum. In formal terms: If X = {x1, ...., xn} is the
simulated spectrum with the frequency channels x1 to xn ranging from 100 GHz up to
3 THz, and xPeak is the peak’s center, and xleft and xright the channels 50 GHz left and
right of it respectively, then {xleft−10, ..., xleft, xPeak ∗Absorption, xright, ..., xright+10} are
the supporting points used for the spline interpolation.

The result of the simulation can now be seen in Figure 3.9. To be able to qualitatively
compare a simulated spectrum with a real one, the left hand side of the figure shows a
measured spectrum of a pressed p-amino benzoic acid pellet and its reference spectrum.
On the right hand side a simulated spectrum with the same number and position of
peaks is shown. Below that, the respective transmittance spectra are plotted. This
should serve as an illustration of the similarity of the simulated spectra with measured
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ones. The peak simulation is done using splines.

3.4 Conclusion

With the proposed simulation scheme we can generate a testbase that can be used
to evaluate data processing methods. We are able to produce spectra with a specific
signal to noise ratio and the most dominant kind of noise as well as a desired number
of peaks with whatever depth and position wanted.

In the next chapter, concepts for THz-TDS feature sets that have a lower dimension-
ality than the full spectra will be introduced. With the simulation proposed here, we
will be able to systematically validate these methods by simulating THz-TDS spectra
and by comparing a reduced feature set with the now known ground truth.
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The goal of this chapter is to find an appropriately representing but dimensionality
reduced feature set for THz-TDS data. In Chapter 2, the data was preprocessed in
such a way that time-series belonging to similar compounds have a similar spectral out-
come regardless of interferences such as echo pulses or different overall absorption and
dynamic range. The dynamic range determination, for example, additionally reduces
the dimensionality. Nevertheless, the remaining feature dimension is still high which
has various drawbacks:� Computational cost of data processing:

The high dimensionality influences the calculation of distances between objects
(see Section 5.3.1) and the possibilities to apply classical image processing for
spatial denoising. Regarding the former, information from all channels needs to
be used to add to the distance information. In the latter, the spatial denoising
needs to be applied to all channels or even three-dimensionally which results in
a cubic increase in computational effort.� Biased result of the distance calculation:
When applying the introduced distances all the channels are equally weighted,
as there generally is no prior information as to where information of interest lies.
Undesired effects may appear when the informational content of the channels
differs greatly. When using Minkowski norms, for example, small distances in
a high number of channels lead to similar effects as big distances in only a few
channels, although these phenomena should be considered differently.� So-called “curse of dimensionality” [62]:
With growing dimensionality the distribution of sample points in space becomes
more sparse.� Over-fitting to irrelevant features [63]:
Information that might be of no interest in a specific content can dominate the
important information.

For these reasons, extracting relevant features shall be the topic of this chapter.

Contribution In the preliminary section the data model that builds the basis of the
further considerations will be explained. As the identifying characteristics can be found
there, the main focus lies on the representation of the magnitude spectrum. After
discussing the different possibilities of feature reduction, we analyze the principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) as one of the state of the art methods in Section 4.2.1. Because
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of the drawbacks of existing approaches, the main contribution of this chapter is the
introduction of a wavelet based feature reduction in Section 4.2.2. The principal ad-
vantage of said feature set is that it does not only preserve discriminating information
but also the position of this discriminating information. Furthermore, it can be applied
incrementally. We expand this approach by proposing to use complex as well as real
wavelets in Section 4.2.3.

The simulations of the previous chapter are utilized to evaluate the feature sets. First
the optimal basis function and parameters for the real wavelets are analyzed in Sections
4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2 the two approaches are compared with the full spectrum by
calculating the correlation of all three feature sets with the known ground truth.

In addition to the magnitude spectrum, other features should be included. The most
important ones are discussed, among them are representations of the phase in Section
4.4.2. All proposed and standard features are resumed at the end of the chapter in
Excursus 2.

4.1 State of The Art

We will first give necessary definitions about the data model and then subsume the
most important methods that are used to reduce the dimensionality of time-series
data. There are two main approaches to reduce the dimensionality of time-series data
that can be roughly categorized in feature extraction and feature selection. In feature
selection the reduced feature set is a subset of the original features while in feature
extraction the original features are transformed into a lower dimensional space or a
space in which the content can be represented in a more simple way.

Many papers in the THz domain mainly focus on data acquisition. Therefore, the
standard methods explained in 2.1 together with some simple features such as the main
amplitudes height and offset in the time-domain [64, 65] are often the only feature
extraction that is done. Although transforming the spectra to the Fourier domain is
already a form of feature extraction, this approach principally preserves the number of
features. Hence, the number of frequency channels in the Fourier domain is still high.
If the content of interest is known beforehand, choosing a reduced set of frequency
bands is possible [66, 67], but it would be desirable to find a representation that can be
used to also classify unknown content. For this purpose up to date mostly the whole
spectrum is used or the sum of values of equally sized intervals [61].

We therefore aim at finding a method that represents the whole spectrum on the one
hand and on the other hand reduces the dimensionality drastically.

4.1.1 Data Model

Before we give a short review of methods used in other time-series application areas,
we will give some definitions about the data model that will further be used.

Although often use analogously, objects do not coincide with the features that de-
scribe them. Matters can be described in many different ways and the current de-
scription, while hopefully representative, is usually not comprehensive and often can
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be enlarged as well as reduced or normalized. However, we will start by assuming an
entity to be described by a finite number of different features from one dimensional
feature spaces. This multidimensional representation shall be called the pattern of the
entity [68]. We will now define mathematically what a representation of an entity is.

Definition 4.1 Let O be a finite subset of the set of possible objects O. We call the
mapping X ∶= a(O) with a ∶ O → Ω the q-dimensional representation of O where
Ω ∶ = Ω1 ×Ω2 × ...×Ωq is the q-dimensional feature space consisting of one dimensional
feature spaces Ωi. Accordingly, each entity o ∈ O is said to be represented by its pattern
x ∶= a(o) = (ω1, ..., ωq).
Remark 4.2 We assume that all objects that are to be compared are represented in
Ω, i.e. are comparable in all features.

Each of the one-dimensional feature spaces Ωi can be nominal, ordinal or numerical.
But only numerical data will be considered here, as the objects in this thesis are
represented by spectra or signals, i.e. time-series of some form. Therefore, it is assumed
that Ωi ⊆ R, thus, the sample set X ∶= a(O) is a subset of Rq. Accordingly a set of n
patterns X ∶= {xi}ni=1 corresponds to a q × n matrix, with the rows describing all the
features and the columns describing the patterns or samples. This matrix is called the
sample matrix.

4.1.2 Feature Selection

In feature selection, all existing channels have to be reviewed in some way to find the
ones that best represent the data. The evaluation criterion that measures the optimality
of the respective subset varies. Generally, one can discriminate between so-called filter
and wrapper methods. Filter methods evaluate the feature subset by calculating some
residual between the selected and the full set while wrapper methods combine the choice
of features with the supervised or unsupervised classification approach. Filter methods
are generally faster. Nevertheless, there have been efficient applications of wrapper
methods in high data volume areas as well [69, 70]. Especially if training data is
present, wrapper methods combine feature selection with the supervised classification.
This approach has lead to good results also in hyperspectral imaging applications [71].
However, in combination with unsupervised classification, wrapper methods and filter
methods do not differ much, as they generally use some entropy criterion to evaluate
a channel subset. In one case this would be an entropy measure between classes and
in the other case an entropy measure between features themselves [72]. A typical filter
method is the so-called “best subset selection”, an efficient way to evaluate all features
by a specific criterion. Unfortunately, due to its computational costs it is generally
only applicable on less than 40 dimensional spaces. Alternatively similar solutions can
be retrieved faster by backward propagation or forward selection [73].

The evaluation criterion in spectral imaging is mostly related to peak characteristics,
as it is the case in popular approaches such as peak picking or line fitting. Those
are often used in mass spectroscopy due to the sharpness of the peaks [74]. In this
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approach the peaks of interest have to be determined first. Then all samples or spectra
are compared by their values at these peak positions. The characteristics of the peaks,
such as left- and right-hand gradient, or the peak value in comparison to the average,
amongst others are used to determine the quality of the chosen subset in this feature
selection method.

However, this method does usually not work well for THz-TDS spectra of solids. This
is due to the fact that the peaks that appear in this region are broad and merge with
one another. In contrast to that, in mass spectroscopy they are sharp and singular.
In THz-TDS, however, it is difficult to find criteria for peak determination that give
stable results. There are algorithms where peak picking is used to identify various
peaks in the time-domain [75], or in gas-state or extremely cooled measurements, since
the peaks are sharper when the sample is cooled or in gas-state. But, as the possibility
to acquire at room temperature is one of the most important advantages of THz-TDS
we will focus on room temperature measurements of solids. Hence, peak picking is not
a practical option for our applications.

Subsuming the previous paragraph, we will not use feature selection as a tool for
feature reduction in THz-TDS of solids for various reasons:� Computational costs and poor scalability� Increase of features in incremental data acquisition, if characteristics can appear

in all original channels� Instability of classical methods.

4.1.3 Feature Extraction

In feature extraction the original feature space is transformed in such a way that most
of the information is represented in a different feature space. This transformation is
carried out either just to improve the visibility of features interest — such as the trans-
formation from the signal to the Fourier domain applied on THz-TDS data does [27]
— or to additionally reduce the number of dimensions. In time-series data different
kinds of transforms are used: The Fourier transform, the cosine or the wavelet trans-
form as well as polynomial representations. Next to such a transform based approach
other techniques are based on eigenvalue decompositions such as the singular value
decomposition or the principal component analysis [76, 73].

Feature extraction techniques in general are a more promising advance for the THz-
TDS spectra than feature selection, due to their non constant shape and the somewhat
blurry features and the flaws of feature selection. We will therefore now analyze the
possibilities of applying such methods on THz-TDS spectra.

4.2 Representing the Magnitude Spectrum

It has already been mentioned that the content of interest, namely the characteristic
absorption peaks can be found in the frequency-domain. Therefore, only little infor-
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mation is extracted directly from the time-domain and the frequency-domain is mostly
used. For that purpose the Fourier transform is applied. The resulting complex-valued
information is analyzed separately by the refractive index (representing mainly phase-
information) and the absorption coefficient (representing magnitude information). The
refraction spectrum is important for dielectric properties and the analysis of meta-
materials and semiconductors. However, in the analysis of chemical compounds, the
main information lies within the absorption — represented by the magnitude — as
described in Chapter 2.

The transformation of the time-domain channels to the frequency-domain is rep-
resented by a transformation of the initial feature space ΩT to a new feature space
ΩF ⊂ RqF . During further preprocessing, the dynamic range calculation in particular
cuts down the number of usable channels (to the maximal dynamic range of all spectra
in the object set O). Nevertheless, the remaining dimensionality qF∗ ≤ qF is still very
high. It usually ranges around ∼ 400 spectral channels.

To reduce the dimensionality we want to evaluate feature extraction possibilities. We
will start with showing the application of an eigenvalue based method and illustrating
its flaws. Thereafter we will propose and evaluate a new transform based method.

In eigenvalue based feature extraction, the data set is analyzed with respect to its
entropy. Information with high entropy will be preserved while information with low
entropy can be discarded. One of the most popular algorithms in this area is the
principal component analysis (PCA). In order to demonstrate that methods such as
PCA are not fully applicable on the THz-TDS data, we will analyze this method in
more detail further and illustrate its functionality on our application spectra.

4.2.1 Feature Extraction by Principal Component Analysis

In PCA the information of interest is assumed to lie within the channels that have
the highest variance. The high variant information is found in the following way:
With a singular value decomposition a centered q × n–matrix X can be decomposed
to a diagonal n × n–matrix D and the orthogonal q × n–matrix U and the likewise
orthogonal n × n–matrix V :

X = UDV t, (4.1)

where the entries of D are ordered decreasingly such that d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ... ≥ dn ≥ 0. The
sample covariance matrix is given by XtX

q within which, due to Equation 4.1, XtX can
be expressed as

XTX = V D2V t. (4.2)

Derived from this decomposition, the variables zj ∶= Xvj , with j = {1, ..., n}, are
called the principal components of X. They are linear combinations of the original
features with decreasing variance. From Equation 4.2 one can derive that

Var(z1) = Var(Xv1) = d21
q
.

Hence, we have Var(z1) ≥ Var(z2) ≥ ... ≥ Var(zn).
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Figure 4.1: Left: Measurements of three different compounds; Right: First 15 principal
components (PCs) of the spectra on the left.

With this method, a decomposition is achieved that shifts the high-variant infor-
mation into the first dimensions while the latter dimensions only contribute little new
information.

PCA can be applied to reduce the dimensionality of THz spectra. On the left hand
side of Figure 4.1 example spectra of three different compounds are shown, namely
acetyl salicylic acid (ASS), glucose, and saccharose. We use a hyperspectral measure-
ment consisting of 36 signals per compound but for reasons of interpretability only 6 of
each are plotted in the images. To obtain a good basis for the PCA the dynamic range
is cut-off generously and the spectra are normalized with the l2 norm. The resulting
first 15 Principal Components (PCs) are shown on the right hand side of the same
Figure 4.1.

Transforming high variant information into the first components works well on the
displayed spectra. The first PC already separates the three kinds of chemicals from
one another. The later channels contain progressively less information. However, the
PC decomposition of the saccharose measurement displays a higher variance compared
to the PC of the glucose and the ASS. As the PCA only searches for high variant
information, this influences the decomposition quality altogether. This problem of
instability becomes more dominant when the spectra that are used as a basis for the
decomposition are not well prepared, i.e. contain many noisy channels. On the left
hand side of Figure 4.2 one can see the same spectra from Figure 4.1 but with a less
sharp cut at the valid frequency region. The respective PCs are shown in the same
figure on the right hand side. Here, discrimination between the different chemicals is
far more difficult than it was in Figure 4.1.

This demonstrates that noisy channels frequently add so much variance information
without containing discriminating content that the variance alone cannot be used as an
indicator for the different compounds. The instability of PCA is particularly disrupting
in hyperspectral imaging. In this area the amount of materials is high and diverse,
materials with different overall absorption, a low dynamic range, and a high noise level
might appear.

In addition to this instability there are other reasons why the PCA may be an
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Figure 4.2: Left: The three measurements from the left hand side of Figure 4.1 with a
wider dynamic range. Right: Respective PCs for these noisier spectra.

unfavorable choice for feature reduction in THz-TDS:� The conventional PCA works only on closed data sets. An already calculated
transformation cannot be used for newly acquired data. New data may necessitate
a complete recalculation. Even though there are various incremental approaches
on estimating the PCA but most of them have an unsecure approximation error
[77].� With the calculation of the principal components, information on the original
location is lost. Although one might correctly separate two spectra, the infor-
mation where the differences lie, i.e. what lead to this separation, is not evident
from the transformed components.� There are efficient methods to calculate eigenvalues and therefore the PCA. Nev-
ertheless, the calculation still has to be carried out on the full data set. It is
not possible to perform it incrementally. Therefore, with increasing data volume
the covariance matrix grows quadratically with the sample size and hence all
calculations do. The algorithm is hardly parallelizable and does not scale well.
If many imaging measurements have to be compared a complete analysis might
be impossible due to computational limitations, as described in the context of
hyperspectral infrared imaging [20].� A variance based approach is not adequate for data with a high variation in
quality. Furthermore, problems caused by the necessary normalization can arise.
Normalizing with the l2 norm leads to a suppression of the undesired variance
effects described in Chapter 5 Section 5.3.1 (l2 in combination with a Euclidean
distance calculation leads to the same distance results as the described cosine
similarity). At the same time, however, normalization levels out differences in
absorbing characteristics, i.e. , deep peaks will be damped, low peaks will be
sharpened.
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Due to the several issues that can arise when using PCA the necessity of choosing a
method that focuses on the shape of the characteristics of interest rather than the gen-
eral variance seems advisable. Furthermore, for high data volume the method should
scale well to be applicable on imaging measurements. Finding such a reduction ap-
proach will be the topic of the next sections.

4.2.2 Feature Extraction by Using Real Wavelets

So far, we have applied the wavelet transform at different points in this thesis, for
echo pulse detection in the time-domain as well as for peak preserving smoothing in
the frequency-domain. There are reasons to assume that the wavelet transform is
also adequate for the representation of THz-TDS samples. due to their similarity
to THz characteristics, the easy calculability of the transform and the reconstruction
properties, wavelets have been used for signal representation in the time- as well as in
the frequency-domain [78]. Most applications focus on denoising, however. In contrast,
we propose to use them for feature extraction in the frequency-domain.

Wavelet coefficients for feature reduction purposes have been utilized before in time-
series applications such as [79] where Daubechies wavelets are used to show possibilities
of sparse representation of THz images in the time-domain. In [80] certain wavelet
coefficients are chosen by swarm intelligence methods. In [81] coefficients from a so-
called competitive wavelet network are chosen with a neural map. The drawback these
approaches have in common is that they do always work on a closed data set. Well
operating features of one data set may not be applicable on another. Either one has
to recalculate or increase the number of features again.

We therefore propose a different way to choose wavelet coefficients. In [82] the authors
use all Haar wavelet coefficients of one specific scaling level to represent information
from time-series. Depending on the time-series application, the respective scaling level
can be fixed. This is done by considering the size of characteristics that have to be
detected. As mentioned above, the size of the peaks in THz-TDS spectra of solids is
very broad in relation to the width of the spectrum, e. g. about 100 GHz within a 100
Ghz to 3 THz spectrum. It should therefore be possible to use only very broad frequent
information and still be able to detect those peaks. By choosing one downsampling
level, information of the respective frequency will be depicted. The filter model is
determined by the choice of wavelet basis function, the mother wavelet. As explained in
Chapter 2 Remark 1, the wavelet transform separates frequency and time-information
by representing the original signal in different scaling levels. The higher the level, the
finer the information. Thus, with a signal of 2J = N channels there are J scaling levels
with the (J − 1)st level containing 2J−1 coefficients that represent the high-frequent
information, while the last two coefficients of level 0 contain only 20 = 1 coefficient
with low-frequent information. The coefficients are retrieved recursively by a high-pass
filtering on the basis of the mother wavelets.

Therefore, the main idea of the proposed feature reduction is to choose an adequate
wavelet basis function and represent the information contained in the spectrum by
wavelet coefficients of a low downsampling level. As the peak characteristics in THz-
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TDS spectra have a low frequency, the characteristics should be detected in the 5th or
even the 4th level. This reduces the dimensionality to 32 or 16 coefficients.
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Figure 4.3: Wavelet coefficients of 4th (left) and 5th (right) downsampling level on the
basis of Daubechies 8 wavelets from the spectra shown in Figure 4.2 (left).

In Figure 4.3 the 4th and 5th level of the wavelet decomposition of the example
spectra in Figure 4.2 are shown. In contrast to the PCA the wavelet transform is not
as sensitive to noise in the later regions of the spectra. The discriminating information
around 2 THz can be identified while the similarities around 1 THz are represented as
well. Thereby the dimensionality is reduced from previous 512 to 32 or 16 channels,
additionally the location of features or singularities is represented. Due to the shape of
the basis function, these singularities can be detected, and additionally the information
is normalized to zero. To illustrate the robustness, Figure 4.4 shows the spectra without
previous normalization. Normalization is necessary to yield a good PCA-result. In
contrast to that, Figure 4.4 shows that normalization has only little effect on the
wavelet coefficients, represented here by the 4th level coefficients. This means that for
the application of the proposed real-wavelet based feature reduction neither baseline
correction nor normalization are necessary. This can be especially useful in the case
of hyperspectral imaging where the variety of compounds is potentially high. Hence,
the baseline correction could fail, due to too much noise, and the normalization could
suppress information of interest.

Additional advantages of the wavelet based feature selection are:� Scalability. The feature sets are calculated separately for each spectrum, the
method is therefore highly parallelizable and scales linearly with the number of
features. Because of the non-existing dependencies very high-volume data can be
processed.� The separate calculation of the features leads to comparability of incrementally
processed measurements. No recalculation is necessary.� The positions of the differences as well as similarities can be identified.� No normalization or baseline correction is necessary. The wavelet decomposition
detects singularities of any kind. If the baseline is non-constant but behaves
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Figure 4.4: Left: Spectra from Figure 4.2 (left) without previous l2 normalization;
Right: Their wavelet coefficients from level 4.

smoothly this will be within the low-pass information of the wavelet decomposi-
tion. Thereby, the singularity information and the overall absorption are sepa-
rated. This is an advantage in comparison with working with baseline corrected
information because the information about the height of the magnitude — i.e.
the overall absorption — is not lost, but rather stored in the coefficients of the
remaining scaling factor.� There is a variety of wavelet basis functions that can be used as the basis-filter.
By appropriately choosing this basis, the sensitivity towards noise is diminished
and only features that resemble the peak shape of interest are represented.� The wavelet transform itself is easily implemented and calculated.

We have now seen that there are many advantages of using real wavelets for THz-TDS
feature reduction. However, the real wavelet transform has some well known drawbacks
as well. Although generally the real wavelet transform is a valid representation to
identify differences, it can produce various problems. We will focus on two specific
ones.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Simulated peaks with offset and different height, Right: Correspond-
ing real wavelet coefficients of level 4.
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4.2 Representing the Magnitude Spectrum

(1) Wavelets are bandpass filters therefore they oscillate around singularities. Hence,
even if the singularity is detected and represented by coefficients that are different
from non-singularity areas, the actual height of the coefficient does not directly
reflect the height of the singularity.

(2) The wavelet coefficients are not shift invariant, i.e. the same singularity will
usually produce different coefficients when shifted in the original domain.

To illustrate these two effects we simulated a number of peaks. The simulation can be
seen on the left hand side of Figure 4.5. On the left of this plot there are peaks that
have the same height and shape and are shifted slightly. On the right we simulated
peaks that have the same position but different heights. The right hand plot of Figure
4.5 shows the wavelet coefficients of level 4 (on the basis of Daubechies 8 wavelets) of
these time-series. The coefficients of the shifted peaks are partly very different. The
dark red and the bright red peak, for example, although only slightly shifted, have very
different outcome, one showing no oscillation, the other a high degree of oscillation.
The peaks with the same position and different height are represented in a continuous
way, but clearly oscillate, i.e. they have a positive as well as a negative part, although
the peak only has one direction.

4.2.3 Using Complex Wavelets

The above mentioned problems with the real wavelet transform are well known and
different approaches on overcoming them have been developed. The stationary wavelet
transform, for example, provides a shift invariant version. It has the great disadvantage,
however, to contain as many coefficients in each level as original samples. It is therefore
computationally expensive as well as not dimensionality reducing and hence not suitable
for our purpose [33]. Other approaches that have a special focus on the development
of a complex version of the real wavelet transform were developed in the late 90s.
In a complex transform one would want the shift and the height information to be
separated as it is the case with the Fourier transform where phase and magnitude
represent qualitatively different information. While the phase gives information about
shifts in certain frequency regions, the magnitude indicates the height of the respective
frequency.

One computationally efficient approach in that area was developed in 1998 [83],
it is called the Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT CWT). Choosing some
coefficients from such a DT CWT to represent a closed data set best has been applied
in hyperspectral imaging previously [84]. But again analogously to the real wavelet
based feature set, we focus on choosing a fixed feature set for all THz-TDS spectra.
To calculate a complex wavelet transform one can execute two real wavelet transforms
with a special set of filters each [83]. One of these transforms provides the imaginary
part and the other one the real part of the coefficients. The two filter sets are based on
wavelets ψh and ψg that are approximately analytic in their complex form ψh+ iψg and
one is approximately the Hilbert transform of the other. With such filters, the forward
transform as well as the inverse transform is easily executed using only real arithmetic.
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Figure 4.6: Left: Magnitude spectrum of DT CWT of simulated peaks of Figure 4.5,
Right: Phase spectrum. Note that the left shows the height of peaks, while
the right shows the shift between peaks.

The inverse transform consists in switching the real and the imaginary part and using
the same filter bank for backward transformation [85].

In Figure 4.6 the magnitude and phase of the DT CWT are shown. The magnitude
spectrum is an indicator of the height of the peaks. First of all there are no oscillations
in the wavelet domain. Second, it is hardly influenced by the shifts in the original
domain, only in adequate shifts in the magnitude. In contrast, the phase represents
only the shift information. That means, the phase completely differs where the peaks
are shifted, i.e. in the beginning and where the peak position is the same and only the
height differs, the phase shows no differences at all (as in the later peaks).

Hence, with the complex wavelet transform we can describe the THz-TDS data by
separating information about peak position and peak intensity. However, the transform
has the drawback of producing twice the amount of coefficients to represent the spectra
as the real wavelet does. One option to reduce the dimensionality again would be to just
use one of the indicators that can be calculated, for example to only the magnitude or
only the phase. As these two parts express such different content, we rather combine
them. When calculating the distance between two spectra on the basis of such a
representation it is sensible to use a function that somehow combines both information.
A natural choice for such a combination is to use the intersection between these two
indicators, i.e. use the smaller distance of the two between each two samples. Choosing
the minimal of two distances to build another one is a classical example of a T-norm if
some other prerequisites are satisfied.

Definition 4.3 A mapping T ∶ [0,1] × [0,1] → [0,1] is called T-norm if it satisfies� T (x, y) = T (y,x), i.e. commutativity� T (x,T (y, z)) = T (T (x, y), z), i.e. associativity� T (x,1) = x and T (x,0) = 0� If x < y and v < w then T (x, v) < T (y,w), i.e. monotonicity
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4.3 Correlation Based Evaluation

To use T-norms to combine information from different distances leads to the following
assumptions: If two things are the same with respect to one (i.e. have distance 0) then
the combined distance assumes them to be equal as well. When we apply this function
we always use the smaller indicator as the guide value. On the other hand when both
values are decreasing the joint one cannot increase which complies with the general
demands one would have to such a distance function combination.

The function T (a, b) ∶= min(a, b) with a, b ∈ [0,1] is the most classical T-norm and we
will use it to combine the distances calculated on the basis of the different coefficient
sets. As a and b are the results of the distance calculation between a phase and a
magnitude spectrum they do not naturally take values in [0,1]. Hence, a normalization
is necessary. For this work we only consider the two different distance measures we use
here, namely the Euclidean distance and the cosine distance. The cosine distance is
easy to normalize, as it takes only values in the interval [0,2] (see Equation 5.3). A
division by 2 restricts the distance to [0,1] and the T-norm can be applied.

Using the Euclidean distance makes normalization slightly more difficult, a and b
are still bigger than 0 but generally not smaller than 1. The phase spectra can only
take values in the interval [−π,π] , hence the distance between two phase spectra is
limited by a maximal distance in each channel of 2π and the total number of channels.
Therefore, depending on the chosen decomposition level j, dividing the distance by√
2j(2π)2 restricts the result to [0,1]. The distance between the amplitude spectra

on the other hand is not bounded, for practicality reasons we therefore normalize the
distances of a sample set by its maximum. With the thus defined T-norm we have
a distance measure that combines the phase and the magnitude information of two
spectra.

4.3 Correlation Based Evaluation

In this section we will analyze if the feature sets that were proposed in the previous
section represent the spectra accurately. In Chapter 3 we have proposed a simulation
scheme where the basic shapes of the spectra are simulated and the peaks are inserted
in the frequency-domain. The ground truth that has to be the basis of any evaluation
scheme, is therein represented by idealized spectra consisting exclusively of the peak
positions and their absorption intensities.

In Figure 4.7 the left hand side shows this ground truth of a 5 peak spectrum consist-
ing of the position and depth of the inserted peaks. There is no noise and no declining
baseline in this idealized spectrum. The right hand side shows the respective simulated
magnitude spectrum with the same peak positions and depth but with the typical shape
and noise of THz-TDS spectra.

For the feature set evaluation one has to compare every proposed set with the ground
truth (i.e. with the left hand side of Figure 4.7 rather than the simulated spectra).
This comparison is done with respect to the distance between two spectra under the
different representations, i.e. the wavelet representation, the full spectrum, and the
ground truth.
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Ground Truth Full Spectrum

Figure 4.7: Schematic view of the different shapes that are being compared.

We simulate repetitively 25 spectra of 5 different “compounds”, i.e. 5 different peak
feature sets that are applied to in 5 different realizations of the basis spectrum each. The
comparison is done by analyzing how much the distance induced by the given feature
set is correlated with the distance induced by the ground truth. The distance between
the ideal or ground truth (GT) features is denoted by DGT. The distance matrix
between the feature sets (FS) is denoted by DFS, both of which are symmetrical n ×n
matrices. For the correlation analysis Pearson’s correlation coefficient [86] is calculated
between each two columns DFS(⋅, j) and DGT(⋅,j) :

C(DGTj ,DFSj) =
n∑
i=1(DGT(i,j) −DGT(⋅,j))(DFS(i,j) −DFS(⋅,j))
(n − 1)(std(DGT(⋅,j))std(DFS(⋅,j)))

where std(DGT(⋅,j)) and std(DFS(⋅,j)) are the standard deviations of the jth column of
the matrix DGT and DFS respectively. Furthermore n is the number of samples, i.e. 25
simulated spectra. The accuracy measure is then defined as the mean correlation over
all columns C(DGTj

DFSj
).

In the further course of this section this correlation calculation will be used to eval-
uate all the proposed feature sets.

The real wavelet transform has the advantage of being adaptable to different appli-
cations by the variety of wavelet basis functions. However this adaptability also leads
to the necessity to choose among these basis functions. Therefore, before analyzing
the performance of real wavelets in comparison to the other two feature sets, namely
complex wavelet transform and full spectrum, we have to determine which parameters
to use optimally. For that purpose we will devote the next sub-section to finding the
best basis-function and downsampling level for our application.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation of 3-peak spectra with varying absorption depth for 4th and
5th level coefficients of Symmlet-decomposed spectra with varying support
size.

4.3.1 Best Parameters for Real Wavelet Decomposition

First of all we want to know which of the two downsampling levels provides the best
results. In Section 4.2.2 we demonstrates that the full coefficients of the valid frequency
region of the 4th and 5th downsampling level should represent the 100 GHz peak
information. Both levels are surveyed.

Figure 4.8 shows the results of this survey, i.e. the correlation analysis of the 4th
level (∼ 16) and the 5th level (∼ 32). For this figure, we simulated 3-peak spectra with
varying absorption on the basis of Symmlets with different support sizes. Exemplary
parameters are chosen. The results of simulations with a different number of peaks or
another basis function are qualitatively similar with respect to the downsampling level.

The figure illustrates that the use of the 4th level coefficients, i.e. fewer coefficients,
consistently yields better results. With alternating support sizes we can achieve a
better correlation with the coarser 4th level coefficients than with the finer 5th level
ones. Only in the very high absorption areas, the results are similar, but still the best
performing 4th level features give better correlation with the ground truth. In addition
to better performance in this analysis, the computational efficiency is higher with fewer
coefficients. Therefore, there is no reason to regard the 5th level coefficients as superior
to the 4th level ones and we will from now on use the 4th level coefficients for further
investigation.

In a next step we will analyze which wavelet basis function performs best in this
correlation analysis. For all methods applied in this thesis we use the Wavelet package
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4 Feature Reduction

[36], therefore, we analyze the different mother wavelets that are provided by this
library. The basis functions under consideration are orthogonal wavelets with a compact
support, such as Daubechies wavelets, Coiflets, and Symmlets as well as symmetrical
wavelets with an infinite support such as Battle-Lemarie wavelets. For more detailed
information on the characteristics of these wavelets we refer to the vast literature on
this topic such as [87].

First, the optimal support size for each wavelet basis function is chosen in order to
be able to compare the different basis functions with each other. For the analysis we
again fix the number of peaks per spectrum and calculate the correlation for different
absorptions.

In Figure 4.9 we show the simulation results of a correlation analysis of the different
support sizes of Symmlet basis function, Coiflets, Daubechies wavelets, and Battle-
Lemarie wavelets. First of all the basis function as well as the support size have a
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Figure 4.9: Comparing dependency of correlation of 4th level wavelet coefficients on
support size of respective basis function.

significant influence on the correlation outcome. Neither a higher nor lower support
generally leads to better results. The appropriate choice depends on the respective basis
function. For Daubechies wavelets the smallest support size of 4 gives best results, for
Symmlets a relatively high one of 16, for Coiflets even the highest one of 30 and for
Battle-Lemarie wavelets, which after all have a compact support due to discretization,
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Figure 4.10: Correlation of 3-peak spectra 4th level wavelet coefficients based on dif-
ferent wavelet basis function.

a support size of 23 is optimal.
We now use these basis functions with their best parameters to compare them with

each other as well as with non-parametrizable basis functions.
The result of this comparison of different wavelet basis functions can be seen in

Figure 4.10. Vaidyanathan and Beylkin wavelets perform worst. Hence, they should
not be chosen for a feature reduction of THz-TDS spectra. The other basis functions
all perform similar. However, the Battle-Lemarie wavelet performs better compared to
the others and will therefore be used for all the feature reduction based on real wavelets
in this thesis.

We have illustrated in this section that there is a considerable variety of wavelet basis
functions that can be chosen to model THz data. We also have shown the importance
of the specific basis function and of the support size for the quality of the feature ex-
traction. One should be carefully consider the different options when choosing wavelets
for feature reduction. For the complex wavelets, different basis functions can theoreti-
cally be chosen. In the implementation we used [83] we found that the choice of basis
function hardly had any influence on the correlation analysis. Therefore, we used the
default parameters for the further comparison.

4.3.2 The Three Feature Sets

We will now compare the three feature sets which are:

(1) The full spectra with about 350 channels
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4 Feature Reduction

(2) The 4th level of the real wavelet based decomposition with the Battle-Lemarie
basis function with support size 23

(3) The minimum T-norm of the phase and the magnitude of the 4th level complex
wavelet decomposition

The correlation analysis is carried out by considering the dynamic range of the simu-
lation, i.e. about 350 channels. Therefore, to represent the 4th level coefficients we do
not use the full 24 = 16 calculated coefficients but the equivalent to the dynamic range
of the full spectrum. The basis of the wavelet transform are 512 channels, i.e. the
representation of the dynamic range is done by 16

512 ∗ 350 = ∼ 11 channels. Therefore,
in the case of the real wavelet representation we use only 11 channels instead of 350,
and 22 for the complex wavelet transform.

Figure 4.11 displays the results of this analysis. In total, 10 000 spectra were sim-
ulated. The normalization that is necessary for the T-norm to combine phase and
magnitude information from the complex coefficients was done by normalizing the
(Euclidean) distance matrix of each simulation set of 1000 spectra by its maximal and
minimal distance.
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Figure 4.11: Correlation analysis of feature sets, number of features re-
duced from 350 to 11 (real) and 22 (complex wavelets).
Left: Fixed absorption, varying number of peaks; Right:
Fixed number of peaks, varying absorption.

Both reduced feature sets perform better than the full spectrum does. Hence, in
addition to it being computationally more efficient to use the reduced feature sets, the
peaks are better represented. Furthermore, as expected, clearer peaks, i.e. peaks with
a high absorption can be more easily detected by all feature sets than peaks with very
low absorption. However, the advantage of the wavelet coefficients in comparison to
the full spectrum correlates positively with decreasing absorption of the peaks. In the
lower regions the real wavelet coefficients achieve a correlation of 60% while the full
spectrum ranges below 30%.

Although all feature sets give satisfying correlation values, reducing the feature set
with either method, i.e. complex or real wavelet transform, is beneficiary in comparison
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4.4 Additional Signal-Features

to the full spectra.

Taking into account only the results displayed in Figure 4.11, we now can suggest
to use real wavelets for the representation of THz-TDS spectra. They show the best
correlation with the ground truth and provide a feature reduction from 350 to 11
features while the information of time as well as location is preserved. Nevertheless,
the complex wavelet transform should not be discarded completely. It outperformed the
full spectrum and also provided a good dimensionality reduction. Furthermore, using
phase and magnitude combined by a T-norm might not even be the most advantageous
choice under these circumstances. Only the separate consideration of the two spectral
compounds brings out the benefits of the complex transform, which is the more direct
interpretation in comparison with real wavelets. It may lead to better results, for
example if specific information about peak height or peak shifts is necessary. One
would then combine the magnitude and phase information in a weighted way.

4.4 Additional Signal-Features

With the wavelet based feature sets we have found an appropriate representation of
the magnitude spectrum of THz-TDS spectra. But, although the most important
information for the identification of chemical compounds measured in solid state lies
within the magnitude spectrum, it is sensible to account for information from the
time-domain as well as the phase.

4.4.1 Time-Domain Features

If a THz-TDS imaging measurement is acquired, one needs an easy visualization that
shows if the measurement works in principal. For this purpose, features are used that
show the outline of some of the imaging content already and are easily calculated di-
rectly from the time-domain. For this purpose the relative height of the main amplitude
are frequently used as well as its set-off.

In Figure 4.12 these two features are shown. To calculate them, a reference mea-
surement is needed in addition to the sample. The ratio between the main amplitude
height and the time set-off in picoseconds are used.

A further feature from the time-domain that can be used, is the position of echo
pulses. Echo pulses are useful to characterize the thickness of semi-translucent materials
since they are mainly caused by reflections within the material. The isolation of the
echoes from the signal deformation by wavelet shrinkage as proposed in Section 2.2.2
can be used for frequency-domain smoothing on the one hand. On the other hand it
can be used for echo detection to be able to use the echo positions as features.

4.4.2 The Phase Spectrum

One of the advantages in THz-TDS is, that the Fourier transform of the time-domain
signal provides us with the phase as well as the magnitude spectrum. There are many
applications where mainly the phase spectrum is used. Especially when characterizing
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Figure 4.12: Relative height of main amplitude (absorption) and set-off (time-delay)
are the first features used for visualization.

dielectric materials such as isolating layers on semiconductors, phase information is
highly relevance. In [88], for example, the authors use THz phase information for an
efficient characterization of such materials.

However, when characterizing chemical compounds the identifying peaks are primar-
ily found in the magnitude spectrum and little phase information should be present.
Generally the phase of a THz-TDS measurement is at least piece-wise linear, due to
the single-cycle pulse measured [28]. The linearity is usually interrupted at the points
where absorption lines lie. This effect can be seen in Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2 on the
right hand side. Hence, it is possible to extract peak information from these shifts in
the phase. However, the information about the depth of these peaks is less stable in
this domain than in the magnitude. Therefore, usually the latter is used to extract
this information. As a representation of phase information that cannot be found in
the magnitude we propose to use an approximation of this linear shape. For each un-
wrapped phase spectrum we find the straight line that fits the spectrum best in a least
square sense. Its slope and its intercept are then used as two further features.

After this short section about the time-domain information that belongs to standard
representations of THz-TDS spectra we will now outline the possibilities to include
spatial information into the analysis of hyperspectral images.

2 Excursus (The Proposed Feature Set (PFS))
We will frequently refer to all of the features we explained and introduced in the
previous sections, therefore we will recapitulate these features in a list and call them
the Proposed Feature Set (PFS) and from now on may refer to these PFS features
by their number as well as their name.
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4.5 Conclusion

The first two features are extracted from the time-domain

(1) The maximal amplitude height of the time-domain

(2) The maximal amplitude offset in the time-domain with respect to the reference

As representatives for the phase of the Fourier spectrum of measurements of solid
state chemicals we use

(3) The phase slope

(4) The phase intercept

To represent possible reflections in the measurement we use

(5) Position of first echo pulse, relative to the position of the main pulse

Representing the basic shape of the magnitude of the Fourier spectrum we use

(6) The last scaling factor of the wavelet decomposition, either a real wavelet de-
composition or a complex one.

The main part of this chapter was concerned with representing the magnitude of the
Fourier spectrum well. We found two kinds of representations that can be used. Both
are based on some kind of dyadic downsampling scheme. Therefore the exact number
of features varies depending on how well the dynamic range coincides with a power
of 2 number of channels.
We can either use:

(7–.) Real wavelet coefficients of 4th level, in total equal or less than 16. Battle
wavelets and Daubechies wavelets with the smallest respective support sizes
yielded the best results in the feature evaluation scheme.

or alternatively use

(7–.) Complex wavelet coefficients of 4th level, in total quay or less than 2 × 16. The
complex wavelet coefficients are split into phase and magnitude, therefore we
have double the amount of coefficients in comparison with the real wavelets

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced different features that can be used to represent
THz-TDS measurements. We particularly proposed a representation of the magnitude
spectra that holds various advantages over classical approaches such as the principal
component analysis. This representation consists of the wavelet decomposition of the
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spectra at a certain scale. We applied the real wavelet transform as well as the com-
plex wavelet transform. While the real wavelet transform can be adapted by choosing
between different parameters, the complex wavelet transform can supply feature infor-
mation that can be easily interpreted.

An extensive simulation based evaluation of the real wavelet based feature reduction
was performed. We found out that using a subset of the 4th level wavelet coefficients
yielded the best results of all level based subsets. Various wavelet basis functions
performed well. Among the best were the Battle-Lemarie wavelets, the Daubechies
wavelets and Haar wavelets. For the further analysis both Battle-Lemarie as well as
Daubechies wavelets are used.

The simulation was additionally used to evaluate the complex feature set. For the
evaluation purpose we combined the information from the two coefficient sets given by
magnitude and phase with a T-norm. The correlation analysis in comparison with the
real wavelets and the full spectra resulted in the two proposed wavelet based feature
sets being superior to the full spectral data. The real wavelets with optimally chosen
wavelet basis function and window size performed best. Nevertheless in applications
with non-ideal measurement conditions the application of only the complex magnitude
will be advantageous for data interpretation as the shift invariance and directionality
of the complex transform can be easily interpreted.

Further features from are proposed to be used to identify material by their refraction
or reflections.
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5 Automatic Segmentation of Spectral
Data

If the data volume is too large for manual organization, automatic methods are re-
quired that correctly detect similarities and subsequently organize data into segments
or classes. For this purpose classification is used. Although classification in general has
been a topic ever since computational data processing exists, it still remains a field of
active research, and there are still new algorithms and methods being developed. This
is due to the growing amount of data available in digital form as well as the growing
variety of types of data.

When the data volume is high, it is sensible to split the classification process into two
parts. In Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1 we already showed the separation into segmentation
— or unsupervised classification or clustering — and classification. Segmentation is
used to group the spectra into classes containing similar items — according to some
similarity measure based on their features, i.e. according to inherent characteristics.
Supervised classification then is used to assign fixed classes to the object according to
some exterior criterion, such as “being an explosive” in the case of security control,
or “having a defect” in case of quality inspection. As the latter strongly depends on
the specific application, we will consider only the former, i.e. clustering, in this thesis.
Classification can then be applied on the found segments that are regions of interest.

Unsupervised classification is an approach to find such a segmentation as it is a
technique that relies only on the unlabeled data and its features. A distance measure
has to be chosen and classes or clusters are then build by minimizing the intra-cluster
distance and maximizing the inter-cluster distance.

Contribution In Section 5.1, an overview of clustering algorithms will be presented
and the focus on hierarchical methods motivated. The necessary definitions for the
clustering model that enable us to describe the basic algorithm are then given in Section
5.2. The basic hierarchical clustering algorithm will be explained as well as how different
sets of distances influence it. Furthermore, in Section 5.3.1 we propose to use the cosine
distance for THz-TDS spectra instead of more established ones for that area.

The problem of high data volume will be the topic of the next section. We justify
the use of the Chameleon algorithm in Section 5.4. We then analyze the algorithm
further and propose alterations to the initial similarity measure in Section 5.4.2. In
Section 5.5 we suggest an altogether alternative clustering approach that uses the basis
of Chameleon with the classical hierarchical clustering.

To improve the segmentation quality of hyperspectral images we will discuss the in-
clusion of spatial features in Section 5.6. Two different approaches will be used. In
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Section 5.6.1 we discuss methods that apply classical image processing on single slices
and suggest an algorithm based on this idea while in Section 5.6.2 we propose to include
a spatial distance directly into the clustering algorithm.

In the last part of this chapter we will discuss methods that can be used to evaluate
a clustering when a ground truth is given. As the existing approaches are somewhat
unsatisfying for methods that do not assume manual interference, we propose an alter-
native evaluation scheme in Section 5.7.3 and a feasible implementation for this scheme
in Section 5.7.4.

5.1 State of the Art

How can we organize a given set of time-series objects in an automatic manner and in
such a way that in the end, objects that are similar to each other are in the same group
while objects that are different from each other are in separate groups. This is the
object of cluster analysis. The literature provides a substantial variety of clustering
method and still algorithms are being developed. This is due to the abundance of
objects that can be characterized in many different ways. Furthermore, the resulting
categories can vary greatly in shape and representation, depending on the application.
The existing algorithms are typically divided into two groups, hierarchical clustering
(HC) and partitional clustering (PC). We will first outline the characteristics of PC,
its advantages and also its flaws. Thereby, the use of HC in our work will be justified.

In PC the goal is to distribute patterns to different classes. Probably the most
popular PC method is the k-means algorithm. Here, starting with K initial centers, all
data points form clusters by joining their nearest center point. On the basis of the thus
formed clusters, centroids are calculated which become the new centers. The process
is repeated until the center points do not move anymore.

Although in worst case scenario k-means has exponential performance [89], in average
case it has a complexity of O(NK) and gives good results even in high volume data sets
[90]. K-Means is one of the most frequently used clustering techniques. Nevertheless,
its main drawback is that the numberK of clusters as well as initial cluster centers have
to be set beforehand. Moreover, the clustering result strongly depends on how they
are initialized. Many other partitional methods, even ones that are quite different in
their characteristics such as artificial neural networks [91, 90], share this initialization
problem [70, 92].

Avoiding the parameter choice problem is the main reason why we will focus on HC.
Additionally the outcome of an HC algorithm is not just a partition of the data, but
a whole hierarchy of partitions. This hierarchy contains rich information about the
process of grouping the data. The actual partition that is needed for further processing
can then be chosen in accordance with the partition hierarchy. This is usually easier
than setting parameters beforehand. A disadvantages of HC is the computational
expense of these approaches.
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5.2 Clustering Model

We will now give the necessary definitions that enable us to correctly describe HC.
Before we talk about algorithms themselves, we have to define on what basis these
algorithms should work. Therefore, we will start by describing various terms, such as
partition and hierarchy, mathematically. While the definition of a partition of a data set
is a standard definition in discrete mathematics, hierarchies are usually not defined that
clearly. The topic of clustering is often only considered from the computational side,
therefore the used terms may sometimes be ambiguous. For this reason we will now
give definitions for all the basic terms the reader needs, to understand the algorithms
properties. The definitions are accumulated from different sources, mostly [93, 68, 94]).

Definition 5.1 Given an finite set O, a set of subsets P ∶= {Ci}i∈M ⊆ ℘(O) is called
a partition of O if and only if

(1) Ci ∩Cj = ∅, for all i, j ∈ {1, ...,m} ∶=M ⊂ N if i ≠ j
(2) ⋃i∈M Ci = O
Partitions can be compared to each other by defining a finer than relation. This is

necessary to build hierarchies that are the result of a HC.

Definition 5.2 Let Pi and Pj be partitions of the set O. Then Pi is said to be finer
— “ �” — than Pj, i.e. Pi �Pj if and only if for all x ∈Pi, exists y ∈Pj ∶ x ⊆ y.
Remark 5.3 Often the subsets Ci ⊆ O are assumed to be non-empty. Under this
condition, the set of all partitions together with the finer than relation build so-called
lattice, which has some desirable algebraic properties. Many clustering algorithms
produce empty clusters, however and to account for this fact we have to neglect this
condition. Nevertheless the set of all partitions of O will be denoted by PO, it is a
subset of ℘(℘(O)).

In contrast to other unsupervised learning techniques HC does not require the number
of classes to be known beforehand. This is due to the fact that the result of such an
algorithm is not just one partition of the data, but rather a sequence of such partitions,
a so-called hierarchy.

Definition 5.4 Given a set of partitions {Pi}hi=1 ⊂ PO with h ∈ N. Then H ∶={Pi}hi=1 is called a hierarchical partition or hierarchy if (H ,�) is totally ordered.
W.l.o.g. we assume the labeling to be ordered, i.e. P1 �P2 � ...�Ph.

Many HC algorithms additionally produce an index containing information about
the heterogeneity of the partition:

Definition 5.5 The clustering index is a function fh ∶ PO → R+, which holds for
any two partitions Pi,Pj ∈ P the condition:
fh(Pi) ≤ fh(Pj) if and only if Pi �Pj

Having summarized the necessary definitions we can now proceed by describing the
basic HC algorithm.
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5.3 Distances in Classical Hierarchical Clustering

We will now describe the basic HC algorithm and the distances that influence its out-
come. Since it was first mentioned in this form by Ward in 1963 [95], many different
kinds of HC schemes have been introduced. They are divided in agglomerative schemes
in which clusters are iteratively united, and divisive schemes in which they are itera-
tively divided [92, 96, 94]. Agglomerative clustering is computationally more efficient
and more flexible, hence, we will focus on the classical agglomerative scheme proposed
by Ward. Although this is a well known procedure we describe it in Algorithm 5.1
to illustrate how it should be used in the context of THz-TDS spectra and how the
different parameters that can be chosen may be influenced.

Algorithm 5.1: Classical Hierarchical Clustering [95]

Data: Set of objects: O = {oi}ni=1, with n ∈ N,
Result: Hierarchy H ∶= {Pi}hi=1 ⊂PO as defined in 5.4
Initial index set M1 ∶= M
Initial partition: P1 ∶= {Ci}i∈M1 , where Ci = {oi}, for all i ∈M1

Calculate initial distance matrix DP1
:

1 for i, j ∈M1 do
DP1(i, j) ∶= dist(oi, oj)

Set Counter h ∶= 1
while ∣Mh∣ ≠ 1 do

Find p, q ∶= argmin
p,q∈Mh,p≠qDPh

(p, q)
2 Set fh(Ph) ∶= DPh

(p, q))
Update:
Cluster Cnewq ∶= Cp ∪Cq Partition Ph+1 ∶= (Ph ∖ {Cp,Cq}) ∪Cnewq

Index Mh+1 ∶= Mh ∖ {p}
Distance matrix: for i, j ∈Mh+1 do

if i, j ∈Mh ∖ {q} then
DPh+1(i, j) ∶ = DPh

(i, j)
else

3 Calculate distance between the new cluster and all old clusters:
DPh+1(q, i) ∶= dist(Cnewq ,Ci)

Increment: h ∶= h + 1;
H ∶= {P1, ...,Ph}

Remark 5.6 Remembering the clustering index in Step 2 is not mandatory. It serves
interpretation purposes. It is not necessary, however, for the clustering result.

The termination criterion of Algorithm 5.1 is given by the finiteness of the set. To
illustrate how one can visualize a HC result, Fig. 5.1 shows a simple two-dimensional
data set on the left hand side and two different hierarchies on the right hand side. The
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of HC.

samples consist of 3 independently generated sets, i.e. in the best case three clusters
should be detected. One of which is very dense, one has a a high variance and a third
one a non-round shape. On the right hand side two examples of a typical visualization
are displayed, so-called dendrograms. In [68] the author differentiates between two
forms of dendrograms: Threshold dendrograms and proximity — in our case distance
— dendrograms that display not only the branching but also the respective clustering
index. As already mentioned in remark 5.6, remembering the clustering index is not
necessary for the branching structure, and a threshold dendrogram is entirely drawn
without this information. Fig. 5.1, however, shows distance dendrograms, as they are
often easier to interpret. The clustering index on the y-axis can be used to find a cut-off
level that provides good separation properties between the clusters.

A common criticism on HC algorithms is that the number of clusters has to be fixed
at some point and that the problem of finding this parameter is only shifted in compar-
ison to PC. However, changing the number of clusters in PC usually implies a complete
recalculation, in HC it just means picking another one of the already calculated parti-
tions. The algorithm itself does not directly depend on parameters.

The outcome of HC is not purely automatic and can be influenced. It is apparent
that the decision to merge two clusters to a new one depends on their distance to each
other. And if two clusters are merged this distance is recalculated. Consequently HC
is influenced by two forms of distances:

(1) The distance between the samples calculated in Step 1 of Algorithm 5.1. It
determines the first initial distance matrix, denoted by D(oi, oj) for all oi, oj in
the object space O

(2) The distance between a newly formed Cluster and all other clusters calculated in
Step 3 of Algorithm 5.1, denoted by D(Cp ∪Cq,Ci) for all i in the set M ∖ {q, p}

We will now analyze some of the possibilities how to calculate these distances.
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5.3.1 Distances between samples

Closeness between objects can be measured in various ways. Generally, in HC, some al-
gorithms use distance measures and others use similarity measures. We will now define
the requirements for both. The basis of calculating either is always the representation
of the data set O as defined in 4.1, i.e. based on X ∶= a(O) ⊂ Ω.
Definition 5.7 For arbitrary feature sets Ω a function d ∶ Ω × Ω → R+ is called a
distance measure on Ω if:

(1) d(x,x) = 0 for all x ∈ Ω (positivity)

(2) d(x, y) = d(y,x) for all x, y ∈ Ω (symmetry)

Definition 5.8 For arbitrary sets Ω a function s ∶ Ω × Ω → (−∞,1] is called a simi-
larity measure on Ω when

(1) s(x,x) = 1, for all x ∈ Ω (positivity)

(2) s(x, y) = s(y,x) (symmetry)

Remark 5.9 These definitions of similarity and distance are dual, i.e. one can easily
transform similarities into distances by applying f ∶ R+ → (−∞,1] with t ↦ 1 − t, and
vice versa. In this work mostly distances will be used. Because of the duality they can
easily be transformed to be applicable on similarities.

The above described distance measure definition does not concur with the definition
of a metric. It only represents the two properties that are most frequently required
by clustering algorithms. Nevertheless, in Rq the metrics induced by p-norms are
frequently used. These distance measures additionally hold the triangle inequality
d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z) and strict positivity i.e. d(x, y) = 0⇔ x = y.

In this work we will employ two different distance measures in combination with
the basic algorithm. The most commonly used measure in clustering is the Euclidean
distance:

d ∶ Rq ×Rq → R+, with d(x, y) =
¿ÁÁÀ q∑

i=0(xi − yi)2 (5.1)

The Euclidean distance is popular for various reasons, especially for its property
of emphasizing great distances and suppressing smaller ones. Furthermore, with this
metric analytically finding the centroid of a cluster can be done be just calculating the
mean, which is not possible with the Manhattan distance (p = 1) for example.

Apart from the good characteristics of the Euclidean distance, there are applications
where other distance measures perform better. One should therefore account for the
specific application when the distance measure is chosen. In our case, the application
are THz-TDS spectra as described in Chapter 2. The focus of interest in this application
are the peaks, therefore, an appropriate distance measure would enhance the similarity
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Figure 5.2: Variance of THz spectra.

in the peak position and depth while at the same time suppressing the differences
in overall absorption. The baseline correction of Section 2.3.3, was done partly to
suppress differences in the overall absorption. It is one method to produce a constant
baseline for transmittance spectra. But such a baseline correction might not be possible
because of reasons of computational efficiency and poor data quality. Additionally, after
the baseline correction there can still be artifacts that lead to differences in the peak
expression of different measurements of the same compound. To illustrate the problem
with the varying overall absorption, in Fig. 5.2 uncorrected transmittance spectra are
shown. With increasing frequency the baseline as well as the peaks expression becomes
more variable. This is partly due to the logarithmic dependence of the transmittance
(∝ absorption coefficient as defined in Equation 2.1) from the magnitude spectra of
the ratio of the sample and the reference. Therefore, although the spectra in the figure
all belong to the same compound, the Euclidean distance accounts for the differences
in higher frequencies in the same way as for the difference in the lower ones. A better
distance measure would put a higher emphasis on the peak’s positions and depth and
suppress the effect the overall distance.

What we would need for this purpose is a distance measure that is invariant to
vertical shifts and at the same time spectra that are normalized in a way that the
information that should not be corrected is close to zero.

There are different ways to produce a shift invariant distance measure. However, in
a different context, namely document clustering, the most popular similarity measure
used has this property. It is called cosine similarity. The feature space Ω is considered
a usual vector space and the indicator for the similarity of two vectors in the cosine of
the angle between two such vectors [97], with Ω = Rq this is:

s ∶ Rq ×Rq → [−1,1] ⊂ R, with s(x, y) = cos(x, y) = < x, y >∣∣x∣∣2∣∣y∣∣2 (5.2)
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As we need a distance measure, we will use the transformation as described in remark
5.9, i.e.

d ∶ Rq ×Rq → [0,2] ⊂ R+, with d(x, y) = 1 − cos(x, y) = 1 − < x, y >∣∣x∣∣2∣∣y∣∣2 (5.3)

Before applying such a distance measure the information that should not be altered
has to be set to zero. If the spectra are baseline corrected, the baseline just has to
be set to zero. For uncorrected transmittance spectra we propose to normalize the
spectra such that the maximal transmittance is set to zero. As one can see in Fig.
5.2 the high transmittance regions are usually quite well concentrated already and the
shift invariance therefore has a greater effect on the high frequency region. While the
Euclidean distance would produce big distances between two spectra of Fig. 5.2 such
a distance measure would have a tendency to suppress the unwanted distances close to
the noise floor.

This distance measure will be applied and compared to the Euclidean distance mea-
sure. The cosine distance only satisfies the definition of a distance — 5.7. It neither
satisfies the triangle inequality nor strict positivity [97].

5.3.2 Distances between Clusters

Distances between clusters are usually based on the distances between the objects.
Typical approaches consist in using the minimal, maximal or average distance between
the objects in the two clusters to define the distance between the classes. Many of
the functions that can be used here were summarized in 1966 in the Lance-Williams
formula [98]. In the above described HC a new cluster is build by uniting two old
clusters. In the Lance-Williams formula the distance between a new class and all
others depends directly on the distances the old clusters had to the other clusters.
Thereby, all DPi

can be traced back to DP1 . The initial distance matrix is equal to
the distance matrix of the objects themselves. The latter was the topic of the previous
section, i.e. DP1(i, j) ∶= dist(oi, oj) for all oi, oj ∈ O.

The cluster distance can hence be characterized in the following way. Given a parti-
tion P ∈ PO with P ∶= {Cj}j∈M , the distance between a newly formed cluster Cp∪Cq,
p, q ∈M and all other clusters is defined by:

D(Cp ∪Cq,Ci) ∶= αpD(Cp,Ci) + αqD(Cq,Ci) + βD(Cp,Cq) + γ∣D(Cp,Ci) −D(Cq,Ci)∣
(5.4)

The coefficients αp, αq, β, and γ determine the type of linkage function. Although
there are many more [94], in this work we will use the the following sets of coefficients:

(1) The parameter set:

{αp, αq, β, γ} ∶= {1
2
,
1

2
,0,−1

2
}

Single linkage (SLink): Minimum of previous distances, i.e.

D(Cp ∪Cq,Ci) = min{D(Cp,Ci),D(Cq,Ci)}
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(2) The parameter set:

{αp, αq, β, γ} ∶= {1
2
,
1

2
,0,

1

2
}

Complete linkage (CLink): Maximum of previous distances, i.e.

D(Cp ∪Cq,Ci) = max{D(Cp,Ci),D(Cq,Ci)}
(3) The parameter set:

{αp, αq, β, γ} ∶= {1
2
,
1

2
,
D(Cp,Ci),D(Cq,Ci)

2
}

Average linkage: Average of previous distances, i.e.

D(Cp ∪Cq,Ci) = D(Cp,Ci) +D(Cq,Ci)
2

With these parameter sets one can discover different kinds of clusters. We will illustrate
this on the two-dimensional application example from Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.3 we see the
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Figure 5.3: Different linkage functions applied on images without (left) and with (right)
noise.

example data set grouped with different linkage functions once without and once with
noise. On the left hand side the first three clusters of this data set with the Slink and
the Clink method are shown. The Slink detects the blue clusters — the long shape —
better, as it does not assume globular shapes. On the right hand side we see the same
data set with some equally distributed noise added. Here the Clink detects almost the
same clusters as before while the Slink clustering is influenced by the noise.

We have now given a first introduction into the basic HC algorithm and the possi-
bilities for the user to influence the classification. We introduced a distance measure
that is usually applied in document retrieval to time-series clustering and reasoned its
adequateness for the special application of THz-TDS. There are still some drawbacks
of the classic algorithm which can not be overcome by changing distance functions. To
overcome or diminish these drawbacks, we now introduce an algorithm that was more
recently developed and analyze its properties as well as propose some alterations.
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5.4 Discussion of Karypis Chameleon Algorithm

The overall computational complexity of Algorithm 5.1 is O(n2) in time as well as in
space [96]. With high data volume the computation might fail because the system is
out of memory. Even a moderately sized hyperspectral image with 256 × 256 pixels for
example contains about 65000 samples (pixels, i.e. spectra). And a distance matrix of
double values — which has to be updated continuously in HC, i.e. has to be held in
main memory — would need 4 Gigabyte. The quantity of data of such images exceeds
the capacity of many computers. Therefore, especially in the late 1990s a number of
different algorithms have been developed that bypass this problem by pre-clustering
or sub-sampling. The most popular [92, 99] of these algorithms are Birch [100], Cure
[101] and Chameleon [102]. In Birch the entire data is organized in a tree structure in
one scan and the final clustering is executed only on the representatives (means) of the
leaf node groups. The Cure algorithm uses a randomly sampled and then partitioned
sub-sample of the original data. The clustering basis is not just one representative
but a well scattered number of representative points. In the Chameleon clustering a
k-nearest neighbor graph is build with the whole data and then cut into clusters with
a minimum edge-cut bisector.

All these algorithms have in common that the final hierarchical clustering is not
carried out on the full data set but on a subset or transform. Therefore the compu-
tational time mainly depends on the size of this subset and on the efficiency of the
down-sampling method. We decided to use the full Chameleon algorithm as well as
only the pre-clustering of this algorithm. To explain why we chose this algorithm we
will first describe it in Algorithm 5.2. As the Chameleon is based on a nearest neighbor
network, this is a necessary definition we have to give beforehand:

Definition 5.10 We define the k-nearest neighbor network as a network (G,w)
with an undirected graph G ∶= (X,E) and the weights w ∶ E → R+ that satisfies:

(1) Each vertex x ∈ X appears in at least k pairs {x, ⋅} in E.

(2) All e ∈ E are unordered pairs e = {x, y}.
(3) For all e = {x, y} ∈ E the weight is defined as a similarity (Definition 5.8), i.e.

w({x, y}) ∶= s(x, y) = s(y,x). And if {x, y} ∈ E it follows that s(x, y) ≥ s(x, z)
for all z ∈ X with {x, z} ∉ E.

Remark 5.11 In the Chameleon algorithm everything is denoted with similarities
instead of distances, we will therefore also talk about closeness from the similarities
point of view in this section. The definitions and nomenclature follows standard graph-
theory nomenclature. For a deeper insight into this matter we refer the reader to the
vast literature on discrete mathematics, e. g. [103].

Chameleon can be divided in two phases. In the first one the initial partition is
build, as explained in Step 1 and Step 2. In the second one, Step 3, the final clustering
is performed. The main difference between the named efficient hierarchical clustering
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Algorithm 5.2: The Basic Procedure of the Chameleon Algorithm [102]

Data: Set of samples X ∶= a(O) with X ⊂ Rq and O = {oi}ni=1, with{1, ..., n} = ∶ N ⊂ N, number of nearest neighbors k and number of initial
clusters m.

Result: Hierarchical partition of data H ∶= {Pi}hi=1 ⊂PO as defined in 5.4
1 Build a k-nearest neighbor network of the sample set X

2 Build a partition PPre = {Ci}i∈M of the k-nearest neighbor graph parts by
minimizing:

ES(PPre) = ∑
e∈E∖ ⋃

i∈ME~Ci

w(e) (5.5)

with E~Ci ∶= {e = {x, y} ∈ E∣x ∈ Ci ∧ y ∈ Ci}
3 Apply Algorithm 5.1 with P1 ∶= PPre = {Ci}i∈M and two special distance
measures that are based on the nearest neighbor graph

algorithms and Algorithm 5.1 is the method used for pre-clustering, but in contrast
to Birch and Cure the Chameleon pre-clustering is very easily implemented, mainly
because it is based on well known algorithms.

First, in Step 1 the nearest neighbor network as explained in Definition 5.10 has to
be calculated. As nearest neighbor graphs are useful in many applications, there are
efficiently implemented open source libraries one can use for this purpose. We chose
kdtree2 by Matthew B. Kennel [104]. This implementation finds the k-nearest neighbor
graph in O(log(n)) time, which is an improvement to the brute-force implementation
which takes O(n). The storage depends on k because for each sample the k nearest
neighbors and the distance to them have to be stored.

Next, in Step 2 the initial partition is build from the network. Also for this purpose we
chose an already available library, namely the 2007-Version of Karypis METIS library
[105]. The problem of partitioning a graph is NP-complete, nevertheless with the
algorithms implemented in this library one can find good approximations of minimum
edge-cut partitions in reasonable computational time [106]. It has been successfully
compared to other m-cut libraries such as Jostl and PaGrid [107].

The availability of efficient algorithm for the implementation of Phase I is, one of the
reasons why we chose the Chameleon algorithm. We can either use the full procedure
or combine Phase I with Algorithm 5.1. There is a version of Chameleon implemented
in the software package CLUTO [108], however, as we want to have the possibility to
combine Phase I with classical hierarchical clustering and its different parameters, we
chose to re-implement the algorithm.

Remark 5.12 Two parameters have to be set in Phase I, the number of nearest neigh-
bors k and the number of initial clusters m. The algorithm is not very sensitive to this
choice. Generally, the higher the number of nearest neighbors the worse the compu-
tational efficiency and the lower the number of initial clusters the more likely it is
that important information is lost. Therefore, we generally choose k ∶= ∼ 0.05 × n and
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m ∶= ∼ 0.1 × n.
The other reason for choosing this algorithm is that Phase II, i.e. Step 3, is based on a

distance function that includes the whole nearest neighbor information into the further
clustering. It is said to give results that are less sensitive to noise than the classical
hierarchical clustering is. We will now explain the similarity measures that are used in
Step 3 in the way they are explained in [102]. We will then proceed to illustrate some
problems that may occur when using these similarities and we will propose alterations
of this method that can be used to overcome these problems.

5.4.1 The Distance Measure

Two different functions are combined for a similarity measure that covers clusters of
different shape and density. They are called the relative closeness RC and the relative
inter-connectivity RI. We will analyze them mathematically and highlight some of
their properties in that respect.

Definition 5.13 Given a nearest neighbor network (G,w) of a graph G ∶= (X,E) and
a minimal m-cut partition of X in PPre ∶= {Ci}i∈M to m equal parts we define the
relative inter-connectivity (RI) between two clusters by

RI(Ci,Cj) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣EBCi,Cj
∣∣

∣∣EWCi
∣∣+∣∣EWCj

∣∣
2

for EBCi,Cj ≠ ∅
0 else

(5.6)

where the EB and EW are subsets of E; the former are the edges between (i.e. EB)
clusters and the latter the edges a minimum edge-cut bisection within (i.e. EW) a
cluster would contain.

(1)

EBCi,Cj ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
EWCi for Ci = Cj{e ∈ (E~Ci∪Cj ∖ (E~Ci ∪E~Cj ))} else

(5.7)

(2) EWC denotes the set of edges a minimum edge-cut bisection of the sub-graph(C,E~C) into C1 and C2 would have (minimizing an equation analogous to 5.5).
That means EWC ∶= {e ∈ (E~C ∖ (E~C1 ∪E~C2))}

(3) For E′ ⊆ E the term ∣∣E′∣∣ is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges, i.e.∣∣E′∣∣ ∶= ∑
e∈E′w(e)

Definition 5.14 The relative closeness (RC) is defined as a measure of the average
distance between clusters.

RC(Ci,Cj) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

EBCi,Cj∣Ci ∣∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣EWCi
+ ∣Cj ∣∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣EWCj

for EBCi,Cj ≠ ∅
0 else

(5.8)
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for E′ ⊆ E the term E is defined by E′ ∶= ∣∣E′∣∣∣E′∣ , i.e. denotes the average of the weights

of edges in E′.
The similarity is then calculated by S(i, j) ∶= RI(Ci,Cj)RC(Ci,Cj)α, where α

controls the importance of the closeness in relation to the inter-connectivity.

Remark 5.15 The initialization of the algorithm described in Section 5.3 is done
by Pi ∶= PPre and M1 ∶= M . The initial similarity matrix is defined by SP1 ∶= S.
For updating purposes EB (a symmetric m×m matrix) and EW (a m vector) are also
stored.

Remark 5.16 With analogous nomenclature as in Section 5.3 the clustering is carried
out. One difference is, of course, that not the clusters with the smallest distance but the
ones with the biggest similarity are united. In step 7 EB and EW have to be updated
to get the correct similarity matrix S. One can use the old edge-cut information for
EBCp∪Cq ,Ci = (EBCp,Ci ∪EBCq ,Ci) ∖EBCP ,Cq . The set EWCp∪Cq however can not be
determined from previous information. One has to recalculate the minimum edge-cut
bisector as one of the conditions for such a bisector named in the paper is, that the
sections should be approximately equally sized. This is not necessarily the case for Cp
and Cq, hence EWCP∪Cq has to be recalculated in each step.

The similarity function used within the Chameleon algorithm yields good results in
general but using it during the clustering process can produce several problems. In the
next sections we will analyze two of these flaws and propose solutions for them.

5.4.2 Alteration: Changing the Similarity Measure

The Chameleon similarity term S(i, j) is not a similarity as defined in 5.8. The problem
is the closeness term RC which is not necessarily smaller than 1. We give a counter
example in Fig. 5.4. The figure shows a 2-nearest neighbor graph with 6 edges. To
illustrate the inherent non-symmetry of a nearest neighbor graph, it is depicted as a
directed graph. For the further calculations however, the graph is assumed not to be
directed, i.e. every vertex counts one time. When cutting the graph at e4, one gets a
minimum edge-cut for a 2-way partition. Therefore EBC1,C2 = {e4}, EWC1 must be{e1, e2} and for EWC2 there are several possibilities, e. g. {e5, e6}. Hence, we have:

RI(C1,C2) = 5
2

4+2
2

= 5
6 and RC(C1,C2) = 5

2
3
6

4
2
+ 3

6
2
2

= 5
3 . Not only is RC(C1,C2) ≥ 1

in this example but additionally with α = 1 the similarity S(1,2) = 25
18 ≥ 1. Thus,

neither RC nor S are similarities as defined in Definition 5.8.
Using a closeness indicator not satisfying the similarity measure conditions has one

major drawback: Objects can be more equal to another than one object is to itself.
This is usually not wanted and would be expected to produce biased results. Therefore
we propose a slightly improved calculation of the similarity S. This works because
RI is a similarity to begin with and one can proof that RC and therefore also S are
bounded by the size of the nearest neighbor graph.
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Figure 5.4: Counter example for RC ≤ 1.
First we show that RI is a similarity. RI ∶ P1 ×P1 → [0,1], because on the one

hand one can easily see that RI(Ci,Cj) ≥ 0 for all i, j. On the other hand if there
were i, j such that RI(Ci,Cj) was bigger than 1 then EBCi,Cj would be smaller than
EWCi + EWCj + EBCi,Cj . This is a contradiction to Ci,Cj belonging to a minimum
edge-cut partition (because the cut Ci1 ∪Cj1 and Ci2 ∪ Cj2 would have had a smaller
weight sum). Positivity and symmetry are given by definition.

The term in question is RC and thereby also S. We now show that RC is bounded,
because w.l.o.g. let ∣Ci∣ ≤ ∣Cj ∣, and ∣EWCi ∣ ≤ ∣EWCj ∣, then

RC(Ci,Cj) ≤ EBCi,Cj(EWC1
+EWC2

) ∣Ci∣∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣≤ ∣∣EBCi,Cj
∣∣∣∣EWCi

∣∣+∣∣EWCj
∣∣ ( ∣EWCi

∣∣EBCi,Cj
∣) ∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣∣Ci∣

≤ 1
2 ( ∣EWCi

∣∣EBCi,Cj
∣) ∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣∣Ci ∣≤ 1

2 (k∣Ci∣
1 ) ∣Ci∣+∣Cj ∣∣Ci∣= k(∣Ci ∣+∣Cj ∣)
2

This hold for all i, j, where k is the number of nearest neighbors. We now substitute
RC from Equation 5.8 by the following:

RC(Ci,Cj) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 for i = j
2
k ( EBCi,Cj∣Ci∣EWCi

+∣Cj ∣EWCj

) for EBCi,Cj ≠ ∅
0 else

(5.9)

With these alterations RC, RI and S are similarity measures. Furthermore, instead
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of recalculating RI and RC in every step, we calculate the similarity matrix Ŝ =
RIRCα.

5.5 Simplified Chameleon

The second problem that can arise when the Chameleon algorithm is executed is that
the updating function can produce so-called inversions or crossovers, i.e. the index (as
defined in 5.5) is not monotone. A crossover would then produce a higher similarity /
lower distance by updating the matrix than appeared in it before. There are other hi-
erarchical clustering algorithms that do produce inversions such as the centroid linkage
and the median linkage method [94, 68]. This effect does not imply that no hierarchy
can be build. The clustering itself can still work well and produce satisfying results.
However, inversions can impede the interpretation of the hierarchy because no distance
dendrogram can be drawn. Hence, the distance information can not be used to find an
appropriate cutting level.

For the above mentioned reasons we propose to alternatively use the pre-clustering
of the Chameleon algorithm and then combine the result of this pre-clustering with the
classical hierarchical clustering method. We describe this in Algorithm 5.3

Algorithm 5.3: Proposed Simplified Chameleon Algorithm

Data: Set of samples X ∶= a(O) with X ⊂ Rq and O = {oi}ni=1, with n ∈ N,
number of nearest neighbors k and number of initial clusters m.

Result: Hierarchical partition of data H ∶= {Pi}hi=1 ⊂PO as defined in 5.4
Build a k-nearest neighbor network // Analogous to Algorithm 5.2

Build initial partition PPre = {Ci}i∈M with k-nearest neighbor graph
// Analogous to Algorithm 5.2

1 Calculate the distance matrix between the initial clusters Ci
2 Apply Algorithm 5.1 with P1 ∶= PPre = {Ci}i∈M and typical linkage functions

The first steps works as explained in Algorithm 5.2. In Step 1 we propose two
alternative approaches to gain an initial distance matrix:

(1) Calculate a representative xi for each Ci ∈PPre, by using the mean of the mem-
bers of Ci, i.e. xi ∶= ∑

x∈Ci

x∣Ci∣ . Calculate the initial distance matrix by calculating

the distances between the means of the clusters xi and using arbitrary distance
functions, e.g. the ones explained in Section 5.3.2.

(2) Use Ŝ as defined in the previous section as the basis for classical hierarchical
clustering. i.e. instead of recalculating the distances on the basis of the nearest
neighbor graph in every step we use the linkage functions as described in Section
5.3.2. The advantage of this methods is that the method still contains information
about the underlying densities and closeness of the clusters, although less, but the
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clustering algorithm does not fail and can provide information about distances
within the hierarchy if necessary.

The main difference between Algorithm 5.3 and the classical Chameleon algorithm is
that the distance between the samples are not recalculated in Step 2 of each iteration.
There rather is an initial distance matrix used and then updated with the classical
linkage functions that were described in 5.3.2.

The disadvantage is that the two aspects of closeness and density are joined together
again. The advantage however, is its flexibility in the use of updating functions and
the stability with respect to inversions.

5.6 Spatial Domain

Up until now the automatic organization of the spectra is done on the basis of spectral
characteristics only. That means that we cluster the samples assuming that they are
acquired independently from each other.

This entails adaptability to rather large incrementally acquired data sets. Often the
data is not acquired independently, though. And by the previously discussed organi-
zation, no dependency information is included. In hyperspectral imaging the samples
often belong to a spatially coherent object and therefore are far from independent. Nev-
ertheless, the use of spatial features in segmentation of hyperspectral images is often
neglected [109] although it is likely that this information can improve the segmentation
quality.

We will now discuss two different approaches that are applied when spatial infor-
mation is included. The first one is classical two-dimensional image processing on the
feature reduced representation of the hyperspectral channels. The other one is the
direct inclusion of neighborhood information into the clustering algorithm.

5.6.1 Classical Image Processing

In many hyperspectral imaging applications large regions of the image can quickly be
discarded from further analysis. Especially in applications where hidden chemicals need
to be detected, only few areas will potentially contain such chemicals. Particularly
areas that do not contain any absorbing information as well as areas that contain
completely absorbing material can usually be identified quite easily. The focus should
lie on the material in between, which is not completely absorbing but contains only
some absorption peaks. The first step therefore, should be to identify these regions
of interest. If this is done, the respective areas can be further denoised by smoothing
functions.

A variety of two-dimensional smoothing algorithms can be applied to improve the
channel information. A popular one is the anisotropic diffusion filter. It offers very
good smoothing properties while at the same time preserving the edges. This filter has
been applied on hyperspectral images by different researchers. [110] and [109] apply it
slice-wise, i.e. the two-dimensional version of the filter. For reasons of computational
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feasibility, they do not use the full data set but rather sub-samples that are based on a
kind of PCA. In contrast to that, [111] uses the full hyperspectral images to calculate a
21
2D diffusion filter that smooths spatially on the slices and at the same time spectrally

on the time-series. In Chapter 2 we considered spectral smoothing techniques that can
be used for peak preserving smoothing in the spectral domain, e. g. Savitzky-Golay
filtering, wavelet shrinkage, and more specifically echo removal. Therefore, we do not
apply any more spectral smoothing here but decided to include spatial characteristics
by slice-wise smoothing. Referring to the introduction of this chapter we propose not
to use the full spectra but the PFS from Excursus 2. They are the basis for 2D image
processing we propose in Algorithm 1. In Step 1 of the algorithm we perform a first

Algorithm 5.4: Spatial Similarity Inclusion with Slice-wise Image Processing

Data: Hyperspectral p × q pixel Image with pixel set X ∶= {xi}pqi=1 where xi are
THz transmittance spectra

Result: Hierarchical clustering of image
for xi ∈ X do

Calculate PFS representation XPFS

1 Retrieve segmentation into three parts from PFS feature 1 and PFS feature 6
Categorize segments into: Highly absorbing XH , non-absorbing XNo, and
medium absorbing XM

for PFS coefficients j = 1 to E do
2 Apply an edge preserving smoothing filter on X∗PFSi

Mask all PFS level images with XM :

X∗PFSj ∶= {x∗PFSji
}pqi=1, where x∗PFSji ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
xPFSji

if i ∈M
0 else

Set XF ∶= {xFi
}pqi=1 where xFi

∶= ⎛⎜⎝
x∗PFS1i

...
x∗PFSEi

⎞⎟⎠
for xFi

∈ XF do
Apply clustering, e.g. Algorithm 5.1 or 5.2 to retrieve hierarchical
decomposition of index set I and thereby X

segmentation on the basis of those two feature images that contain the best overall
information about the whole image content, namely PFS 1 and 6. The segmentation is
performed with a k-means clustering [90, 70] that was briefly explained in Section 5.1.
In Step 2 different possibilities for a smoothing method can be used. Valid results can
be achieved with anisotropic diffusion [112], or bilateral filtering [113].

There is an alternative to level dependent smoothing. It consists of calculating one
smoothing function that is then applied to all levels. One possibility is using an edge
preserving bilateral filter that depends on the spectral distance of the pixels [113]. The
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smoothed image ISm from a bilateral filter is calculated in each pixel p by:

IkSm(p) = 1

W
∑
q∈SGσs(∣∣p − q∣∣)Gσt(∣Ik(p) − Ik(q)∣)Ik(q) (5.10)

whereW is a normalization term, Gσs and Gσt are two Gaussian kernels that influence
how much spatial information s is included (represented by the pixel positions p and
q, S is the neighborhood that is determined by σs) and how much range information
t. The range information can be calculated level-wise, i.e. considering only the values
in each level image Ik, i.e. ∣Ik(p) − Ik(q)∣ is the distance between the level values in
p and q. But it can also be calculated from the feature vector distance. The second
Gaussian kernel Gσt is then applied on some distance function ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣ between the feature
vectors F (p) and F (q) with F (p) = (I1(p), I2(p), ..., If (p)). Equation 5.10 thereon is
substituted by:

IkSm(p) = 1

W
∑
q∈SGσs(∣∣p − q∣∣)Gσt(∣∣F (p) − F (q)∣∣)Ik(q)

Algorithm 1 and application of the bilateral filtering on hyperspectral images outline
two different ways to apply classical image processing on hyperspectral images. In the
next section we will propose a method that includes spatial information directly into
the clustering algorithm.

5.6.2 Distance Matrix Inclusion

The previously explained approaches have in common that they are applied on the fea-
ture data before the segmentation is performed. The feature vectors that are then used
for the clustering might be smoothed in the spatial domain. Still the clustering itself
and the cluster distances are, again, calculated as if the samples where independently
acquired. For this reason, we propose to include a spatial similarity into the clustering
algorithm itself. That means combining the spatial closeness with the range closeness
in all distance calculations. The problem of applying bilateral filtering is, that as soon
as clusters are formed, defining a neighborhood S is not trivial. When we work with
both forms of the Chameleon algorithm explained in Chapter 5. The clustering is not
carried out on the pixels but on groups of pre-clustered pixels. Bilateral filtering is
not applicable in that case. We therefore have to find a similarity matrix that includes
the neighborhood information into the distance calculations between these pre-clusters.
For this purpose we propose to use a Gaussian approach that will be explained in the
next paragraph.

For each two pre-clusters CPre
i and CPre

j from the initial partition PPre we assume

that a distance D(CPre
i ,CPre

j ) has been calculated. We now want to include spatial
information into this distance calculation. For this purpose we assume that the two
clusters are independently acquired normally distributed data sets. For reasons of
simplicity we then analyze their characteristics separately in the two spatial domains
x and y. Algorithm 5.5 explains the inclusion of this kind of spatial distance between
clusters.
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Algorithm 5.5: Proposed Inclusion of Spatial Similarity into Cluster Distance

Data: Distance matrix DPre defined on PPre, parameter λ
Result: Updated distance matrix DPre∗
Calculate a spatial distance DSp ∶ PrePre → R+ in the following way:

for each two Ci,Cj ∈PPre do
Calculate spatial overlap Ox(i, j) and Oy(i, j) by:
for Spatial dimension x and y do

Calculate the cluster mean spatial positions µi, µj and variance σi, σj
Calculate overlap O(i, j) of two Gaussian curves determined by
parameters (µi, σi) and (µj, σj)

Define the spatial distance by:

DSp(Ci,Cj) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
Ox(i,j)+Oy(i,j) if Ox(i, j) and Oy(i, j) > λ ∈ [0.25,1]
0 if i = j
2 else

(5.11)
Define updated distance matrix by
DPre∗(Ci,Cj) ∶= DSp(Ci,Cj) ∗DPre(Ci,Cj)

A next step could be to include this closeness also into the updating mechanism of
the hierarchical clustering itself. However, this is not sensible in the case of hierarchical
clustering as this would lead to a constant increase of the distance between the clusters.
In classical hierarchical clustering the distance function is not recomputed from the
original data in each iteration. Each step only uses the previous distance information
that has been provided by the sub-clusters. If Equation 5.11 would be used, the updated
distance matrix would have nothing to do with the original data and be very sensitive
to any kind of noise. Therefore we apply this alteration of the distance matrix only to
the initial one and further proceed in the traditional manner.

5.7 Evaluation of Hierarchical Clustering

We have now introduced and analyzed different methods of segmentation or clustering
of the given data. These methods require evaluation. Cluster evaluation even today
is by no means exhausted. To judge the quality of an algorithm and its parameters,
different aspects have to be considered. Unsupervised classification is generally applied
to organize either large or high-dimensional unlabeled data sets. Hence, two major
quality aspects are scalability on the one hand and the ability to deal with the curse of
dimensionality on the other hand [62]. Thus a critical part of evaluating the clustering
is judging if the algorithm works, i.e. if it provides any formally sensible result and
how fast it is. This topic has been addressed in this work in the previous section where
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the Chameleon algorithm was introduced with its features. However, the quality of
the result has to be assessed in some way too. The premise of applying clustering
algorithms is that the type of classes that can appear is not known beforehand. Hence,
judging the accuracy of a result is intricate. Otherwise supervised or semi-supervised
learning would be used.

5.7.1 State of the Art Methods

There is a vast amount of research on the topic of cluster quality evaluation [114, 68, 94].
In this thesis we will coarsely outline the different possibilities to asses this issue and
focus on one that is often used to evaluate specifically HC results, the so-called F-
score. We will present its characteristics and outline some flaws and then propose an
alternative approach. We will furthermore propose an efficient implementation for this
new evaluation method.

Although cluster evaluation of partitional and hierarchical algorithms often differs,
many evaluation methods for HC are derived from methods for PC. Therefore, we will
initially give some examples for general methods. A more detailed description of the
hierarchical methods follows later on.

Cluster evaluation may be classified into external and internal criteria. External
criteria serve the purpose of comparing different partitions with each other. Different
partitions can either arise from diverse clustering algorithms applied on the same data
set (in [114] this would be called a relative criterion) or they can arise from a given
ground truth that should be matched as adequate as possible by a specific clustering
algorithm. Typically, internal criteria evaluate the result with a particular focus on the
density within the retrieved clusters on the one hand and the clear separation between
two clusters on the other hand. Examples for these are separation indices such as the
Dunn index [115]. These criteria are particularly useful when evaluating the choice of
parameters — as for example the number of clusters — in PC algorithms [114]. They
are seldom used for HC evaluation but more frequently to find a good clustering level.
In HC internal criteria are applied to determine the appropriateness of a dendrogram for
a given distance matrix. Usually a cophenetic matrix is calculated as a representative
for the gained hierarchical structure and then is correlated with the original data [68].

Regarding feature selection and different distance measures — as for example de-
scribed in Section 5.3 — we would like to compare the outcome of clusterings on the
basis of different distance matrices. Therefore, the above mentioned internal criteria
for hierarchical clustering can not be applied. We will hence focus on external criteria.
The majority of these external criteria are conceptually made for PC. Some of them
compare the clustering result to a random clustering of the data. Huberts Γ-statistic
does that for example by estimating how far the labeling is from a random labeling.
Monte Carlo simulations are used to tackle the computational complexity of the prob-
lem. Another approach is to compare clustering results from different algorithms and
define a similarity or distance between them. Examples for these algorithms are the
Mirkin distance, the van Dongen distance, the Rand index, and the FScore ([116], [114],
[68], [117]). All of the latter are based on “counting sets”, or on a type of confusion
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table where two partitions P = {Ci}i∈M and Pa′ = {C ′i}i∈M ′ of the same sample set
X are compared: The entries are defined as follows:

positive negative

positive true positives (TP) true negatives (TN)

negative false positives (FP) false negatives (FN)

Table 5.1: confusion table� TP: {{x, y} ⊆X ∣∃(i, j) ∈M ×Mg ∶ x, y ∈ Ci ∩Cgj }, i.e. all sample pairs that are in
the same cluster in partition P and partition Pg.� TN: {{x, y} ⊆ X ∣ /∃ (i, j) ∈M ×Mg ∶ x, y ∈ Ci ∪Cgj }, i.e. all sample pairs that are
in different clusters in partition P and partition Pg.� FP: {{x, y} ⊆X ∣∃i ∈M ∶ x, y ∈ Ci∧ /∃ j ∈Mg ∶ x, y ∈ Cgj }, i.e. all sample pairs that
are in the same cluster in the partition P but not in the partition Pg.� FN: {{x, y} ⊆X ∣∃j ∈Mg ∶ x, y ∈ Cgj ∧ /∃ i ∈M ∶ x, y ∈ Ci}, i.e. all sample pairs that
are in the same cluster in the partition Pg but not in the partition P.

The cardinality of these sets is then used to calculate indices representing similarities
or differences between partitions of the same data set. In particular, if a data set with
a ground truth partition is known, it can be used these sets to numerically evaluate
the quality of the calculated partition.

5.7.2 The F-Score

We will now give a description of one of these evaluating functions — the so called
F-score. The F-score was originally introduced in the area of information retrieval by
Jardine and Rijsbergen in 1971 [118]. It has been adapted to be generally applicable
on HC and since has been one of the most popular method to compare HC results with
a ground truth partition [119, 120].

Two different functions on the partition space contribute to the F-score: The pre-
cision and the recall. The precision is defined by:

Pre(P,Pg) ∶= ∣TP ∣∣TP ∪FP ∣
Assuming Pg to be the ground truth, the precision represents the proportion of objects
retrieved correctly in relation to all the retrieved objects. The recall is defined by:

Rec(P,Pg) ∶= ∣TP ∣∣TP ∪ FN ∣ ,
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and it represents the relation between correctly retrieved objects to the correct number
of objects that should be in this class. The F-score is a combination of the two func-
tions whose importance is controlled by the parameter β. Setting β = 1 gives equal
importance to both.

FSc(P,Pg) ∶= (β2 + 1) ×Pre ×Rec)
β2 ×Pre +Rec

We have P = Pg ⇒ Rec(P,Pg) = Pre(P,Pg) = 1, furthermore Pre(P,PGT) >
0 and Rec(P,PGT) > 0. Hence, FSc is a similarity measure on the partitions of X as
defined in Definition 5.8. Thereby, on can define a function for comparing partitions
with each other, as Larsen and Aone did in 1999 [119]: For each cluster from the ground
truth partition PGT ∶= {Cgi }i∈MGT

, an auxiliary partition Pg
i ∶= {Cgi ,X∖Ci} is formed.

Given a hierarchy H ∶= {Pi}hi=1, all F-scores for the hierarchies partition members are
calculated and the highest F-score is chosen. i.e. the F-score for hierarchies is applied

in the following way: FSc′(H ,PGTj
) ∶= h

max
i=1 FSc(Pi,PGTj

) for all j ∈ MGT. The

overall F-score is then calculated by:

FSc′(H ,PGT) ∶=
∑

i∈MGT

(∣Cgi ∣ ⋅ FSc(H ,Pg
i ))

∑
i∈MGT

∣Cgi ∣
Figure 5.5 shows a dendrogram with the partitions that are used to calculate the

Figure 5.5: classical F-score for hierarchical clustering as defined by Larsen and Aone.

F-score for this hierarchy. While the measure detects different clusterings very well,
it also has one apparent problem: It evaluates partitions that do not form part of
the hierarchy, i.e. P∗ is the final partition that is compared with the ground truth
but P∗ ∉ H . This is due to the fact that they do not result from a threshold based
partitioning of the hierarchy. I.e. the clusters generally appear on different levels.
Looking at Fig. 5.5 the pink cluster belongs to another partition than the blue and the
green one. We therefore propose a different approach.
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5.7.3 The Partition Score

The easiest solution for the problem of not considering real partitions would be to
calculate the F-score FSc(Pi,PGT) for all Pi ∈ H and then chose the maximum of
the gained F-scores. A possible problem is that TP, TN, FP, and FN do not take the
distance between two clusters into consideration. I.e. in the dendrogram in Fig. 5.5
one would count parts of the pink clusters situated in the middle {3,7,5} as well as{1,2,4,6}. These two parts of the pink cluster are very far apart from each other and
a labeled clustering result would not group them close to each other.

We therefore propose a validation scheme that firstly chooses one of the partitions
that form actually part of the hierarchy. Secondly, each clustering label from the ground
truth partition is only given to one cluster in the partition that forms the basis of the
evaluation. The score of the clustering would then be the maximal possible number of
true positives in relation to the total number of samples. Before defining the partition
score we have to explain, how we want them to be labeled.

Definition 5.17 For each partition in the hierarchy H ∋ Pi ∶= {Cij}j∈Mi and the
ground truth partition PGT = {Cgj }j∈MGT

we calculate the partition score on the
space of all partitions PO on a finite set O by

PSc(Pi,PGT) ∶= max
L∶Mi→M∗

GT

S(L(Mi)) (5.12)

where S(L(Mi)) ∶= ∑
j∈L(Mi)

∣Cg
j ∩Ci

L−1(j) ∣∣X ∣ , and L ∶m ↦ L(m), injective
with M∗

GT ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
MGT ∪

∣I ∣³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ{0, ...,0} for ∣I ∣ ∶= ∣Mi∣ − ∣MGT∣ if ∣Mi∣ > ∣MGT∣
MGT else

Calculating the total score for the hierarchy is then defined by

PScH = (H ,PGT) ∶= h
max
i=1 PSc(Pi,PGT) (5.13)

In Equation 5.12 we iterate over all possible labellings of Mi with the ground truth
labels from MGT. The labeling function L needs to be injective as every label should
only be given once. The codomain can therefore not simply be MGT because, as soon
as we have more clusters in Pi than in PGT the injectivity cannot be fulfilled. For
this reason, we introduce a set of empty, or “0”- labels {0i}i∈I .

Fig. 5.6 shows one of the cluster labellings that would be chosen as optimal in the
example dendrogram. It becomes clear that all ground truth labels are only given once
and that the basis of the labeling is a real partition. This labeling is generally not
unique.
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Figure 5.6: Partition Score Calculation.

5.7.4 Implementing the Partition Score

To find the correct maximum when calculating PSc, one has to consider
∣Mi∣!(∣Mi∣−∣MGT∣)!

(w.l.o.g. that ∣Mi∣ ≥ ∣MGT∣) possibilities for all i = {1, ..., h}. Depending on the number
of ground truth classes and the size of the dendrogram the evaluation can be very
inefficient or even not feasible. Therefore, we propose an efficient way to calculate an
approximation of the partition score. We start with the coarsest partition (consisting
of one cluster, then two clusters a.s.o.) and then use the first optimal partitions as a
basis for further labeling. The procedure is described in detail in Algorithm 5.6. It
hast to be said, that there generally is no unique optimal labeling but a whole set.
The initial labeling in Step 1 satisfies Equation 5.12. Furthermore, the existence of j
in Step 2 is ensured because the hierarchical clustering algorithms that are discussed
here all work with binary partitioning.

Note that especially with ∣Mi∣ >> ∣MGT∣ this implementation increases the efficiency
of the method. It does not depend on the total number of samples. Instead of∣Mi∣!(∣Mi∣−∣MGT∣)! we only have to iterate over (∣MGT∣ + 1)∣MGT∣ updating possibilities in
each step.

5.8 Conclusion

After this chapter we are now able to execute automatic data processing on the THz-
TDS data. We found hierarchical clustering to be an adequate method for that purpose
due to its independence from previously chosen parameters. The drawback of computa-
tional efficiency is compensated by the efficient Chameleon algorithm the functionality
of which we explained.

If computational efficiency is not the predominant issue we can still use the classical
HC algorithm. It is easy to implement and has a variety of adaption possibilities that
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5.8 Conclusion

Algorithm 5.6: Proposed Efficient Partition Score Estimation

Data: Hierarchy H of data set O and ground truth partition PGT

Result: Partition PF ∈H with PSc(PF,PGT) ≥ PSc(Pi,PGT) for all
Pi ∈H

Initialize PF with the coarsest partition: PF ∶= Pn = {Cn1 }, where Cn1 = X
1 Initialize labeling LF ∶= Ln ∶Mn →MGT with Ln(1) = m with m ∈MGT and∣Cgm∣ ≥ ∣Cgi ∣ for all i ∈MGT

Initialize SF ∶= S(Ln(Mn)) as defined in Equation 5.17
for i = n to 2 do

2 Determine j ∈Mi for which exist j1 and j2 ∈Mi−1 such that
Cij = Ci−1j1

∪Ci−1j2

We have Mi−1 = Mi ∖ {j} ∪ {j1, j2}
for k ∈Mi−1 ∖ {j1, j2} do

Li−1(k) = Li(k)
Initially set Li−1(j2) = Li−1(j1) = 0
for J ∈ {j1, j2} do

Find best label for cluster J :
for m ∈MGT do

Li−1Tmp(J) ∶= m
Re-assign previous m-label Li−1((Li)−1(m)) either with zero or with
one optimal remaining label

if S(Li−1Tmp(Mi−1)) > S(Li−1(Mi−1)) then
Li−1 ∶= Li−1Tmp

PSc(Pi−1,PGT) = S(Li−1(Mi−1))
if PSc(Pi−1,PGT) > SF then

PF ∶= Pi−1
SF ∶= S(Li−1(Mi−1)
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5 Automatic Segmentation of Spectral Data

can be used. It usually gives stable results and with the linkage functions introduced
here, produces no inversions. We can chose either the classical Euclidean distance for
the data or the cosine distance that we proposed to be more appropriate for THz-TDS
spectra, especially when not baseline corrected.

If computational efficiency is the predominant issue and the classical approach does
not yield satisfying results we will use one of the Chameleon based algorithms. The
classical Chameleon algorithm’s similarity measure was slightly altered to fit to the
useful definitions that were made beforehand. Alternatively we proposed to use Phase
I of Chameleon together with the classical hierarchical clustering to be able to use
the different distance measures that are supplied for this algorithm. We furthermore
discussed two approaches on including spatial similarities. Algorithms were given and
may be used to improve a segmentation of a hyperspectral image.

In order to evaluate the clustering result we proposed a new evaluation scheme for
hierarchical clustering. We felt the necessity for a new scheme because the classical
approach evaluates hierarchies that were not part of our solution space.
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It was described in the introduction that the visualization of THz-TDS data as well
as the extraction of content is difficult. Methods needed to be developed for this
purpose. The different techniques that were proposed during the course of this thesis
have the objective of enabling the content extraction from THz-TDS data in an efficient
manner. To show the usefulness of the developed algorithms and approaches, we will
now present some application examples. All of these examples were not analyzed
beforehand but were rather presented to us in the initially measured form. Hence,
transforming this raw hyperspectral data into an interpretable form with respect to
different application scenarios was a strong motivation for this thesis. On the one hand
the goal of this chapter is to show that the methods proposed and discussed throughout
the last chapters can be applied on different kinds of measurements. On the other hand
we want to illustrate in what context they are applicable and what should be considered
when using them. Application scenarios can be within the analysis of single spectral
measurements as well as hyperspectral images. Although all presented measurements
are actually acquired hyperspectrally, we consider both application cases.

Contribution All data processing shown in this chapter is a contribution of this thesis.
To link the presented data sets to the respective applied methods, we will give a tabular
overview of the measurement and the sections or the chapter in which these methods
were discussed.

Section in this chapter
Used methods and section were they were intro-
duced

Section 6.1: Eight THz-TDS
images of chemical compounds

Preprocessing: Section 2.3
Wavelet based features: Section 4.2
Advantages of cosine distance: Section 5.3
Evaluation with partition score: Section 5.7

Section 6.2: THz-TDS image
of pressed lactose pellet

Echo removal: Section 2.2

Section 6.3: THz-TDS image
of mockup mail bomb

PFS features: Excursus 2 based on previous sec-
tion
Simplified Chameleon: Section 5.5 compared with
classical version
Including spatial characteristics: Section 5.6

Section 6.4: Raman image of
polymer foil

Applicability to other spectral domain:
Wavelet features: Section 4.2
Chameleon based clusterings: Section 5.5
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6 Application Examples

6.1 Eight Chemical Compounds

The first data set was acquired by the Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement
Techniques (Fraunhofer IPM) in Kaiserslautern and consists of eight hyperspectral mea-
surements of different chemical compounds, with 5× 5 pixels. Each signal is composed
of 4268 channels, sampled at a rate of 0.0312 picoseconds. The chemical compounds
are pressed into pellets as displayed in Figure 6.1. The compounds are p-amino benzoic
acid (PABA), acetyl salicylic acid (ASS), glucose, saccharose, lactose and tartaric acid.
There are two pellets that contain glucose — one with a high concentration of the agent
one with a lower concentration. In all of these measurements, not the full pellet is ac-
quired but only a square taken from the middle. Each pixel covers an area of 1 mm2.
Therefore, the measurements are not typical hyperspectral imaging measurements with
unknown content and various objects. On the contrary, each image contains one pure
chemical.

We will use the images for two purposes. Firstly, we want to illustrate the adequacy
and necessity of the various proposed preprocessing methods in applications where
the characterization of chemicals is needed. Secondly, we will evaluate the feature
selection and the positive effect of the cosine distance by using the proposed cluster
evaluation technique. We will do this by creating an artificial hyperspectral image put
together from the single chemical measurements and thereby gain a ground truth that
is necessary for the evaluation.

6.1.1 Comparability of Chemical Measurements

Other spectroscopic techniques that are used to characterize chemicals, such as infrared
spectroscopy, have databases that contain the spectral expression of many compounds
[17]. Unfortunately this can not be said for THz spectra. As an emerging technique,
not as many different compounds are measured yet and even if they are measured the
standardization of the measurements is low. The existing databases, such as [121],
declaredly differ in quality and method of acquisition. For many applications this is a

Figure 6.1: Pressed pellets with chemical agents.
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6.1 Eight Chemical Compounds

problem because they aim at detecting specific compounds. Having a reliable database
that contains peak positions and relative intensities for each compound is therefore
necessary. For this purpose we propose to first use a fixed pipeline of preprocessing steps
to make the spectra comparable. Afterward a procedure to extract each compounds
peak positions and depth can be applied.

Methods

The preprocessing pipeline we propose is described in Algorithm 6.1. It is based on
various algorithms introduced in Chapter 2. In addition to the standard procedures

Algorithm 6.1: Determine Peak Position and Relative Height for One Com-
pound

Data: THz-TDS measurement in time-domain
Result: Frequency-domain transmittance with constant baseline

1 Remove echo pulses as detailed in Algorithm 2.2
2 Apply Fourier transform and divide by reference as in Section 2.1
3 Determine dynamic range (DR) as in Algorithm 2.3
4 Apply baseline correction as in Algorithm 2.4

(Step 2) we apply the proposed echo removal (Step 1) in the time-domain beforehand.
in the frequency domain we then analyze the DR of each measurement in Step 3 and
then estimate a baseline and correct the spectra in Step 4.

After preprocessing the data such that the spectra are now generally comparable,
in Algorithm 6.2 we propose a procedure that can be used to extract each compounds
peak position and depth if various samples per compound are available. At the peak

Algorithm 6.2: Find Peak Position and Depth for one Compound

Data: Multiple THz-TDS spectra {Si}ni=1 of one compound X with constant
baseline, limited to DR of the frequencies Ω ∶= {ω1, ..., ωmaxDR} Where
maxDR is the maximal cutoff point of Si

Result: Positions Ω∗ and relative depth D ∶ Ω∗→ [0,1] of peaks of compound
X

1 for i = 1 to n do
Find all frequencies Ωi ∶= {ωi1 , ...ωini

} that contain minima of Si

2 Build histogram H ∶ Ω→ N with ωi ↦ ∣{i ∈ {1, ..., n}∣ωi ∈ Ωi}∣
for i = 1 to maxDR do

3 if H(ωi) ≥ ∣I ∣3 then
Add frequency position: ωi ∈ Ω∗
Add mean value in all measurements: D(ωi) = n∑

j=1
Sj(ωi)∣I ∣
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candidate detection of Step 1 of Algorithm 6.2, minima can potentially be found that
do not originate from an absorption peak but rather only noisy oscillations in the
spectrum. Especially if the concentration of the agent is low, considerably more peak
positions are found than if it is high. Therefore, it is important to have a histogram
over several measurements and their peak position candidates. Building this histogram,
however, is the most sensitive step of Algorithm 6.2. The default bin size is one bin
per available frequency channel ω ∈ Ω. However, in higher frequent regions (i.e. the
regions with worse signal to noise ratio) the peak positions tend to vary slightly between
measurements. Therefore, we decided to use a frequency dependent bin size. From 0.1–
1 THz one frequency channel per bin, from 1–2 THz two and for frequencies higher
than 2 THz we use four. We then regard a minimal point to be a peak if the histogram
counts 1

3 of the spectra to contain it in Step 3. This threshold is set low because no peak
should be missed. Generally the downside of such a low threshold is a misclassification
of non-peaks.
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Figure 6.2: Original magnitude spectra after time-domain preprocessing.

Results

We now show the applicability of the algorithms to the chemical compound images.
For this purpose we treat them as if they were 200 independently acquired spectra.
Nevertheless, they are visually grouped together (per compound) to show that the
methods increase the similarity among the spectra. Figure 6.2 shows the original
spectra, i.e. 25 per compound with the typical magnitude spectra that can be found in
THz-TDS measurements. Depending on the measurement, the depth of the peaks and
the variance differs and all have a clearly non-constant baseline. Figure 6.3 displays the
result of the preprocessing steps from Algorithm 4. The spectra now have a constant
baseline and are only considered until the end of their DR. Everything beyond the DR
is set constant and therefore introduces no false distances or similarities. Note that
the saccharose measurements have a high variance, therefore, some of the spectra get
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Figure 6.3: Baseline corrected spectra from Figure 6.2. Information beyond the DR is
discarded.

cut-off quite early (at about 2 THz). The other spectra do not share this problem.

For this pipeline the only parameters that are set, are a minimal and a maximal
possible DR. Set here between 2 and 4 THz, the algorithm is not sensitive to them.
They could be neglected altogether but high variances in the earlier regions of the
spectra can lead to an unwanted cut, especially when the intensity of the compound is
low, as for example in the low concentration glucose measurements.
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Figure 6.4: Positions and values of all detected minima of compounds from Figure 6.3.

After the preprocessing, we applied Algorithm 6.2. The peaks that are detected
on the 7 compound data are shown in Figure 6.6. The result of the peak candidate
detection of Step 1 of Algorithm 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.4. Note that in the low
percentage glucose measurement more minima are found than in the high percentage
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Figure 6.5: Histograms over peak positions of Figure 6.4.

which is not consistent with the fact that it is the same compound. This illustrates the
necessity of acquiring several measurements. The histograms of the example data sets
are shown in Figure 6.5. To illustrate which peaks are valid, the histograms in Figure
6.5 display their quantities only until they reach the threshold of 8 spectra/bin with a
total of 25 acquired spectra per compound.
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Figure 6.6: Final peak positions for compounds from Figure 6.3.

The automatically detected peaks are consistent with the visual examination of the
original compounds. Moreover, even small peaks and slight movements of original
transmittance spectra are clearly detected. In several of the measurements, low peaks
in the beginning of the spectrum are found. It can not be said if all of these peaks
are really based on a characteristic absorption line. In the case of glucose, as we have
two measurements with different concentration of the agent, it can be said that the
peaks in regions between 0.5 and 1.5 THz in the low concentration sample must be
noise, otherwise they would also appear in the high concentration measurement. On
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the other hand, the low 0.5 peak in Lactose is not noise as it is reported in literature
[122].

6.1.2 Parameter Choice in Classification

Salicylic
Acid

Tartaric
Acid

Saccarose

ASS PABALactose

Glucose
low %

Glucose
high %

Figure 6.7: Schematic view of the concatenation of the 8 hyperspectral chemical com-
pound measurements.

We have shown in the previous section that it is useful to apply various preprocessing
steps to be able to find peak positions and depth and thereby build databases of chem-
ical compounds. The focus of this thesis, however, is on the automatic segmentation of
hyperspectral images. In the last chapters we introduced different feature sets that can
be used as a clustering basis as well as different parameters for classical hierarchical
clustering. Therefore, in this section we want to show the following things:

(1) The ability of the representations of the magnitude spectrum from Section 4.2 to
lead to a good clustering result. We will compare the real wavelet base features
from Section 4.2.2 with the complex wavelet magnitude and phase from Section
4.2.3 and the full spectra as displayed in Figure 6.2.

(2) The applicability of the classical hierarchical clustering as explained in Algorithm
5.1 and especially the influence the different parameters, particularly the proposed
cosine distance, have on the outcome of the clustering.

(3) The possibility of evaluating the hierarchical clustering with the partition score
introduced in Algorithm 5.6.
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Methods

To build a hyperspectral image with a known ground truth, the 8 measurements of
chemicals are used again. We concatenate them into one artificial hyperspectral image.
A schematic view of this image, and thereby a ground truth labeling of the image, can
be seen in Figure 6.7. The complete image consists of 10 × 20 pixels.

Often when not single chemical compounds but hyperspectral measurements with
different content — and also different content quality — are acquired, some of the
preprocessing steps are error prone: We have mentioned in Chapter 4 that although the
baseline correction works well on measurements with a consistently high DR, it might
fail when the measurement quality is worse. Luckily, the proposed PFS coefficients,
in addition to reducing the features, perform a zero normalization, which is why they
can be applied without prior baseline correction. Hence, we will use the spectra in
their original form, i.e. after the standard preprocessing as shown in Figure 6.2. For
comparability reasons we furthermore have to use a common DR for all spectra. On
the one hand including noisy channels into the clustering can bias the result, on the
other hand, important information of other measurements might lay beyond an early
DR of one measurement. Therefore, we will use two different DRs as is shown in Figure
6.8.

100 200 300 400 500
Channels

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Coefficients

Figure 6.8: Channels that are used for clustering are framed. Big data set is black,
small data set is cyan. Left: Full spectra; Right: Real wavelet coefficients.

On the left hand side of Figure 6.8, some of the spectra are exemplary shown. They
consist of 512 channels. The right hand side of the figure displays the 16 real wavelet
coefficients of the 4th downsampling level representing the same spectral range. Some
of them contain characteristics after 350 channels, others approach their noise floor
at 300 already. To determine how much the noise on the one hand and the lack of
information on the other hand influence the clustering, we compare the cyan colored
frames in Figure 6.8 with the the black frame channels.

We will furthermore compare 6 different feature sets for the hierarchical clustering
and denote them as follows:

(1) Black, Real. Real Wavelet coefficients channels used are PFS 8–19, i.e. 12 chan-
nels
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(2) Black, Full. Full spectrum with channels 32–416.

(3) Black, C-Phase. Phase of complex wavelet coefficients PFS 8–19.

(4) Black, C-Mag. Magnitude of complex wavelet coefficients PFS 8–19.

(5–8) Cyan Real, Full, C-Phase and C-Mag, i.e. PFS 8–17, i.e. 10 channels, represent-
ing only the original channels 32–352.

Furthermore we use 6 sets of parameters.

(1) Euclidean. Euclidean distance between samples

(a) Complete. Distance between clusters is maximal distance between samples

(b) Single. Distance between clusters is minimal distance between samples

(c) Average. Distance between clusters is average distance between samples

(2) Cosine. Cosine distance between samples with 3 linkage functions

We use the partition Score PSc to compare the clustering results with the different
parameters on the basis of the feature sets with the ground truth partition.

Results

Two kinds of results are displayed in Table 6.1 the best scores and the level at which
they are achieved. The scores are named by the percentage of correctly clustered
samples in relation to all labeled ground truth samples. Below this percentage the level
at which this result is achieved is given, also. The higher the score, the better the result
and furthermore the lower the level, the easier it is to detect this “optimal” result. In
each row the optimal score is colored red.

Regarding the distance function, the cosine distance performs better than the Eu-
clidean distance. Most of the optimal scores are yielded by the cosine distance. Al-
though the optimal results for the full spectral clustering are gained with an Euclidean
distance they do not differ much from the results achieved with the cosine distance. In
contrast to that, the cosine distance very much improves the clustering result for the
wavelet based feature sets — particularly the complex magnitude and the real wavelets.

As to the linkage function, it can not be concluded that one clearly outperforms
the other. The average linkage achieves the highest score in most cases but the other
linkage functions are not far from it. Single linkage performs mostly worse than the
other two, however, especially for the wavelet based features.

The cyan feature sets perform better than the black ones, which means that leaving
out information leads to less problems than including too much noise. Furthermore
the full spectra produce the worst clustering results, with a score of around 60% at
best for the black region whereas the real wavelets achieve a 90% score. The phase
of the complex wavelets is least influenced by the width of the chosen coefficients,
but otherwise performs worse than the other two small feature sets. The complex
magnitude gives comparable but slightly worse results as the real wavelets
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Euclidean Cosine
Complete Single Average Complete Single Average

Black

64.5% 56.5% 64.5% 61% 51.5% 59%
Full

(17) (85) (30) (33) (100) (45)

Real
67.5% 71% 73% 94% 84.5% 96%
(42) (59) (48) (10) (12) (12)
69.5% 73% 73% 64.5% 75.5% 73.5%

C-Phase
(11) (25) (20) (13) (18) (15)

C-Mag
63% 56% 64% 83.5% 80% 88.5%
(22) (57) (33) (15) (44) (15)

Cyan

61.5% 82.5% 73% 63% 77.5% 67%
Full

(15) (42) (27) (28) (46) (35)

Real
74.5% 84% 84% 98.5% 87% 98.5%
(29) (39) (32) (9) (9) (9)
70% 74% 71% 74.5% 74.5% 72%

C-Phase
(18) (27) (22) (14) (24) (20)

C-Mag
60.5% 69.5% 69.5% 90.5% 90% 91%
(38) (40) (30) (13) (28) (14)

Table 6.1: Partition Scores as introduced in Algorithm 5.6 for different feature sets and
distance-linkage combinations together with respective optimal clustering
level (in braces below the score).

In addition to the displayed table we show the optimal segmentation for the cyan
feature sets in Figure 6.10a — 6.10d. The label colors are the same as in the ground
truth image in Figure 6.7, the zero-label as defined in Algorithm 5.6 is displayed in
black. The compounds that are generally best detected are the PABA (lilac) and
the glucose (green) with the high concentration. The compound that is clustered
worst is the saccharose. This result complies with the quality of the spectra (see
Figure 6.2). The complex phase is very sensitive to shifts and interferences, it therefore
gives different misclassifications than the other ones. The glucose with high and low
absorption tends to be clustered together, especially when using the cosine distance.
As the cosine distance applies a normalization on the peaks this is not surprising but
this normalization should be kept in mind when the distance is applied. It should
not be used if the concentration rather than the peak position is the discriminating
characteristic.
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6.1 Eight Chemical Compounds

Figure 6.9: Best segmentation of complex wavelet magnitude feature set (small) for the
different parameter combinations.

(a) Real wavelet features

(b) Complex wavelets magnitude features

(c) Complex wavelets phase features

(d) Full Spectrum
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6.2 Lactose Pellet

The next data set was acquired by K.Wiesauer and S.Katletz from RECENDT GmbH,
Linz. It is a hyperspectral measurement of a pressed lactose pellet with 32 × 32 pixels.
Each signal is composed of 512 channels sampled at a rate of 0.1334 picoseconds. The
image consists of a non-absorbing background and the pellet in the lower middle. The
measurement is not difficult to segment, as the lactose pellet is not concealed and
lactose with this polymorphous shape is easy to identify due to a clear peak at 0.5
THz. We want to illustrate two things on this measurement: Firstly the necessity of
automatic echo removal in hyperspectral imaging and secondly differences between the
feature sets.

Methods

For echo removal we use the wavelet shrinkage based method introduced in Section 2.2.
As a feature representation, the PFS features from Excursus 2 are then applied. The
first six features illustrate the difference between windowed and unwindowed spectra.
Furthermore we focus on the differences between the three representations of the mag-
nitude spectrum. Those are the integration over a fixed set of intervals on the one hand
and the two methods we proposed, i.e. PFS features 7–X based on real-wavelets from
Section 4.2.2 and based on complex wavelets from Section 4.2.3 on the other hand.
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Figure 6.10: Lactose signals of hyperspectral measurement and respective magnitude
spectra including spectra of the background signal with and without echo
removal.

Results

The measurement is particularly interesting because it has a strong reflection pulse of
the reference at the positions where the pellet is located. An unpreprocessed example
signal from a pellet pixel is shown by the red spectra on the left hand side of Figure
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6.10. The blue signal in the same figure is the result of the echo removal. Although
a big part of the signal (almost 10 picoseconds) has to be removed the main peak is
preserved. The right hand side of Figure 6.10 shows the shape, the windowed and
unwindowed signals have in their magnitude spectra. Instead of many interferences in
the red unwindowed spectrum, the blue spectrum depicts one clear and broad peak at
the right position.

It was said already that the image contains only two types of spectra, namely the
background and the said lactose spectra. We show the background spectra on the right
hand side of Figure 6.10 in green. They are mostly smooth over the whole DR and
are not changed by the echo removal. It has to be remarked that the proposed echo
removal does not need any parameters. It can hence be applied on a whole image
without adaption to the different kinds of spectra. It will not lead to information loss
if no echos are detected.

Figure 6.11: PFS features 1–6 of unwindowed signal.

Figure 6.12: PFS features 1–6 of windowed signal.

We now display the PFS representations of the images. The first six features for both
kinds of signals are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. In case of the unwindowed spectra,
the main amplitude which the first two features are based on is the highest one. The
highest pulse in the lactose spectra is the “wrong” one, namely the reference remainder.
Its position coincides with the positing of the background pixel main pulse, therefore
the set-off in the second PFS feature is non-existing in the unwindowed version. In the
windowed case on the other hand, there are no echoes anymore, because the windowing
produces echo-free signals. Hence, in case of Figure 6.12, the 5th features is a constant
image. Generally the windowed features show the Lactose pellet and especially in the
less discrete features, namely the wavelet scaling factor (6) and the amplitude height(1),
the windowed spectra give more clear results.

Another aspect we want to emphasize with this data is the difference between the
representations of the magnitude when analyzing only chemical content. Regarding the
windowed lactose pellet, the background only consists in one dominant peak, therefore
in case of the complex wavelets we will only use the magnitude and not the phase. Due
to the downsampling scheme of the wavelet transform, for this measurement, each of
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Figure 6.13: Integration of full spectra in each named interval.
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Figure 6.14: Real Wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 6.15: Complex wavelet magnitude coefficients.

the coefficients covers ∼ 110 GHz. Hence, Figure 6.13 shows the respective integration
over 110 Ghz intervals covering the DR which is about 1 THz. Figure 6.14 shows the
real wavelet coefficients based on the Battle-Lemarie wavelet and Figure 6.15 shows
the magnitude of the complex wavelets.

All these feature sets are sufficiently discriminating for a segmentation of this image.
Nevertheless the integration over the full spectra shows more or less the same difference
in all intervals. This is due to the dominance of the overall absorption. In contrast to
that, because of their inherent normalization to zero, the real wavelet coefficients as
well as the complex ones show the main differences in the regions around 0.5 THz in the
3rd and 4th coefficients. Comparing the real and the complex wavelet coefficients the
differences are slightly finer. It was already mentioned that the real wavelet transform
has the disadvantage of being non-directional and non-shift invariant. Therefore, in
Figure 6.14 in interval 0.42–0.53, the lactose pellet is smaller (darker) than the back-
ground while in the next interval it is higher (brighter). The original peak is of course
only one-directional. This is better represented by the complex magnitude. On the
other hand the complex coefficients seem to be more sensitive to noise in non-peak
regions, such as the last two coefficients.
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6.3 Mockup Mail Bomb

The last THz measurement was acquired by Daniel Molter of the Fraunhofer IPM in
Kaiserslautern. It is a hyperspectral image of a mockup mail bomb with 99 × 198
pixels. Each signal has 2600 channels, acquired at a sampling rate of 0.02 picoseconds.
The content consists of a closed envelope containing different types of material. The
envelope itself is shown on the left hand side of Figure 6.16 while the right hand side
displays its content. The dotted line marks the area that is measured. The content
consists of highly absorbing components such as a micro-controller and metallic wires,
plastic content as well as two satchels containing chemical powder (Lactose and Salicylic
Acid). The application area of such a measurement is non-destructive mail testing. In
this application one wants to detect the metallic compounds on the one hand. Detecting
metallic components is possible with other techniques such as x-ray imaging, however.
Therefore, the special focus must be on the detection of the satchels with chemical
content on the other hand. We will use this measurement to illustrate that various
techniques introduced in this thesis can be used to perform such a detection and to
demonstrate how they can be used. The focus will be on two things:

Figure 6.16: Content of mockup mail bomb envelope with wired compounds, a micro-
controller, and satchels containing chemicals.

(1) The usefulness of the proposed PFS coefficients. We will show all of these features
for this measurement to illustrate the kind of content that can be extracted from
them.

(2) The usefulness and necessity to apply the Chameleon based clustering algorithms
and also the improvement that can be achieved by including spatial features.
Both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 5.5 will be used.

6.3.1 PFS Illustration

We have already depicted some differences between the usable features in the previous
section. However, within the mockup mail bomb there is a larger variety of content
than in the lactose pellet measurement. Not only chemicals can be found but also
plastic and metallic material. Furthermore, the measurement is acquired through a
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closed envelope — as shown in Figure 6.16. We therefore use this measurement to
illustrate how the PFS coefficients can be used to identify and differentiate different
material in general and especially to split the chemical peak position information from
the overall absorption.

Methods

Similar to the previous section we use the PFS features from Excursus 2. The first
five features can be used to identify the different materials within the envelope. The
absorption and time delay of the main amplitude pulse — PFS 1 and 2 — are often
applied by physicists to illustrate the validity of the measurement. Especially PFS 1
gives a first impression of the measured content. Various kinds of absorbing materials
can be outlined by it already. If no absorbing material would be present a constant
image would be visible. The time delay implies information about the refraction of the
objects. The phase slope and intercept show similar characteristics. The echo pulse
position gives information about reflection within the material, which is especially
useful for multilayered plastics. The wavelet scaling factor (PFS 6) is a feature that
includes the overall absorption information contained in the magnitude. We will show
both the complex and the real scaling factor to illustrate how well they separate the
overall absorption from the peaks.

Although various content can be made visible in the time-domain and by simple phase
features, the focus in this measurement lies on the chemicals. Therefore, we display
information gained from the magnitude spectrum. The goal is to be able to extract
the absorption peaks and use them to segment the chemical satchels. To illustrate
the improvement, the proposed representation presents over the classical methods, we
begin by showing how the magnitude spectrum is often represented.

Similar to the last application example, the integral over the region of interest, i.e.
the DR is taken piece-wise. Instead of looking at each channel, one can thereby subsume
information from a whole interval. To compare this method to our proposed method,
we will divide the DR (we consider 0.3 to 1.7 THz) into as many intervals as features
are used for the wavelet coefficients and integrate the magnitude over these intervals.
We will then compare this to the complex and real PFS features 7–X. One of the
special characteristics of this representation is that one can bring it into direct relation
to the original spectra, i.e. one can determine positions of peaks on the basis of the
representations. To illustrate this, we will plot the features directly above the spectral
regions they are representing.

Results

The first five PFS coefficients are shown in Figure 6.17. The two images on the left hand
side are the absorption and time delay of the main amplitude pulse. Especially PFS 1
outlines the different material, while PFS 2–4 show characteristics about the refraction.
For example, while the micro-controller on top and the ski-card at the bottom seem
similar in PFS 1, they reveal different refractive characteristics and can thereby be
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Figure 6.17: Left to Right: Time delay of the main amplitude (PFS 2), the slope and
intercept of the phase spectrum (PFS 3 and 4), and echo pulse positions
(PFS 5).

separated. As there are no multilayered materials in this image, the informational
content of PFS 5 is low.

Although the satchels containing the chemicals can be outlined in PFS 1, they are
only vaguely seen and cannot be distinguished from each other. The absorption peak of
Salicylic Acid that can be found within these magnitude spectra, due to the short DR,
lie at ∼ 1.1 THz and the big peaks of Lactose are at 0.5 and 1.4 THz. Note that the
Lactose has a different polymorphous shape than the one used for the peak extraction
in Section 6.1, therefore the 0.5 THz peak is more pronounced here.

Figure 6.18: Classical view of the magnitude integration representation (top) and the
respective intervals that are represented (bottom).
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The typical integration information is shown in Figure 6.18. On the bottom of this
figure, we plotted example spectra of qualitatively different pixel regions with high
absorption, low absorption and of the two chemical compounds. Although the general
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absorption and the material can be seen in every interval representation, this informa-
tion unfortunately dominates the images. The absorption peaks of the chemicals should
be visible in interval 2, 6, and 7 but are merely visibly as slightly darker shadows.

Figure 6.19: Scaling factor of real wavelet coefficients (left) and complex wavelet coef-
ficients (right).

The proposed feature set has an inherent normalization to zero and thereby over-
comes this problem. The absorption is concentrated in PFS 6. For the complex wavelet
transform’s magnitude and the real wavelet transform these are shown in Figure 6.19.
The other features PFS 7–X should then contain only information about singularities,
i.e. peaks, from an otherwise constant spectrum. Figure 6.20 shows the respective

Figure 6.20: Real wavelet coefficients (top), complex magnitude coefficients (middle)
and respective intervals they represent (bottom).
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coefficients representing the same region as in Figure 6.18 for the complex and the
real case. On the one hand these feature seem to contain less information than the
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respective integration in Figure 6.18. On the other hand the chemical information can
be extracted very easily here. The Peaks at the corresponding positions do not only
distinguish the satchels from the rest of the content but also from each other.

Comparing the complex and the real PFS, the real coefficients in the top row of Figure
6.20 separate overall absorption and peaks very well, while the complex coefficients
on the bottom contain more information about the overall absorption. However, the
advantage of the latter is that the absorption peaks are all pointed to the same direction,
i.e. brightness equals absorption. This can not be said for the real coefficients, peaks
can show both brighter and darker outcome than the surrounding pixels. This is
particularly evident at the wires in the ski-card. In the last three images on top these
regions contain very bright and very dark spots, while in the same regions at the bottom
they are only bright. Hence, this kind of noise gets increased by the non-directionality
of the real wavelet transform.

Figures 6.17, 6.19, and 6.20 shown in comparison to Figure 6.18, point out the
advantages of the proposed feature sets and what each feature signifies. Furthermore,
the difference between the real wavelet PFS 7–X and complex magnitude wavelet PFS
7–X is illustrated. We will now continue by using some of the illustrated characteristics
and apply cluster analysis for an automatic segmentation of the images.

6.3.2 Hierarchical Chameleon Based Clustering

After finding a good feature representation one wants to segment the image with respect
to these features. The goal is to find a good segmentation mechanism. During this
work, various hierarchical clustering methods were discussed. We will compare those
two that are able to handle high-volume images like this one.

Methods

The data volume of about 20000 spectra is not exceedingly high, but already poses
problems when processed by the classical hierarchical clustering. Therefore, we use the
classical Chameleon from Algorithm 5.2 and the proposed simplified Chameleon from
Algorithm 5.3. As one can see from Figure 6.20, the complex magnitude and the real
wavelet coefficients show similar results. This is also the case when they are used for
clustering. Therefore, we will only show the results for the real PFS features. The
range that is depicted in Figure 6.20 will be used, hence, we have 16 features. As we
do not just get one segmentation by using hierarchical clustering but a whole hierarchy
of segmentations, we do accordingly not only display one of them but various cluster
levels. We will always display 5 levels. The levels are chosen manually at points where
information of interest appears.

Results

Figure 6.21 depicts some cluster levels resulting from the classical Chameleon, while
the segmentations from Figure 6.22 result from the simplified version. In both cases
we chose an initial number of clusters of 500 and built the nearest neighbor graph
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Figure 6.21: Classical Chameleon, cluster levels 1,2,3,6, and 10.

Figure 6.22: Simplified Chameleon with average linkage and Euclidean distance, cluster
levels 2,5,7,12, and 19.

with 100 neighbors per node. In the classical Chameleon we set α = 1 and in the
simplified Chameleon we chose to use the Euclidean distance between the centers of
the initial partition as the initial distance matrix. Further, an average link clustering
was performed.

The result of the classical Chameleon in Figure 6.21 shows that all important objects
are detected in early level. Although the same kind of information is detected by the
simplified Chameleon, the levels are considerably higher, namely level 10 in comparison
to level 19. However, the classical Chameleon is more sensitive to the high noise
level in some features. The early wavelet coefficients (PFS 7 and 8) contain wavelike
interferences, probably from the structure of the envelope itself, that are suppressed by
the simplified Chameleon and clearly visible in early stages of the classical Chameleon.
These structures are undesired in the application scenario of automatic mail control,
but might be of interest in other scenarios. It can therefore not generally be said which
algorithm performs better here.

It can be said, however, that a lot of noise is still present in the clustered images,
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in the next section we will therefore apply the proposed algorithms to include spatial
features into a segmentation to improve the overall smoothness.

6.3.3 Spatial Characteristics and Segmentation

Within Figure 6.21 and 6.22 the segementations revealed the information of interest but
were still quite noisy. Therefore, it is advisable to include some spatial characteristics
to improve the overall smoothness of the image. However, spatial smoothing in such
hyperspectral images is not trivial. The danger of filtering away features of interest is
high especially if we do not know where these features lie. Using the same regularization
for all feature channels can easily lead to the elimination of the chemical satchels. This
is also the reason why no volume smoothing is used here. Volume smoothing tends
to eliminate features that appear in only one channel, which is typically the case for
peaks in wavelet features. Furthermore, on the one hand it is one of the advantages of
the PFS that no manual channel picking has to be performed, but on the other hand
one then has to be careful to choose algorithms which do not focus on the channels
that contain a lot of noise. The goal of this section is to apply the spatial smoothing
approaches from Section 5.6 for this purpose.

Methods

The first method to improve the smoothness of the segmented image was explained in
Algorithm 5.5. Here, a spatial distance between the initial clusters of Algorithm 5.3 is
included into the distance matrix calculation. The parameter λ, i.e. the threshold for
the overlap that is considered “neighboring”, is set to 0.7.

The second method is Algorithm 1. In the first step we use PFS 1 and 6 to calculate
a coarse segmentation of the materials. We use the k-means algorithm with the 3 initial
cluster centers randomly set and use 100 iterations. The edge preserving smoothing is
carried out on all PFS channels separately. The masking is applied on the smoothed
coefficients. Some of the noise is mainly salt and pepper noise. Elimination with a
median filter works well for these regions. However, there are different kinds of noise
that can not be erased with a median filter. For this reason we applied anisotropic
diffusion (for details and formulas see [123]). Choosing the contrast and smoothing
parameters as well as the number of iterations is not trivial, as the noise is high and
the resolution very low. Features of importance can easily be overlooked. We chose to
use a contrast of 1.4 and a pre-smoothing-σ of 1.6. After filtering all channels, they
are masked with the the medium segment of the k-means segmentation, i.e. the right
hand side of Figure 6.24. The masked images are then clustered again by the simplified
Chameleon algorithm with Euclidean distance and Average linkage.

The following results were produced with the simplified Chameleon algorithm. They
can, however, also be combined with the classical Chameleon. Therefore, the results
of the following figures have to be compared to Figure 6.22 to be able to assess the
general working of the algorithm.
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Results

Figure 6.23 shows some of the resulting levels from the first method that includes a
spatial distance. In comparison to the results displayed in Figure 6.22, especially the
satchels with the chemicals are much less noisy. In the first clusters they are very
smooth and at the same time the wiring within these clusters is still intact. Some of
the information, namely the wiring of the ski-card, is not detected until a late and
otherwise relatively noisy level (22) but broad structures are present in early clusters.

Figure 6.23: The spatial closeness of the initial clusters included into the initial distance
matrix, levels 3,4,8,11, and 22.

The second method consists of a multistep image processing algorithm. The first of
which, namely the initial three-part segmentation, is displayed on the left hand side
of Figure 6.24. The right hand side shows the binary mask where only the medium
absorbing segment (the gray one from the left hand side) is marked as foreground.

Figure 6.24: Segmentation into three parts with k-means clustering and PFS 1 and 6.

In Figure 6.25 we show some examples channels (unmasked) after the above de-
scribed smoothing with 50 iterations. The original data is displayed below. The phase
slope on the left hand side is filtered very well as well as the wavelet coefficients that
contain only said salt and pepper noise. Filtering the wavy shapes from PFS 9 is more
difficult, especially as there is also peak information in this channel. All in all the
anisotropic diffusion gives good improvement for PFS 1 to 6 and visual improvement
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Figure 6.25: PFS 3,9,13,14, and 15 in original (top) and smoothed (bottom).

Figure 6.26: Clustering result with spatial inclusion from Algorithm 1 and based on the
simplified Chameleon proposed in Algorithm 5.3, levels 1,2,3,4, and 5.

that is comparable to a median filter in the later channels. After the smoothing step,
the images are masked with the medium segment of the initial segmentation, i.e. the
right hand side of Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.26 then shows the first 5 clusters of the simplified Chameleon result on the
image processed channels. Naturally the masking of the image produces the first two
clusters, i.e. the foreground background segmentation. The next clusters, however,
unravel the chemicals both in early levels and in a smooth manner. While the ski-card
is shown not to contain much information, the three other components are shown to
contain qualitatively different material.

With the aid of this example we have shown that hierarchical clustering is a tool
that can be very useful when a segmentation of an unknown number of segments on the
basis of various features has to be calculated. Improving such a clustering by including
spatial features is a promising approach that improves the overall smoothness while
the important features are preserved.

A next step would be to actually classify the detected components. However, with
a correct segmentation such as this one can predict where content of interest might
lie and regard single example spectra from these areas instead of classifying all pixels
separately.
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6.4 Application to Raman Spectra

As a last application example we want to show that various of the proposed methods can
not only be used for THz-TDS hyperspectral images but also for hyperspectral images
acquired by other techniques. For this purpose we will use one of the techniques
introduced in Section 1.1, namely Raman spectroscopy. The image we will use was
acquired by B.Heise at the CDL MS-MACH at the Johannes Kepler University, Linz.
It is a 70×70 pixel measurement of a thin foil of a polymer blend material that contains
impurifications. In Figure 6.27 we show a microscopic view of the sampled area. Some
impurifications can be seen as bright spots on this image already. On the right hand
side of the same figure, we can see an example spectrum taken from this image.

Also in these kinds of spectra, peaks can be observed. Both Raman and THz spec-
troscopy can be used to identify material by characteristic peaks. However, the peaks
here are sharper. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy is very sensitive. In this measure-
ment for example, typical background shape can be observed which is probably due to
autofluorescence. The noise is equally distributed over the measurement and the effect
of thermal degradation can appear. This leads to peaks becoming scaled in their height
with increasing time. The last effect should be treatable with the cosine distance, for
example. The goal in analyzing this measurement is to find inclusions and errors within
the material and do so by applying our feature selection and clustering.

Figure 6.27: Left: Microscopic image of the investigated region with indicated map-
ping points; Right: An example spectrum. Note: Only the bright
spots/impurities are visible in the microscopic image. There are larger
patches visible after clustering (Figure 6.30) relating to features at wave
number 838cm−1 which cannot be seen here.
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Methods

As the spectra are acquired directly in the frequency-domain, we cannot extract PFS
1–5 and lay our emphasis on the remaining coefficients. The wavelet feature selection
is applied. We already noted in the previous section that the complex magnitude and
the real wavelets display similar information. Therefore, we do not show them both.
As the number of peaks is considerably higher in Raman spectra and the peaks are
sharper, it seems sensible not just to use the peak height, i.e. the magnitude. The
shift of the peaks, that is represented by the phase, is a different criterion that did not
work well for THz-TDS measurements but potentially provides additional information
for these measurements. Hence, we use the phase and the magnitude of the complex
coefficients to extract information about content such as dirt or inclusions.

For the segmentation, we apply classical Chameleon clustering as well as the simpli-
fied Chameleon algorithm on both feature sets. For the hierarchical clustering we use
Euclidean distance with a complete linkage. For the nearest neighbor graph we chose
100 nearest neighbors and an initial partition of 200.

Figure 6.28: Phase of complex PFS 8–17.

Figure 6.29: Magnitude of complex PFS 8–17.

Results

Figure 6.28 shows the phase of the complex coefficients and Figure 6.29 shows the mag-
nitude. One can note that the upper and the lower part of the material are separated
by both the magnitude and the phase. Nevertheless, the separation of the different
feature content does not work as well here as it does in the THz case (in case of the
magnitude PFS 7 to 18 seem to depict more or less the same content). The phase
however, depicts very different content from the magnitude. In the lower right areas of
the foil, there seem to be circular inclusion that are hardly detected by the magnitude.

The results of the clusterings can be seen in Figure 6.30 and 6.31. Although the area
in the upper third of the image, where the material is thicker due to a folded region, is
detected by both of them, the results between phase and magnitude differ. While the
inclusion in the lower right are not detected in the first clusters when the magnitude
spectra are used, they are among the first compounds to be found when the phase is
used.
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Figure 6.30: Clustering of the phase from Figure 6.28. First five clusters that from the
dendrogram retrieved by classical Chameleon clustering (top) and com-
plete linkage simplified Chameleon (bottom).

As to the performance of the two clustering algorithms: The classical Chameleon
detects big clusters in earlier levels but at the same time, higher levels are more prone
to error. This result coincides with the result from the previous section. One big
advantage of the simplified version is, that different linkage and distance functions can
additionally be used and compared, and as the outcome of the classical Chameleon
can not be said to always outperform the simplified version, having the choice between
both methods improves the chances of getting good results.

Applying the complex PFS coefficients on the Raman hyperspectral images showed
promising results. In contrast to the application area of THz-TDS images of chemicals,
the phase of these features provided an information gain. The clustering methods
were both applicable and yielded good results. Investigating the applicability of this
approach on other areas should be a next step
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Figure 6.31: Clustering of the magnitude from Figure 6.29. First five clusters that
from the dendrogram retrieved by classical Chameleon clustering (top)
and complete linkage simplified Chameleon (bottom).

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we showed application examples for the methods that were introduced
throughout this thesis. With high DR measurements of various chemical compounds
as well as a hyperspectral lactose measurement we illustrated that the preprocessing
steps introduced the thesis can be used to build and improve THz-TDS databases. It
was further shown that the absorption coefficient of such spectra can be represented
by the wavelet features and that a segmentation based on this representation is closer
to the ground truth than a segmentation based on the full spectrum.

Hyperspectral images with unknown content are typical for “real-world” applications
such as non-destructive mail inspection. An image from this area was shown to illus-
trate the robustness of the proposed feature set. The goal of detecting chemical content
from such an image can be achieved with these features. The classical Chameleon was
applied as well as the introduced simplified Chameleon. Both achieved a valid seg-
mentation. However, the classical Chameleon was more sensitive to noise than the
simplified Chameleon with the right choice of linkage and distance function. We suc-
cessfully applied two methods that include spatial information to further improve the
clustering result.

Furthermore, we showed that the feature extraction as well as the segmentation tools
can be adapted to be used for other hyperspectral imaging areas on the example of a
Raman measurement.
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The problem that formed the basis of this thesis was to find a representation for hy-
perspectral Terahertz images. This representation was supposed to be usable to detect
different materials with a special focus on the detection of chemicals. Therein as much
information as possible about the specific shape of these spectra was to be considered
while at the same time it should be adaptable to various applications. Furthermore,
setting a lot of parameters was to be avoided. For these reasons we proposed to ap-
ply a course of action consisting of three steps: Preprocessing, feature reduction and
segmentation — as shown in Figure 1.3 in the introduction (Chapter 1). These three
steps, hence, built the thread running through this work and which is represented in
its main chapters.

Preprocessing
Feature Reduction Segmentation

Figure 7.1: Illustration of procedure from Figure 1.3 on image from Figure 1.1. In the
middle PFS features 1–4 and 6–15 are shown.

In Figure 1.1 in the introduction we have shown some channels of a hyperspectral
image to illustrate this problem. The same image will now be used again in Figure 7.1
to illustrate the usefulness of the methods developed in this thesis.

The left hand side of the figure illustrates preprocessing steps that were the focus
of Chapter 2. Therein, we analyzed and applied standard procedures and additionally
introduced new methods for THz-TDS spectra. Those were echo removal in the time-
domain, dynamic range determination in the frequency-domain and baseline correction.
The first two are shown in Figure 7.1. Potential application for these preprocessing
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steps are, however, not just in hyperspectral imaging but also in the analysis of single
spectra, and can be used for building reliably data bases of peak positions and depth
of chemical compounds. This was illustrated by some application measurements in
Chapter 6.

In Figure 1.1 we showed 20 of the 3200 initially measured channels, they were by no
means representative of the spectral content of the measurement. The images shown
in the middle of Figure 7.1, however, show 15 features that represent time-domain
and phase characteristics (top) and the full dynamic range of the magnitude spectrum
(bottom), i.e. reduce the initial 3200 feature down to 15 without any previous selection
of regions of interest. In Excursus 2 we introduced this feature set, that is based
on features that are often used for these spectra as well as new wavelet based sets
representing the magnitude spectrum. They were introduced in Chapter 4 and are
generated by real wavelet coefficients as well as complex wavelet coefficients. Their
adaptability to different application scenarios was shown in Chapter 6.

To evaluate if this feature reduction is valid for THz-TDS spectra, it does not suf-
fice to show their applicability on some example measurements. We therefore did an
extensive evaluation of the representativity of the PFS with simulated spectra. The
basis for this evaluation was a simulation scheme that we introduced in Chapter 3.
This simulation scheme is particularly designed to build an arbitrary big data base
of THz-TDS spectra with varying number, depth and position of peaks. It takes the
specific shape as well as the noise of these spectra into account.

The segmentation was done with hierarchical clustering. In Chapter 5 we discussed
different hierarchical clustering algorithms. Different parameters for the classical algo-
rithm were analyzed. To cope with high volume data we discussed Karypis Chameleon
algorithm. We propose alterations to this algorithm to make it stable to invertions and
to be able to use the classical algorithm’s parameters. Furthermore we discussed two
approaches that are used to include spatial features into the hyperspectral clustering.
Finally an evaluation scheme was introduced.

In Figure 7.1 the right hand side shows such a segmentation result. We show dif-
ferent clustering levels, this possibility is one of the main advantages of hierarchical
clustering. Further applications of all the methods including the spatial clustering and
the evaluation on real-world data could be seen in Chapter 6.

Furthermore the wavelet based feature reduction as well as the hierarchical cluster-
ing was applied on Raman spectra to show these methods are applicable to different
hyperspectral data.

With all these methods we are now able to analyze hyperspectral THz-TDS images
in a comprehensive and reproducible manner. Most of the methods need no, or only
few parameters. This is an important point, especially for the methods that are applied
on the single spectra as it is hardly feasible to smooth, baseline correct or otherwise
alter the spectra individually.

All in all the methods are designed especially to detect chemical compounds in hy-
perspectral THz-TDS dry air measurements at room temperature. As to the generality
of these methods, the preprocessing is THz specific, but can also be used to improve
individual THz-TDS spectra. While the feature reduction is applicable on other time-
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series measurements with comparably broad characteristics and the segmentation can
be used for all types of hyperspectral images.

7.1 Future Research

Although the goal of this work was to give a self contained course of action to pro-
cess THz-TDS data, there always remain things to be done and topics to be further
investigated. We will now name some.

Classification: It was already said that no final classification is done in this work. In
specific applications one does not stop at segmenting an image but needs to proceed to
form some qualitative statement about the segments. In drug detection applications,
for example, one would want to know, if there was a drug detected, yes or no, and
if yes, which drug. This means that a subsequent classification of the image content
should be executed.

Figure 7.2: Left: Segmentation of example image to 5 regions; Right: Example spectra
from each of the regions.

However, a good segmentation leads to a faster and more reliable classification result.
In Figure 7.2 we show the segmentation of the example image in 5 clusters again on
the left hand side and the example spectra for the respective segments on the right
hand side. Instead of classifying all 2888 spectra, one would have to classify only these
5 regions of interest. Further research should therefore aim at combining the given
segmentation tools as well as the feature reduction with classification algorithms.

Improving the Spatial Information Inclusion: Including spatial information into
hyperspectral data organization is not at all trivial. Because the quality of many images
is not good, filtering noise out often leads to the elimination of important information.
We showed two possibilities to include spatial information nevertheless. However, the
resulting images are still quite noisy. Further research should also be done in this area.

Further Investigation of Usability of Phase of Complex Wavelet Coefficients: Fur-
thermore, in Chapter 4 we introduced a feature set that is based on the complex wavelet
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transform. Most of the applications we showed only used the magnitude spectrum, as
the phase was too sensitive to noise. In the application to hyperspectral Raman data,
the phase spectrum of these coefficients unraveled different information than the mag-
nitude. The application of the phase of these coefficients should therefore be further
investigated.
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Implementations

All algorithms were implemented in C++ and / or Matlab by the author.

Johannes Kepler University: Most of the preprocessing algorithms as well as the
feature reduction and the clustering were included into a graphical user interface (GUI)
by Ulrich Brandstätter from the Johannes Kepler University Linz. A screenshot of
this GUI is shown in Figure 7.3. This GUI can be used and is used for different

Figure 7.3: GUI for processing hyperspectral THz images

hyperspectral images. The preprocessing that was especially developed for the THz
region has limited applicability to other spectral regions. However, feature reduction
and data segmentation can be applied on arbitrary hyperspectral images.
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Fraunhofer ITWM: The authors implementation of simplified Chameleon as well as
the classical hierarchical clustering were adapted to be usable with the ToolIP frame-
work of the image processing department of the Fraunhofer ITWM by two students —
Maximilian Leitheiser and Razvan Turtoi — supervised by the author. A snapshot of

Figure 7.4: Five plugins for the usage of hierarchical clustering in the ToolIP framework

the implemented nodes in shown in Figure 7.4. One can see the different parameters
that can be set. These plugins are not restricted to hyperspectral data only feature
channels are needed.
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